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Abstract

An increasing openness for more diverse interaction modalities as well as falling
hardware prices have made very large interactive vertical displays more feasible,
and consequently, applications in settings such as visualization, education, and
meeting support have been demonstrated successfully. Their size makes wall displays
inherently usable for multi-user interaction. At the same time, we can assume that
access to personal data and settings, and thus personalized interaction, will still be
essential in most use-cases.
In most current desktop and mobile user interfaces, access is regulated via an initial
login and the complete user interface is then personalized to this user: Access to
personal data, configurations and communications all assume a single user per
screen. In the case of multiple people using one screen, this is not a feasible solution
and we must find alternatives. Therefore, this thesis addresses the research question:
How can we provide personalized interfaces in the context of multi-user interaction
with wall displays? The scope spans personalized interaction both close to the wall
(using touch as input modality) and further away (using mobile devices).
Technical solutions that identify users at each interaction can replace logins and
enable personalized interaction for multiple users at once. This thesis explores two
alternative means of user identification: Tracking using RGB+depth-based cameras
and leveraging ultrasound positioning of the users’ mobile devices. Building on this,
techniques that support personalized interaction using personal mobile devices are
proposed. In the first contribution on interaction, HyDAP, we examine pointing from
the perspective of moving users, and in the second, SleeD, we propose using an armworn device to facilitate access to private data and personalized interface elements.
Additionally, the work contributes insights on practical implications of personalized
interaction at wall displays: We present a qualitative study that analyses interaction
using a multi-user cooperative game as application case, finding awareness and
occlusion issues. The final contribution is a corresponding analysis toolkit that
visualizes users’ movements, touch interactions and gaze points when interacting
with wall displays and thus allows fine-grained investigation of the interactions.
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Zusammenfassung
Fallende Hardwarepreise sowie eine zunehmende Offenheit gegenüber neuartigen
Interaktionsmodalitäten haben in den vergangen Jahren den Einsatz von wandgroßen interaktiven Displays möglich gemacht, und in der Folge ist ihre Anwendung,
unter anderem in den Bereichen Visualisierung, Bildung, und der Unterstützung
von Meetings, erfolgreich demonstriert worden. Aufgrund ihrer Größe sind Wanddisplays für die Interaktion mit mehreren Benutzern prädestiniert. Gleichzeitig
kann angenommen werden, dass Zugang zu persönlichen Daten und Einstellungen—
mithin personalisierte Interaktion—weiterhin essentieller Bestandteil der meisten
Anwendungsfälle sein wird.
Aktuelle Benutzerschnittstellen im Desktop- und Mobilbereich steuern Zugriffe über
ein initiales Login. Die Annahme, dass es nur einen Benutzer pro Bildschirm gibt,
zieht sich durch das gesamte System, und ermöglicht unter anderem den Zugriff
auf persönliche Daten und Kommunikation sowie persönliche Einstellungen. Gibt es
hingegen mehrere Benutzer an einem großen Bildschirm, müssen hierfür Alternativen gefunden werden. Die daraus folgende Forschungsfrage dieser Dissertation
lautet: Wie können wir im Kontext von Mehrbenutzerinteraktion mit wandgroßen
Displays personalisierte Schnittstellen zur Verfügung stellen? Die Dissertation befasst
sich sowohl mit personalisierter Interaktion in der Nähe (mit Touch als Eingabemodalität) als auch in etwas weiterer Entfernung (unter Nutzung zusätzlicher mobiler
Geräte).
Grundlage für personalisierte Mehrbenutzerinteraktion sind technische Lösungen
für die Zuordnung von Benutzern zu einzelnen Interaktionen. Hierzu werden zwei
Alternativen untersucht: In der ersten werden Nutzer via Kamera verfolgt, und in
der zweiten werden Mobilgeräte anhand von Ultraschallsignalen geortet. Darauf
aufbauend werden Interaktionstechniken vorgestellt, die personalisierte Interaktion
unterstützen. Diese nutzen zusätzliche Mobilgeräte, die den Zugriff auf persönliche
Daten sowie Interaktion in einigem Abstand von der Displaywand ermöglichen.
Einen weiteren Teil der Arbeit bildet die Untersuchung der praktischen Auswirkungen
der Ausgabe- und Interaktionsmodalitäten für personalisierte Interaktion. Hierzu
wird eine qualitative Studie vorgestellt, die Nutzerverhalten anhand des kooperativen
Mehrbenutzerspiels Miners analysiert. Der abschließende Beitrag beschäftigt sich mit
dem Analyseprozess selber: Es wird das Analysetoolkit für Wandinteraktionen GIAnT
vorgestellt, das Nutzerbewegungen, Interaktionen, und Blickrichtungen visualisiert
und dadurch die Untersuchung der Interaktionen stark vereinfacht.
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Part I
Introduction and Background

Introduction

1

In the last fifteen years, the landscape in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has
changed significantly. Whereas the predominant setup at the beginning of this time
span was a desktop or laptop computer with a user interface based on keyboard and
mouse input, we have since seen the rise of smaller mobile devices with touch- and
gesture-based interfaces. At the same time, commercial ventures like the iPod wheel,
gesture-based Wii remotes and the Kinect have been successful. Much research work
has also gone into interaction with large horizontal interactive displays, and more
recently, Augmented Reality (AR)- and Virtual Reality (VR)-based interfaces seem
ready to enter the mainstream.
We thus see an openness to new interaction technologies, and as prices fall further,
large vertical interactive displays have become feasible as well. These have evolved
significantly from the projection-based interactive whiteboards that have been used
in meeting and education settings since the 90s: Today’s wall displays (examples
in Figure 1.1) are often set up to support multiple interaction modalities and multidevice interaction in addition to touch (e.g., [Bea+12; Hal+10]). They are also
large enough to facilitate multi-user interaction and collaboration (e.g., 4.95 m x
1.85 m at the University of Calgary [Raj+15] and 4.86 m x 2.06 m at the Interactive
Media Lab Dresden (IMLD) where this thesis was written).
These wall displays also have a very high resolution, examples being INRIA’s touchsensitive WILDER display with 69 megapixels [Pie+16] and the (albeit not touchenabled) Stallion with 328 megapixels [Nav+09]. They can thus display a corre-

Fig. 1.1.: Examples of interactive high-resolution wall displays: The setup at the IMLD (left)
and multi-user interaction with the WILDER display at INRIA [PBC16a].

3

spondingly large amount of data at once, allowing, for instance, complex visualization applications (e.g., [Mül+15; Bea+12]). The resolution is high enough to allow
unrestricted interaction at close proximity. Importantly, it is also significantly higher
than human visual acuity: When close to the wall, the field of vision is much to small
to see all the contents, and when further away, individual pixels cannot be perceived.
As a result, physical navigation—moving around to access data—becomes feasible
and beneficial (e.g., [BNB07; GSW01]). This implies both distal and close work, as
well as the support of corresponding input modalities. An additional consequence
of the wall displays’ form factor is that data displayed is generally visible to all
onlookers and thus public [TC03b].
For the purposes of this thesis, an interactive high-resolution wall display is therefore
any vertical display that:
(a) is large enough that it is impossible to reach all points on the display without
moving,
(b) has an overall resolution that is higher than human visual acuity, and
(c) supports interaction, preferrably through both close (e.g., touch) and distal
(e.g., pointing) modalities.
In the interest of brevity, they are referred to as wall displays throughout the thesis.
Early research projects in this area (such as the i-LAND [Str+99] and the Stanford
iRoom [JFW02]) found large interactive displays useful for the support of meetings
and group work, essentially bringing traditional whiteboards into the digital age.
Their very high resolution also makes wall displays useful for diverse application
cases that require work with large sets of data such as sensemaking [AEN10], information visualization scenarios [And+11], and even high-resolution historical
images [Raj+15]. In these cases, physical navigation allows the display to serve
as externalized memory [BNB07]. There have also been promising investigations
into the use of large vertical interactive displays for command and control situations [PBC16b], in education [Cla+16], and in gaming [TPM12]. Finally, commercial
large vertical interactive displays for meeting, presentation and group work support
are replacing projection-based digital whiteboards, examples being the Microsoft
Surface Hub [@Micb] and the Google Jamboard [@Gooa].
Many of these application cases involve personalized interaction: Users expect to
be able to access and share role-specific or personal data (e.g., [Bra+11; Chu+14;
Pro17]), and interface states—such as the contents of the undo stack—are in many
cases user-specific as well. The standard in current desktop and mobile user interfaces is to implicitly personalize the complete interface to one user (Figure 1.2), and
the device knows the identity of the user because this person has identified herself via
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Fig. 1.2.: Examples for implicit personalization in current interfaces: File browser showing
personal data (left), personal communication via email (center), and personal
keyboard settings (right).

an initial login. Using this mechanism, access to personal data and communications
as well as the usage of individual configuration settings is supported. In addition,
interface states (including temporary modes, the clipboard, and the undo stack) are
configured for the complete device, and the display contents often change globally
in reaction to interactions. Thus, the premise of a single user per display is implicit
in the vast majority of our interactions with computers.
In contrast, the large size of wall displays invites multi-user interaction and collaborative scenarios (e.g., [HMT06; JFW02; PBC16b]), and thus personalizing the entire
display to one user (e.g., based on a login) fails. The consequence is that many
usage scenarios are unsupported, since access to personal data and configurations
as well as usage of individual interface states becomes impossible. The goal of this
dissertation is therefore to investigate personalized interaction with wall displays,
covering user identification, interaction techniques, and user behavior.

1.1 Research Questions and Objectives
My research question for this thesis was: How can we provide personalized interfaces
in the context of multi-user interaction with wall displays? There are several
aspects to this question. The first is the question of the identity of the user: How
does the system know which user is interacting? The second builds upon the first
and pertains to the user interface: What are suitable techniques for personalized
interaction at a wall display? And finally, a related question asks about the users:
What are characteristics of user behavior when interacting with wall displays using
personalized interfaces?
My research objectives followed these three questions. While related work has
covered individual issues within these topics, a holistic view focused on personalized
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interaction is missing and there are numerous underexplored aspects. Thus, research
objectives for this thesis were:
Objective 1: User Identification A technical prerequisite for personalized interaction is knowledge of the user’s ID, and in the absence of login-based identification,
the ID must be determined at a finer granularity. The first research goal is therefore
to find technical means to provide user IDs for each interaction. The need for this is
most apparent for touch interaction, since touch-sensitive screens generally do not
provide a user ID [Sch+09]. Since users are expected to utilize physical navigation,
user identification should perform well even if users change positions regularly.
For the same reason, distal (e.g., multi-device or gestural) interaction should be
supported in addition to touch or other close-range interaction modalities. This is an
unsolved issue: While there has been work in the area of touch user identification
(an overview can be found in [KPO17]), most of this work is focused on tabletop
interaction and fails for wall displays and moving users.
Objective 2: Interaction Techniques A second research objective was to explore
suitable techniques for personalized interaction at a wall display, finding ways to support multi-user interaction in the context of physical navigation. Additional personal
mobile devices such as smartphones play a significant role in this context, since they
provide a unique user ID and enable easy access to personal information. While there
is significant work in the area of wall display interaction techniques (e.g., [Nan+11;
Sho+10]) and multi-device interaction with wall displays (e.g., [Rek98; Sch+12]),
the techniques seldom leverage and support physical navigation. One subgoal was
therefore to find techniques that leverage interaction at different distances and with
moving users. A second issue is specific to hand-held devices: While the user is
holding a mobile device, one hand is occupied. This makes bimanual interaction as
well as interaction with other hand-held objects hard; also, putting the device away
and re-activating it is time-consuming, and the device may not always be where the
user is. A second subgoal was to find ways to alleviate these drawbacks.
Objective 3: User Behavior Knowledge of user behavior in the context of personalized interaction provides essential grounding for interaction design and was
therefore the third research objective. A number of studies have analyzed collaboration at wall displays, focusing on such diverse topics as territorial behavior, equality
of participation, user roles, and closeness of collaboration (e.g., [Bra+13; JH14;
Liu+16]). However, there are underexplored areas: In-depth studies seldom analyze
touch interaction or investigate collaboration with more than two users, and there
is little work on interaction in a more casual context. This is in contrast to more
application-oriented studies (e.g., [BM15; Bra+11; Str+99]), in which touch interaction and multi-user collaboration play a large role. The first subgoal was therefore
to contribute to closing this gap. The second subgoal involves the analysis process
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itself: Current studies on collaboration often rely on video analysis and coding. This
is time-consuming, and there is no way to show data aggregated in time. Therefore,
I was also interested in finding alternatives that are faster and allow researchers to
gain a better overview.

1.2 Research Scope
Given the research objectives above, this thesis lies in the area of human-computer
interaction (HCI), which researches the interfaces between humans and computers.
Within this area, it is concerned mainly with wall display interaction, and much of
the work’s grounding stems from research in this sector. The present work focuses
on personalized interaction in this context, i.e., interaction in which it is necessary to
differentiate between users (for example, to allow access to personal data, to enable
personal user interface states, or to enable individual user roles).
To reach the research objectives, it became necessary to draw upon and expand
knowledge in several additional areas:
• To distinguish users (Objective 1), we leverage knowledge in sensing. This
includes vision-based sensing and hence computer vision as well as signal
processing in the audio domain.
• Within HCI, our research for Objective 2 falls in the sector of cross-device
interaction, which is concerned with interactions that span several devices.
• Objective 2 also led to additional work with wrist-worn devices that falls in
the HCI research area of of wearable devices.
• Finally, we turn to visualization to support interaction analysis in our work on
Objective 3.
Furthermore, to ensure a clear focus and keep the scope at a manageable level,
several restrictions are imposed:
• Research is restricted to interaction in which personalization plays a role. This
excludes, e.g., single-user interaction (because login-based personalization
suffices in this case).
• My work focuses on vertical displays. Work on interaction with large horizontal
displays (tabletops) is considered only where directly relevant, since several
comparative papers [Cla+16; Pot+12; PBC17; RL04] as well as our own
research [MZD15; Zad+11; Zad+13; ZD14] find that there are significant
differences in the social situation, perspective to the display, and application
areas supported.
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• I assume interaction in the context of physical navigation, since there is ample
prior work that establishes its importance (e.g., [And+11; BNB07; Raj+15]).
This implies users moving around to access data and work at varying distances.
Note that it does not signify that I assume that all wall display interaction will
incorporate physical navigation, only that the theory is significant enough to
warrant focused research.
• While public usage of large vertical displays is a well-researched topic [Aza+12;
Fin+08; Pel+08], the thesis does not focus on this, because the interaction is
significantly different: Public displays are generally used casually and for short
amounts of time [Pel+08].
• Finally, all research takes place in a single laboratory (setup given in Figure 1.3).
This limits the scope to a controlled environment and precludes in-the-wild
studies. It also allowed me to limit application cases to research prototypes
that do not offer the rich feature set of in-the-wild applications, keeping
implementation effort to a manageable level while allowing exploration of a
wide set of research questions.

1.3 Thesis Outline and Contributions
This thesis is structured into five main parts, two of which are introduction and
conclusion. The other three correspond to the three research objectives introduced
in Section 1.1. The remainder of Part I examines related work and describes the
technological foundation for the rest of the thesis. In Part II, we present a general
architecture as well as two alternative technical solutions for identifying users at each
interaction: Tracking using RGB+depth-based cameras and leveraging ultrasound
4,86 m

8,6 m

Display Wall

2,06 m

0.40 m

5,9 m

Fig. 1.3.: Laboratory setup, showing wall display dimensions (left) and room layout (right).
The wall display consists of twelve full HD screens capable of touch, pen, and
tangible marker recognition, driven by a single dual Xeon workstation. The lab
additionally includes an Optitrack optical marker tracking setup and a Kinect
RGB+depth camera.
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positioning of the users’ mobile devices. This forms the basis for Part III, in which
concepts that support personalized interaction are proposed. An application case
that contributes insights on the practical implications of personalized interaction
at wall displays, as well as a corresponding visualization and analysis toolkit, are
presented in Part IV. I conclude with a discussion and an outlook in Part V. Figure 1.4
gives an overview.
Part I: Background
The remainder of the present thesis part is dedicated to providing a solid grounding
for the research that follows. Chapter 2 provides conceptual grounding by giving
an overview of related work in the area of high-resolution wall displays, considering
application areas, interaction analysis, interaction concepts and techniques, and
technologies for user identification. The subsequent chapter on the technological
basis (Chapter 3) presents the practical and technological grounding of the research.
This technological foundation takes the form of two toolkits that are used in the
remainder of the thesis. The first, libavg, is an application framework extended
to support wall display development in the context of this work, and the second,
UIStreamer, allows efficient multi-device prototyping by streaming user interfaces.
Part II: Identifying Users
Part II of the thesis considers user identification on a per-interaction level as a basis
for personalized interaction (corresponding to Research Objective 1). In Chapter 4,
we conduct an in-depth requirements analysis and present a generalized architecture
for user identification at wall displays. This architecture is based on locating users
Part III: Interaction Techniques
8

SleeD

Part IV: Analyzing Interaction

FlowTransfer

7.2

9

Miners
HyDAP

GIAnT

10

7

Part II: User Identification
YouTouch!

5

6

Ultrasound
Locating

User ID Architecture 4

Qualitative Studies
Quantitative Studies
Interaction Design

Technological Basis

Sensing Technologies
Toolkit Design

libavg

3.1

UI Streaming

3.2

Forms foundation

Fig. 1.4.: Overview of this thesis. At the top right of each box are chapter or section
numbers; colors indicate research activities.
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and inferring touch IDs from the users’ positions, allowing support for multiple
modalities and moving users.
This is followed by two chapters that present user identification technologies based
on this common architecture. Chapter 5 contributes YouTouch!, a novel system that
tracks users by means of an RGB+depth camera placed facing the wall. YouTouch!
re-identifies users after a loss of camera tracking, is low-cost, easy to set up, and
works without a registration step. Chapter 6 considers ultrasound locating of mobile
devices as an alternative method of user identification. In the case of users that
carry a mobile device, knowledge of the mobile device’s position can be used to
infer the user’s location, allowing touches to be associated with users. Based on
a review of mobile device locating technologies, this chapter describes a system
that uses acoustic signals in the near-ultrasound range (18–22 kHz) and works with
unmodified consumer devices. Work on this system is ongoing; the chapter describes
the architecture, current capabilities, and research directions.
Major parts of YouTouch! were published as full paper at AVI’16 [Zad+16a].

Part III: Interaction Techniques
Part III of this thesis explores interaction techniques which support personalized interaction, and corresponds to the second research objective. The concepts presented
in this part enable interaction at varying distances from the wall using additional
mobile devices.
In Chapter 7, we contribute HyDAP, a pointing technique that seamlessly blends
between precise orthogonal pointing when close and very fast raycasting at a distance.
This leverages and supports physical navigation, since precision is not needed for
overview work at a distance (in contrast to detail work up close). We verify HyDAP by
using it in the context of FlowTransfer, a set of cross-device data transfer techniques,
and with a quantitative study that compares HyDAP to its constituent techniques.
The subsequent Chapter 8 presents SleeD, our vision for an arm-mounted device that
enables interaction with a wall display. We discuss the physical aspects of the device.
Additionally, we explore interaction techniques that enable data transfer, show
private views, and offload UI elements, all of which are important in the context
of personalized interaction. In contrast to interaction with a hand-held device,
bimanual interaction as well as use of other hand-held devices remain possible with
SleeD. A qualitative study using a prototype device verifies the concept.
Major parts of the SleeD concept were published as full paper at ITS’14 [Zad+14], and
some aspects of the HyDAP concept were published as book chapter [Lan+16].
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Part IV: Analyzing and Understanding Interaction
The focus of Part IV is analyzing and understanding personalized interaction at wall
displays and thus corresponds to Research Objective 3. It contributes insights on
user behavior using an exemplary application case as well as a visualization toolkit
that supports the analysis of wall interaction. Chapter 9 presents an analysis of user
behavior in the context of the fast-paced cooperative game Miners by means of a
controlled qualitative study. The study involved groups of four people and interaction
close to the wall; we found pronounced awareness as well as occlusion issues.
We built upon our experiences in studying Miners to design and implement our
Group Interaction Analysis Toolkit GIAnT, which is presented in Chapter 10. GIAnT
shows a number of visualizations that dynamically aggregate time periods. Benefits
include faster analysis and insights into group processes that would otherwise have
necessitated time-consuming video coding.
Major parts of the work on Miners were published as full paper at ISS’16 [Zad+16b],
and major parts of the work on GIAnT were published as full paper at CHI’17 [ZD17].
Part V: Conclusion and Outlook
Part V concludes the thesis. Chapter 11 enumerates contributions, reflects upon
limitations of the thesis scope, and gives an outlook to possible future research
directions.

1.4 Methodological Approach
While the presentation of the research done for this thesis has understandability
and consistent logic as goals, the actual chronological order of sub-projects was
characterized by work on overlapping objectives and interrelated research questions.
The overview in Figure 1.4 correlates research methodologies and thesis parts. Crossproject inspirations played a major role, with, e.g., the work on SleeD (Chapter 8)
being a strong motivation for user identification research, the FlowTransfer (Section 7.2) project being instrumental for the HyDAP pointing technique (Chapter 7),
and Miners (Chapter 9) inspiring the GIAnT toolkit (Chapter 10). Thus, research
followed an iterative and holistic approach, with the following major activities:
An extensive literature review on wall interaction served as grounding. This covered
areas such as application cases, interaction analysis and techniques, and methods for
user identification. Significant work went into a systematic categorization of prior
research in order to identify recurring themes and gaps (Chapter 2). Additional
project-specific literature work included reviews of person re-identification research
(YouTouch!, Chapter 5) and mobile device locating (Chapter 6).
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A second major research activity was the development of sensing technologies. This
is most prominent in Part II, in which I present two user identification technologies
based on computer vision and signal processing respectively. The first technology,
YouTouch! (Chapter 5), involves re-identification of persons using an appearancebased approach, and determination of feature weights using optimization based
on a training data set. The second technology (Chapter 6) locates mobile devices
based on detection of audio signals, and includes complex filtering and matching
algorithms.
Related to this, I pursued toolkit design and development: Wherever feasible, technologies were packaged into reusable toolkits to encapsulate common functionality
and thus enable faster development. Toolkit development included two libraries—
libavg and UIStreamer—that were subsequently used as basis for the development
of nearly all research prototypes (Chapter 3). It also included development of a
framework that encapsulates common aspects of wall display user identification
systems, described in Chapter 4. Furthermore, our visualization toolkit for analysis
of wall display interaction (GIAnT, Chapter 10) allows flexibly adding new data
sources and visualizations. Note that several of these toolkits were successful beyond
the concrete dissertation project: libavg has been used in numerous additional publications [Büs+16; Hor+16a; Kis+15; Kis+17; Lan+15; LHD16; MDK13; Sol+16;
Zad+13], the same applies to a lesser extent to UIStreamer [Büs+16; Kis+17;
LHD16; Sol+16], and finally, GIAnT is being used and adapted to a study on wall
display visualization at the time of this writing (c.f. Section 10.6).
Interaction design and conceptual work played a large role in the research presented in Part III of the thesis and generally involved user-centered design with
several prototype iterations. This includes a number of interrelated concepts for
cross-device interaction involving a personal device and the wall display. Concepts
for personal views, cross-device data transfer and offloading user interfaces were
at the heart of the SleeD project (Chapter 8). For FlowTransfer (Section 7.2), we
worked exclusively on concepts for data transfer using a hand-held device in several
varieties, and HyDAP is a concept for a pointing technique that leverages physical
navigation.
Finally, controlled laboratory studies were an important part of the work. These
played two roles: First, they were instrumental in verifying the conceptual work,
and second, our work on understanding interaction is based on qualitative studies.
Our claims on SleeD and FlowTransfer were substantiated using qualitative studies,
while we used quantitative techniques to evaluate HyDAP. Furthermore, a study on
an application level is the centerpiece of Chapter 9 on Miners. Finally, our work on
GIAnT contributes to research methodologies in this context by presenting a toolkit
for the qualitative analysis of interactions using visualization.
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In summary, the goal of this thesis is to provide insights on personalized interaction
in the context of wall displays from a number of perspectives and using a variety
of methods. It spans from work using sensing technologies to identify users, over
conceptual work to devise new interaction techniques, to qualitative and quantitative
studies that help analyze and understand interaction. In addition, software artifacts
are packaged as reusable toolkits wherever feasible.

1.4
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Related Work: Interacting with
High-Resolution Wall Displays

2

This chapter provides an overview of the state of the art in research on wall display
interaction, providing a foundation for our own work in this area. The chapter
begins by describing reports on the use of wall displays in real-world application
areas such as meeting support and visualization (Section 2.1), identifying common
concepts and successful use cases. I then turn towards work on interaction analysis
(Section 2.2): Controlled laboratory studies that analyze specific aspects of wall
display interaction such as perception, physical movement, and users’ collaborative
behavior. Section 2.3 describes interaction concepts and techniques, discussing
individual interaction techniques and overarching concepts that have been proposed.
Finally, the state of the art in user identification is discussed in Section 2.4. Note that
publications sometimes appear in more than one section where a strict categorization
was not feasible.
Wall display interaction is a wide research field. Accordingly, only selected papers
are described in detail and an additional focus lies in common aspects and trends.
Throughout the chapter, tables summarize research papers in each area. These tables
do not claim to be exhaustive; a full survey is out of scope for this thesis. Besides
containing basic information such as a short form of the paper title, reference, year of
publication, and topic summary, the tables include input modalities (e.g., touch, pen,
mouse) and additional devices (e.g., tabletops, mobile devices) covered. Further
columns are section-specific and indicate whether certain research aspects (e.g.,
cross-device data transfer) are examined in individual papers. A further aspect
covered in the table is whether the research was done “in-the-wild”, i.e., by observing
regular users of the systems outside of a laboratory. Finally, where relevant, an
additional column indicates the number of users involved.
Unfortunately, there is no recent overview of wall display research available. For a
comprehensive introduction to interactive surfaces in general, I refer to Chapter 11
of Preim and Dachselt’s book on interactive systems [PD15]. Furthermore, there is
an overview focused on information visualization [And+11] which I will revisit in
Section 2.1.2. In addition, two reviews of large display research by Czerwinski et
al. [Cze+06] and Robertson et al. [Rob+05] are relevant to a degree, but focus on
single seated users and assume a classic desktop interface with mouse and keyboard
input throughout. Finally, the overview by Ni et al. [Ni+06] reports on rendering
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architectures, then-current display technologies, and application cases, but is dated
and hence does not include more recent work.

2.1 Application Areas
Wall displays have been used in numerous application cases, including project
meeting support, visualization of large data sets, education, command and control
situations, and even games. This section gives an overview.

2.1.1 Meetings
Use of wall displays in meetings is a well-researched area, with a recent trend towards
commercialization including products such as the MS Surface Hub [@Micb], the
Google Jamboard [@Gooa], and the SAP Digital Boardroom [@SAP]. Unsurprisingly,
collaboration is a central aspect in this research: Due to their large size and public
visibility, wall displays can serve as a focus point for shared information. Additional
recurring topics are the transfer of private data to the wall display [GSW01; Hal+10;
JFW02; Str+99], screencasts of private devices [GSW01; JFW02; Wig+09], and the
integration of paper artifacts [Hal+10; JFW02]. Table 2.1 gives an overview.
Several early research projects around the year 2000 focused on meetings around a
central vertical display, including the iLand [Str+99], the Stanford iRoom [JFW02],

Fig. 2.1.: Examples of meeting rooms using large interactive displays. From top left to
bottom right: iRoom [JFW02], NASA MERBoard [TWG03], WeSpace [Wig+09],
and Microsoft Surface Hub [@Micb].
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and the NASA MERBoard [TWG03]. The influential iRoom project [JFW02] combined a pen-sensitive wall display with a tabletop, cameras, and microphones as well
as conventional workstations and laptops (Figure 2.1, top left). The authors created
multiple bespoke distributed applications for this setting, but access to existing
documents was also an important topic. Thus, the environment supported data
transfer and screencasts from private laptops as well as scanning of paper documents
using integrated cameras. The room was used by several university research and
student groups, and there is documentation on in-the-wild usage for meetings in the
context of construction projects as well [LFW01].
One of the earliest documented cases of regular use of touch-sensitive wall displays
in practice is the MERBoard (Figure 2.1, top right), used by NASA for Mars Rover
mission control meetings [TWG03]. The focus here was on common access to
mission information, realized through task-specific applications. On the subject of
personalized interaction, they point out that “issues, such as log ins and security,
that have solutions we take for granted on the personal desktop, require re-design in a
situated collaborative workspace”.
Later work integrated newer technologies such as mobile devices [Bra+11; BM15]
and researched the usefulness of wall displays in specific use cases [Bra+11;
Wig+09]. As an example, Bragdon et al.’s Code Space [Bra+11] focused on developer meetings, using mobile devices and mid-air gestures as well as a large
wall-mounted touch screen. Integration of mobile devices played a central part in
allowing seated users to take part in the interaction. Features included moving items
around on the wall display by pointing with the mobile and moving content (such as
text snippets) from the mobile to the large screen. Recently, Fender et al. [FBW17]
extended display surfaces to arbitrary walls in a meeting room with MeetAlive. A
salient feature of the MeetAlive concept is sharing of laptop display content to the
wall; shared content can be accessed and manipulated by all participants.
Table 2.1 shows that, without exception, all works I found integrate additional
devices, including mobile phones [BM15; Bra+11], desktops, laptops, tabletop
devices, as well as interactive paper. The most important reason for the use of these
devices seems to be to allow personalized interaction. This includes access to and
sharing of personal data [Bra+11; FBW17; GSW01; Hal+10; JFW02], but also, e.g.,
offloading parts of the wall user interface [Hal+10] or the use of mobiles as pointing
devices [Bra+11]. On the other hand, close-range interaction (by pen and/or touch)
is generally not personalized, likely because this is unsupported by the technology.
As can be seen in Figure 2.1, most works on meeting support feature somewhat
smaller displays, and the resolution is often also not quite as high (e.g., the iRoom
with 9 megapixels and WeSpace with 4,5 megapixels). Often, only one or a few of
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Paper

Use Case

Year

1999

2001
2003
2009
2010

iLand [Str+99]

Project meetings
Project meetings,
construction meetings
Brainstorming
Mission control
Astrophysicist meetings
Business meetings
2011

2001

Fluid Interaction [GSW01]
MERBoard [HMT06]
WeSpace [Wig+09]
NiCE Room [Hal+10]
Developer meetings

iRoom [JFW02; LFW01]

CodeSpace [Bra+11]

Mid-air
gestures

-

Research Aspects

Y

Additional Devices

-

Y

-

Y
Y
-

Y

Y

Y
-

-

Y
Y

Y

-

-

Y
-

-

-

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

-

Y
-

Y

Y
Y

Y

Interactive chairs

Y
-

-

Y
Y
-

Y

-

Overhead camera

Y
-

Y

-

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

-

Y

-

Y

-

Y

-

-

Y

-

-

-

Y
Y
-

Tangible props

Additional Devices

Tangible palettes

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

Gesture, gaze,
voice (conceptual)

Motion tracking

6 DOF wand

-

Screencast

Wall Input Modalities

-

-

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Paper
Integration

Physical
Navigation

-

Physical
Navigation

Multi-User

Y
-

Data
Transfer

In the Wild

2015
2017

In the Wild

Wall Input Modalities

-

-

Y

-

-

-

Y

Y

-

-

-

-

-

Y
Y
-

-

Other

Other

Multiple
Business meetings

2012
2014
2015

Mouse/
Keyboard
Y

Other

Blended Spaces [BM15]
MeetAlive [FBW17]

1996

Year

Geographical
information systems

2010

Use Case

Sensemaking

2015
2016

2012

Infovis, Scivis
Health care, phone
logs, astro, logistics
Sensemaking
Literature, art,
psych, GIS images
Drug design
Astronomical vis.

Mobiles

Mobiles

Other

Tab. 2.1.: Comparison of research on meeting support using wall displays.

Paper

GIS wallboard [FHE96]
Space to think [AEN10],
Analyst’s workspace [AN12]
WILD room [Bea+12]
Exploratory study [KJH12]
VisPorter [Chu+14]
In-the wild study [Raj+15]
Comparative vis. [Mül+15]
Exploratory vis. [Pie+16]

Laptop/
Desktop

Laptop/
Desktop

Pen
Pen

Tab. 2.2.: Comparison of research on visualization-related applications using wall displays.
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Tabletop

Tabletop

Touch
Touch

the users stand while most are seated [Bra+11; JFW02; Str+99; Wig+09], and
in all cases I found, users have at least the option to sit. Physical navigation and
work at varying distances is a topic in only one case [GSW01]. Finally, there are
a fair number of reports on regular usage by project groups performing real work
(“in-the-wild” [GSW01; JFW02; LFW01; Wig+09])—but none of these integrate
recent technologies such as mobile phones.

2.1.2 Visualization and Sensemaking
Their very high resolution makes wall displays interesting for all application areas that deal with correspondingly large amounts of data, such as information
visualization, scientific visualization, and sensemaking. An overview of applicationoriented research in this domain can be found in Table 2.2. Research in this area
appears somewhat later than research on meeting support (possibly because the
high resolution needed for this use case became available at a later time).
A number of works cover visualization application cases, a salient example being
Beaudouin-Lafon et al.’s work on interaction in the WILD Room [Bea+12]. The
work is centered on a wall display used for scientific visualization (Figure 2.2,
top right), but also integrates an interactive tabletop and spatially-aware mobile
devices. Interaction includes navigation in very large objects such as astronomical
images and chemical visualizations, comparison of multiple linked images, as well

Fig. 2.2.: Examples of wall displays used to show large amounts of data. From top left to
bottom right: Space to Think [AEN10], WILD Room [Bea+12], Rajabiyazdi et
al.’s in-the-wild study [Raj+15], and Move to Improve [BNB07].
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as the use of tangible props such as a brain model to configure wall visualizations.
Finally, spatially-aware mobiles are used to display additional personal views of wall
visualizations.
There is little in-the-wild usage documented in this area, but a number of laboratory
studies involve domain experts [Bea+12; KJH12; Mül+15]. Also, while Rajabiyazdi
et al.’s work on in-the-wild usage of a wall display [Raj+15] does not involve
visualization in a strict sense, it is very relevant. In this qualitative study, the authors
observed researchers using a wall display in their normal work routine with a
standard mouse-and-keyboard-based desktop interface (Figure 2.2, bottom left). In
essence, the function of the wall was simply to display very high-resolution images
with no interaction support. Participants came from diverse fields (among them
literature, art history, psychology, and urban design), and they were regular users
of the system outside of the study as well. Several reported that they had made
publishable discoveries using the display, all of which “involved seeing things that no
one had seen before”. The authors note that the combined effect of size and very high
resolution seems to have been a key aspect in making this happen, and locomotion
in front of the wall (“foot-powered zooming”) was noted as instrumental in focusing
on details without loosing context.
Furthermore, a number of works cover aspects of information visualization, but
are not focused on specific application cases. The large body of work done by
Chris North’s research group at Virginia Tech on this topic (among others, [AEN10;
BNB07; BN08; End+11; Sab+07; YHN07]) is discussed in Section 2.2 on interaction
analysis; other works such as Kister et al.’s GraSP [Kis+17] appear in Section 2.3 on
interaction concepts and techniques.
As can be seen in Table 2.2, there is a mix of single- and multi-user studies on
visualization application cases. In contrast to the meeting scenarios discussed above,
most publications focus on standing users. Although we again find a large variety of
input modalities such as mid-air gestures [Bea+12], voice [FHE96], and spatiallyaware wands [Mül+15], there is less multi-display interaction involved in this area
Finally, only a few studies feature close-range interaction (i.e., using touch or pen),
and with one exception [FHE96], these studies are very recent (2014 and newer).
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2.1.3 Games
This section contains material previously published as part of a Full Paper at
ISS’16 [Zad+16b]. Any use of ‘we’ in this chapter therefore refers to Ulrich
von Zadow, Daniel Bösel, Duc Dung Dam, Anke Lehmann and
Raimund Dachselt.
While much of wall interaction research has focused on use in business settings, there
has been some work on more playful use in the context of games (See Table 2.3 for
an overview). Most involve interaction at a distance using various input modalities.
Multi-player games include Polar Defence, Tabula Rasa and PyBomber. While Polar
Defence [Fin+08] uses text messaging in a public walk-up-and-use setting and
focuses on engaging bystanders, Tabula Rasa [Gra+13] is a two-player game with a
single player interacting at a large display using a game controller and the second
player interacting using touch at a separate tabletop. Machaj et al. investigate
4- and 12-player interaction at a wall display using Wiimotes as input devices in
PyBomber [MAN09]. Additionally, PacMany [May+18] (Figure 2.3, right) is a
dual-player game based on the arcade game classic PacMan and controlled using
smartphones; the paper authors report on differences between collaborative and

In the Wild

# of Users

Physical Nav.

Additional
Devices

Other

Wall Input
Modalities

Mobiles

Year

Mouse/
Keyboard

Research Topic

Touch

Paper

2007

-

Y

-

-

-

1

-

2008

-

-

Y

-

Y

1

-

Polar Defence
[Fin+08]

Impact of
high resolution
Public display
game design

PyBomber
[MAN09]

Many-player
gaming

2009

-

-

-

Wiimote

-

4,
12

Y

Bubble Popper
[TPM12]

Body contact

2012

Y

-

-

-

Y

2

Y

Tabula Rasa
[Gra+13]

Game
orchestration

2013

-

-

-

Tabletop,
game ctrlr

-

2

-

Hide and Seek
[Hoa+15]

Children’s game

2015

-

-

Y

Camera

-

1

Y

Ducks & Pirates
[Vep+16]

Public display
game

2016

-

-

Y

-

Y

>1

-

PackMany
[May+18]

Multi-player PacMan

2018

-

-

Y

-

-

2

Y

Wargus [Sab+07]

Tab. 2.3.: Comparison of research on wall-display games.
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Fig. 2.3.: Examples of wall displays used for games: Toprak et al.’s Bubble Popper [TPM12]
and Mayer et al.’s PacMany [May+18].

competitive game variants. Finally, Vepsäläinen et al. [Vep+16] report on an in-thewild deployment of a game for a large public display controlled using smartphones.
None of these publications involve close-range interaction modalities such as touch
at the wall.
The only wall game involving touch known to us is Toprak et al.’s [TPM12] Bubble
Popper (Figure 2.3, left), which focuses on physical contact between players as
gameplay mechanic. There are several possible reasons for this: Touch-sensitive wall
display hardware has only become available in recent years, and touches are not
user-specific, making many game concepts hard to realize.

2.1.4 Usage in Other Settings
Wall displays have been used in other scenarios as well, including command and
control, museum, company showroom, and educational settings. I give two examples
here.
Prouzeau [Pro17] examines the state of the art in control room situations and
suggests possible uses of wall displays in these environments. His focus is on use
in traffic control centers, where the current practice involves large screens that
show overviews and thus provide context, but have comparatively low resolution
and are not interactive. Users are seated at separate workstations without explicit
support for collaboration. He describes interaction in different user roles (e.g., fire
brigade and public transport management) and role-specific data, thus requiring
a personalized interface. Prouzeau’s concept involves a high-resolution interactive
wall display to be used during exceptional incidents such as floods or fires. Several
of the touch-based techniques implicitly assume that the ID of the user is known so
that user roles can be applied, and in one study, user differentiation is realized by
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having one user always use two fingers for interaction, while the other uses a single
finger [PBC17].
In current practice, large interactive displays in education are in most cases interactive whiteboards used for the entire class [Cla+16]. In this case, students
are generally sitting and thus, physical navigation is not part of the interaction.
Therefore, this scenario does not fall within the scope of the thesis.
However, there is also some work on small group interaction in a classroom context
using large vertical displays. As an example, Clayphan et al. [Cla+16] observed
university students learning to brainstorm in groups of four people. They compared
the wall display with a digital tabletop and analog cards in actual classroom use.
The study showed several benefits of the technology-enhanced settings, including
better idea visibility, more ideas and closer collaboration. Comparing the tabletop
to the wall condition, they found a similar number of ideas and similar subjective
ratings, but better self-reported awareness in the tabletop condition.

2.2 Interaction Analysis
While the preceding section covered works that were oriented on application cases
and practical usage scenarios, there is also a large body of work focusing on low-level
analysis of interaction at wall displays. These are generally controlled laboratory
studies involving single users or small user groups, and provide us with a fundamental understanding of user perception and behavior. As in the previous section,
interaction modalities vary widely, with research on touch interaction only appearing
from 2014 onward.
Note that there are numerous studies on large display interaction in the tabletop
domain as well. However, we do not focus on these, since studies comparing the two
modalities [Cla+16; MZD15; Pot+12; PBC17; RL04] have found large differences
in user interaction between the two form factors. Thus, it seems likely that results
from the tabletop domain are not directly applicable to our context.

2.2.1 Individual Users
Much of research on interaction of individual users at wall displays has concentrated
on two interrelated aspects: Analysis of the users’ perception, and the topic of
physical navigation. In the following, we summarize the state of the art in both
topics; Table 2.4 gives an overview.
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Paper

Move to Improve [BNB07]
Perceptual Scalability [YHN07]
Peripheral Vision [BN08]
Space to Think [AEN10]
Visual Encodings [End+11]
Sizing up Visualizations [JH11]
Perception of Visual Variables [BI12]
Impact of Phys. Nav. [AN13]
Hybrid-Image Visualization [Ise+13]
Egocentric Body Movements [Räd+13]
Display Size and Nav. Type [Liu+14]
Is Moving Improving [JH15]
Stay or Go? [Jak+15]
Scalability Limits [Pap+15]
Visual Search [Rud+15]

Research Topic

Varying display sizes
Visual encodings, aggregation
Separate effects of periph. vision & physical navigation
Phys. nav, sensemaking
Visual encodings, aggregation
Data vis with varying zoom/nav techniques
Perception at different user positions
Phys. nav., sensemaking
Hybrid-image visualization
Spatial Memory in Zoomable UIs
Classification task, wall vs. desktop
Classification task, virtual vs. physical nav.
Compare touch and mid-air gestures
Huge resolutions, effect of resolution
Confirm phys. nav. benefits for microscopy images

2003
2007
2013
2014
2016
2016
2016

Year

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

Year

Input Modalities

Spat. aware mobile
Wireless trackpad
Mid-air gestures
-

Research Aspects

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

Awareness

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

Coupling
Styles

Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
-

Equality of
Participation

Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

Research Aspects

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

Territoriality

Display as
Ext. Mem.

Social
Proxemics

Perception
Display as
Ext. Mem.

Physical
Navigation
2
3
2
2
3
2
2

2007
2007
2008
2010
2011
2011
2012
2013
2013
2013
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015

Other
Physical
Navigation

6 DOF
Device
# of users

Mouse/
Keyboard

Other

Touch
6 DOF ptr
-

Input Modalities

Tab. 2.4.: Comparison of studies covering single-user interaction analysis for wall displays.

Research Topic

Information Privacy
Insights on group processes
Display usage, territoriality
Collaboration, navigation
Compare touch/mouse
Data manip., coupling styles
Graph interaction
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Paper

Information Voyeurism [TC03b]
Negotiation Task [Bir+07]
Collaborative Sensemaking [Bra+13]
Up Close and Personal [JH14]
Negotiating for Space [JH16]
Shared Interaction [Liu+16]
Multi-User Selection [PBC16a]

Mouse/
Keyboard

Tab. 2.5.: Comparison of studies covering multi-user interaction analysis for wall displays.

Touch

Perception
Human visual perception of content shown on a wall display has been researched
in several papers, with most of the research focusing on the effect of different or
changing user positions on perception. Human visual acuity is limited to a horizontal
resolution of about 4 000 pixels [War00]. As Andrews et al. [And+11] note, the
fact that the wall’s resolution is higher than this has a fundamental consequence:
Users close enough to see individual pixels cannot see the complete display, and
conversely, users far enough to see the complete display are limited to perceiving
groups of pixels.
Endert et al.’s paper on visual encodings [End+11] considers visualizations in which
small glyphs depict data points and quantitatively evaluates how the perception of
these glyphs changes with the user’s distance from the display (i.e., when “physically
zooming”). They compare glyphs based on color as well as length, position, and
slope of lines, and find that glyphs based on color aggregate significantly better than
the other types. Bezerianos et al. [BI12] also consider perception of visualizations
from different viewpoints, but focus on different viewing angles. Visual variables
compared are angle, length and area. The study finds that when close to the
wall, areas far away—and thus viewed at an acute angle—suffer from systematic
inaccuracies, with angles being most and length least error-prone.
Immersion and a sense of being involved is an important aspect as well. Prouzeau
et al. [PBC16c] note that the wall covers the complete field of view when close,
creating a “surrounding and vivid environment”, and that immersion is thus a function
of distance. This is echoed by Rajabiyazdi et al.’s in-the-wild study [Raj+15], which
comes to the conclusion that the effectivity of the wall display comes at least in
part from a sense of presence and immersion, with both resolution and size being
important.
Physical Navigation
The concept of physical navigation plays a central role in interaction with wall
displays. Physical navigation is defined by Ball et al. as “physical movement of the
focal vision to access different portions of the display” [BN08]. In the context of
wall displays, this generally involves locomotion (i.e., walking around), but it has
been applied to head turning when using large high-resolution desktop setups as
well [AEN10; AN12]. As we saw in the previous section, changing positions allows
changing the perception and, e.g., moving from an overview at a distance to detail
views when close.
The original paper on physical navigation by Ball et al. [BNB07] finds a large speed
advantage when comparing exploration of visualizations by physical navigation
to traditional pan and zoom (virtual navigation) interfaces. They saw phases of
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work at different distances. Furthermore, an increase in display size correlated with
increased performance. Ball et al. attribute this to the advantages of embodied
interaction [Dou04], arguing that by moving around to access data, users were able
to utilize proprioception, spatial memory, and their sense of optical flow, with the
wall becoming a “physical real-world object that users directly interact with”: “The
display became like a large physical map hanging on a wall, but also provided dynamic
virtual features” [BNB07]. Importantly, the paper also proposes preconditions for
physical navigation to be effective, among them:
1. “Physical and virtual match-up”: For proprioception, spatial memory, and sense
of optical flow to be usable, physical navigation must match the navigation in
virtual space. Zooming or otherwise moving display contents disrupts this, and
in these cases, the advantages of physical navigation will not materialize.
2. “Increased display resolution”: Physical navigation only becomes relevant if
the display resolution is high enough to allow viewing the data at multiple
levels of scale—and if the data shown actually makes use of this resolution.
Conversely, if all the data is visible from one position, there is no benefit to
moving.
Due to numerous follow-up studies, this theory is well-established and the effects
are comparatively well-understood. Ball and North [BN08] isolated the effects of
physical navigation and peripheral vision in a study, finding that physical navigation
is the main driving factor, with some additional positive effects for the combination
of both factors. Also, Andrews et al. published a number of papers on using very
large displays for sensemaking tasks [AEN10; AN12; AN13], which involve scanning
and understanding large numbers of documents. Although they used a desktop setup
(Figure 2.2, top left), the very high display size and resolution of this setup allowed
the effects of physical navigation (in this case, turning of the head) to materialize.
The authors find that the large screen affords a static layout of information items
and thus use as external memory. They further report that users were able to use
human spatial memory to recall item locations, speeding up the analysis process
significantly.
Furthermore, Liu et al.’s study on a data manipulation task [Liu+14] compared a
wall display to a classical desktop setup, and found that the wall had significant speed
advantages only when the problem was hard enough (essentially substantiating
Precondition 2, above). In addition, Ruddle et al. [Rud+15] report advantages for
physical navigation when multi-resolution data sets were involved, and applicationlevel studies in the domains of brainstorming [GSW01] as well as visualization for
drug design [Mül+15] have also confirmed benefits of physical navigation. Finally,
Rajabiyazdi et al.’s in-the-wild study [Raj+15] is strong practical validation, since it
reports on use of movement to access data and gain insights in a real-world setting.
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However, Jakobsen and Hornbæk [JH15] report conflicting results. Using the
same classification task as Liu et al. [Liu+14], they compare physical and virtual
navigation, both using the wall display (in contrast to Liu et al., who compared
physical navigation using the wall display with desktop-based virtual navigation).
While they did find physical navigation faster, the effect size was small. Besides
using a wall display for the control condition, the study also differed from Liu et al.’s
in the size of the wall (Jakobsen et al.’s wall was half as large), the size of the room
(also half as large), and the font sizes used (8 pt vs. 12 pt in the hardest conditions).
However, large effect sizes in Liu et al.’s study only appeared for the hardest variant.
One possible explanation for the different results would therefore be that the tasks
in Jakobsen et al.’s setup simply did not reach the required level of complexity.
Unfortunately, the combined differences in wall size and size of information items
make this difficult to ascertain.

2.2.2 Multi-User Interaction and Collaboration
Multi-user interaction and collaboration with wall displays is a recurring research
subject. The overview in Table 2.5 shows a number of aspects that are covered
repeatedly:
• Territoriality: Studies look for territorial behavior. This includes display zones
that are used exclusively (transiently or permanently) by a single user [Bir+07;
Bra+13; JH14; JH16].
• Social Proxemics [Hal66]: The social distances that users interact at is interesting, as is respect for personal areas (or lack thereof) [JH14; Cla+16].
• Equality of participation: The application case, as well as modalities used,
may help or hinder equal participation, dominant users, and exclusion of users
from participation [Bir+07; Cla+16; JH14; JH16].
• Coupling styles: Users may work closely together, solving small-scale problems as a group, or they may divide the work at a larger scale and work
side-by-side [Bra+13; JH14; Liu+16].
• User roles: User roles help in understanding collaboration and may be application-specific (e.g., Villains, Micro-managers, Architects [Gra+13]) or more
general (e.g., turn-taking or driver/audience [JH16; Cla+16]).
• Awareness: Awareness of the actions of other users or of interface changes
is an important aspect of multi-user interaction and collaboration [JH16;
PBC16a].
The sensemaking task investigated by Andrews et al. [AEN10; AN12; AN13] was also
used by Bradel et al. [Bra+13] to investigate two-user collaboration. The hardware
setup remained unchanged: A very large desktop display (Figure 2.2, top left),
operated using one mouse per user. Use of the display as external memory did not
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change relative to the single-user condition, but the authors found clear indications
of territorial behavior and a variety of coupling styles across groups.
In a follow-up study, Jakobsen and Hornbæk [JH14] again analyzed pairs interacting
with the sensemaking scenario, but using a wall display and touch input. In contrast
to Bradel et al. [Bra+13], they found little territoriality, with fluid switching between
close coupling and parallel work as the tasks demanded. The use of the display as
“shared spatial memory’’ was noted in this study as well.
Furthermore, in Negotiating for Space?, the same authors [JH16] compare per-user
mouse input with touch input in a newspaper layout task. To facilitate mouse
interaction, the information space is small enough to be perceivable from one
position. The study covers most research aspects in the list above, finding more
“negative signs of awareness” and physically close interaction (as well as interference)
when using touch. Equality of participation was good in both conditions, but better
for mouse.
A separate aspect is privacy. In a study on perceived privacy, Tan et al. [TC03b]
compare desktops to wall displays, displaying email messages addressed to an
experimenter (also present) on both screens. At the same visual angle and legibility,
participants remembered significantly more message content in the wall display
condition, suggesting that the wall display was considered more public. Bishop
and Welch [BW00] report similar results when using projectors as replacements for
monitors in an office setting.
As we saw in Section 2.1.1, practical usefulness of wall displays for multi-user
scenarios has been demonstrated repeatedly, most prominently in the context of
business meetings. However, Table 2.5 shows major gaps and underexplored areas
in studies that cover more fundamental aspects in depth:
• There are only few studies evaluating touch, and these are very recent. Conversely, several studies use mouse input and hence tethered users, which
significantly changes user behavior [BNB07; JH16].
• Most studies focus on collaboration between only two users. Exceptions are
Birnholtz et al. [Bir+07] as well as Jakobsen and Hornbæk [JH16] with three
collaborators each. In addition, Clayphan et al.’s study on brainstorming
([Cla+16], described in Section 2.1.4) involves groups of four users and does
an in-depth analysis.
Finally, note that many aspects of multi-user interaction impact personalization. As
examples, social proxemics and territoriality (and thus inter-user distance) affect
the precision at which user identification has to operate, and the perception of
privacy [TC03b] influences whether private data should be displayed on the wall.
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2.3 Interaction Concepts and Techniques
Wall display interaction research has investigated a diverse set of concepts and
techniques, spanning both close (within touching distance, i.e., touch, pen, and
tangible interaction) and distal interaction (e.g., body-based interaction and speech).
Interaction techniques with the wall display as only active device are the subject of
the first subsection. It is followed by subsections on interaction with an additional
mobile device and techniques for distal pointing, both of which are particularly
relevant for personalized interaction.
One more general paradigm that is interesting in this context is that of proxemic
interaction [BMG10]. The science of proxemics [Hal66] deals with human use of
space, especially in the interpersonal area. Accordingly, the basic idea of proxemic
interaction is to use knowledge of human proxemics to drive interaction. In more
technical terms, the users’ identity, positions, and orientation, as well as the spatial
relationships to their surroundings, are used as inputs. While originally not focused
on wall display interaction, it meshes very well with physical navigation.

2.3.1 Wall-Only Interaction
In this section, we consider interaction techniques for display walls that do not rely
on additional devices. Table 2.6 gives an overview, distinguishing between closerange (in this case: Touch) interaction, mid-air gestures, and body-based interaction.
In addition, a number of interaction techniques are proposed in research that focuses
on application cases (e.g., [Bea+12; Bra+11; GSW01]).
In the domain of close-range wall display interaction, diverse techniques such
as radial menus [GSW01], lens-based interaction [Kis+15], or cooperative gestures [Liu+17] have been proposed. Particularly relevant are IdLenses [SCG10b]
and iDwidgets [Rya+05], which consider personalized interaction at a scale smaller
than a complete screen. Both were originally written with tabletop interaction in
mind, but showcase potential techniques for truly personalized interaction. Ryall et
al.’s iDwidgets [Rya+05] are user interface widgets parametrized by the identity of
the user: They “look or feel differently for different user identities”. The authors consider aspects such as access privileges (e.g., for security widgets) and behavior based
on user preferences (e.g., smooth versus discrete scrolling). Schmidt et al. [SCG10b]
build upon this and propose IdLenses, personal areas on the surface that can be
freely moved by a user (Figure 2.4, left).
Bolt’s Put-That-There [Bol80] is early influential work on mid-air gestures (Figure 2.4, center). Citing human spatial memory as reason for corresponding spatial
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Research Topic

Year

Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

Input Modalities

Y
Y
Y
Y

Range

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
-

Speech
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Personal
Views

Research Aspects

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Offloading
UIs

Paper

Y
Y
Y
Y

Research Topic

1998
1999
2008
2010
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2014
2017
2018

Data
Transfer

1980
1985
2005
2010
2010
2010
2011
2014
2015
2017

Paper

Personal clipboard, UI palettes
Data transfer
Mobile device gestures
Tangible displays for infovis
Overlays, remote touch propagation mobile to wall
Interaction by touching mobile to surface
UI palettes on tangible displays
Clipboard support by touching mobile to surface
Interaction techniques based on mobile phone pointing
Wall cursors controlled using mobile
Graph visualization
Data visualization, smartwatches

SpatiallyAware
Mobiles

Early multimodal interface
Playful interaction, user contours
Personalized widgets
Mid-air gesture elicitation
Touch-activated personal lenses
Body-relative tool & control positions
Gesture-based pan/zoom
Proximity-aware interfaces
Position-based interaction lenses
Cooperative gestures

Multi-Device Whiteboard [Rek98]
Making Personal Information Public [GBL99]
Throw and Tilt [DB08]
Tangible Views [Spi+10]
Overlays [SWH12]
Cross-Device Interaction [Sch+12]
TUIP [SCD13]
Personal Clipboards [SSG13]
PointerPhone [SBR13]
Smarties [CBF14]
GraSp [Kis+17]
David meets Goliath [Hor+18]

Other
Far

Put-that-there [Bol80]
VideoPlace [KGH85]
iDwidgets [Rya+05]
Gesture Control [Fik+10]
IdLenses [SCG10b]
Body-Centric Interaction [Sho+10]
Pan-and-Zoom [Nan+11]
SpiderEyes [Dos+14]
BodyLenses [Kis+15]
CoReach [Liu+17]

BodyBased
Close

Tab. 2.6.: Comparison of publications on single-device interaction techniques for wall displays.

Mid-Air
Gestures

Range

Touch

Year

Far

Tab. 2.7.: Comparison of publications on multi-device interaction techniques for wall displays. Note that some relevant tabletop work is included as well.
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Close

Fig. 2.4.: Examples of single-device interaction with large displays. From left to right:
User-specific touch lenses in IdLenses [SCG10b], mid-air gestures in Put-ThatThere [Bol80], and whole-body interaction in BodyLenses [Kis+15].

organization of data, he presents a system that allows distal (albeit seated) interaction with the wall. The system used pointing to select locations on a projected display
and voice to issue commands, with the voice syntax integrating terms such as “that”
and “there” to signify elements pointed at. In newer work, Fikkert et al. [Fik+10]
present a gesture elicitation study for wall display interaction, considering both
discrete (i.e., command) and continuous (i.e., parameter input) gestures.
A further area that has received attention is whole-body interaction, with early
work by Krueger [KGH85] exploring playful interaction based on user contours.
Shoemaker et al. [Sho+10] explored body-centric interaction with wall displays,
using, e.g., the user’s non-dominant arm as reference frame for a slider. Finally,
Kister et al.’s BodyLenses concept [Kis+15] is relevant: The authors propose using
lenses on the wall that move with the users, essentially supporting personalized
territories and user interface states (Figure 2.4, right).

2.3.2 Cross-Device Interaction
Hand-held devices facilitate both close and distal interaction with wall displays,
in addition to allowing access to personal data and providing a unique user ID.
Hence, cross-device interaction between large and hand-held displays is an important
research topic for personalized interaction. Table 2.7 summarizes publications;
where the individual techniques are not specific to the display’s orientation, it
includes tabletop-centric work as well. In addition, a number of papers focusing on
application cases also propose specific cross-device interaction techniques [Bra+11;
Chu+14; Hal+10].
There are a number of recurrent themes in this research, including data transfer
between the devices, user interface offloading, and private views on the mobile
device, and all of these themes appear in application-oriented research as well.
Schmidt et al. [Sch+12] investigate these aspects for close-range interaction, when
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Fig. 2.5.: Examples of multi-device interaction with wall displays (from left to right): Data
transfer techniques in Pick-and-Drop [Rek98], UI offloading in TUIP [SCD13],
and private views in the WILD room [Bea+12].

the device is touching the large display. Conversely, Seifert et al. [SBR13] use phone
pointing to support the same activities in distal interaction.
Access to personal data and its transfer to the wall display is an integral part of many
application cases (c.f. Section 2.1.1), and interaction techniques tailored to this have
been investigated multiple times [DB08; GBL99; Sch+12; SBR13]. In addition to
the works by Schmidt et al. [Sch+12] and Seifert et al. [SBR13] mentioned above,
Dachselt and Bucholz propose throwing interactions for data transfer [DB08]. A
related use case is support for personalized clipboards. Early work in this area was
presented by Rekimoto [Rek98] who used hand-held computers as personal devices
for collaborative work on digital whiteboards (Figure 2.5, left), and Schmidt et
al. [SSG13] adapt PhoneTouch to this use case as well.
Additionally, personal devices can be used to offload user interface elements: Parts
of the interface that would otherwise have to be presented on the large display are
moved to a private device. One goal here is to unclutter shared displays by moving
interface elements that only pertain to one user to a place that only that user sees. A
further goal is to enable distal interaction, since interface elements on a hand-held
device can be accessed regardless of position or distance to the wall display. Variants
on this theme include early work using whiteboards and PDAs [Rek98] and paperbased interactive palettes in Haller et al.’s NICE room [Hal+10] as well as Spindler
et al.’s TUIP (Figure 2.5, center [SCD13]).
As described in the section on meeting application cases (Section 2.1.1), a further use
of mobile devices is to display private views, allowing, e.g., data exploration in private before sharing results. Spatially aware mobile displays can also be used as lenses
into larger information spaces: Fitzmaurice’s spatially aware palmtops [Fit93] are
the first example of this. Spindler et al. [Spi+10] combine a tabletop with spatially
aware hand-held devices for the same purpose, and similar interaction in the context
of a wall display is a subject in the WILD room (Figure 2.5, right [Bea+12]).
Finally, gaze switches are an issue in cross-device interaction. When the interface
is displayed on two devices, the user switches her attention between the devices
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regularly. Quantitative studies on this subject have shown that this has a direct cost
in time [RNQ12b; TC03a], and interaction techniques therefore need to be designed
to minimize necessary gaze switches.

2.3.3 Distal Pointing
Distal pointing is an intuitive way to enable selection of points of interest on the wall,
essentially replacing the mouse pointer in the case of distal interaction. This enables
numerous interaction techniques, e.g., investigated in PointerPhone [SBR13]. Unfortunately, simple raycasting—using position and orientation of the device to cast a ray
towards the display—is less precise than visual acuity due to hand jitter [Mye+02].
Techniques for precise pointing are a large research area by themselves, and I can
therefore only give a short summary here. Nancel et al.’s article on wall display
pointing techniques [Nan+15], while not a formal survey, contains a thorough
introduction on the subject.
The notion of the control-display (CD) gain (the ratio between pointing device
movement in motor space and movement of the virtual pointer in display space)
is central to distal pointing, and most techniques vary the pointing resolution by
changing the CD gain. Techniques for doing this include
• using the velocity or acceleration of the device (e.g., [EEN14; FKK07; Kön+09;
Nan+15]),
• leveraging knowledge of possible targets (e.g., [BGB04; GB05; KBB11]),
• actively switching between gains (e.g., [FVB06; Nan+15; VB05]), and
• varying the gain based on the distance to the display [LS15].
Peck et al.’s paper on Multiscale Interaction [PNB09] is the only one I found that
explicitly considers the impact of physical navigation on pointing. The idea is to link
the users’ “scale of perception and their scale of interaction” [PNB09]. The concrete
technique presented changes the scale of a 2D cursor with distance, describing both
continuous (e.g., selection area, number of items selected) and hierarchical (e.g.,
level of a tree node selected) methods of changing the size.
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2.4 Identifying Users
This chapter is based on material previously published as part of a Full Paper
at AVI’16 [Zad+16a]. Any use of ‘we’ in this chapter therefore refers to Ulrich
von Zadow, Patrick Reipschläger, Daniel Bösel, Anita Sellent and
Raimund Dachselt.
While there is significant work in user identification for large touch-enabled displays
in general, most of this work is focused on tabletops, and touch user identification at
display walls has received little attention. We review these works in the following
sections, focusing among others on the applicability of tabletop user identification
methods for vertical displays.
User Identification for Interactive Tabletops
A large majority of work on touch user identification is in the context of interactive tabletops—summarized in Table 2.8. The recent overview on touch user
identification by Kharrufa et al. [KPO17] is also focused on tabletops.

Commodity
Hardware

Supports User
Movement

Proximity
Sensing

Year
2001
2008
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2015

No
Worn/Carried
Equipment

Paper
DiamondTouch [DL01]
Hand Tracking [Doh+08]
HandsDown [SCG10a]
IdWristbands [MS10]
PhoneTouch [Sch+10]
IR Ring [RSG10]
Medusa [Ann+11]
Large Display Interaction [The+12]
Extended Multitouch [Mur+12]
BootStrapper [RHB12]
Capacitive Fingerprinting [HSP12]
Carpus [Ram+12]
CollAid [Cla+13]
Fiberio [HB13]
MTi [BVM13]
Biometric Touch Sensing [HK15]

No Explicit
Registration

A number of works require explicit registration followed by a machine learning
step. Among these is Ramaker et al.’s Carpus [Ram+12], which identifies users
via an overhead camera that tracks registered users’ hands. Schmidt et al.’s HandsDown [SCG10a] uses hand contours for this purpose. Similarly, finger positions of

Y
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Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

Tab. 2.8.: Comparison of tabletop-centric related work for touch user id.
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5-finger touches can be registered and used for identification [BVM13]. Harrison et
al. [HSP12] distinguish registered users using the raw signal of a capacitive touch
screen, while Richter et al.’s BootStrapper [RHB12] uses a depth camera pointed
at users’ feet to recognize registered users. In all of these cases, the system first
captures user information in a registration step. This information is then used to
learn a classifier, which requires offline computation. The result is usually a very high
identification accuracy, but the registration and learning steps prevent spontaneous
interaction with unknown users.
Conversely, most approaches that are applicable in walk-up-and-use scenarios restrict
the movement of the user. These include a number of works that use an overhead
camera: Clayphan et al. [Cla+13], Murugappan et al. [Mur+12] and Thelen et
al. [The+12] all track the user’s hands using an RGBD camera but lose her ID when
she leaves the tracked area. Similarily, Dohse et al. [Doh+08] use a conventional
camera and hand color segmentation for the same purpose. To extend the interaction
area, Medusa by Annett et al. [Ann+11] uses additional proximity sensors mounted
at the side of a tabletop, but still loses the user’s ID when she leaves the sensor range.
The DiamondTouch system [DL01] instruments chairs, relying on the user to form a
conduit between her chair and the tabletop at each touch.
It is also possible to distinguish users by means of additional worn or carried
equipment. Holz et al.’s Biometric Touch Sensing [HK15] uses a biometric sensor
armband for this purpose. With optical touch recognition, additional equipment
can use pulsing LEDs to send ID data to the touchscreen. This is used in Meyer et
al.’s IdWristbands [MS10] and Roth et al.’s IR Ring [RSG10]. Schmidt et al. identify
mobile phones touching a screen by correlating the time of the phone’s touch with
its accelerometer data [Sch+10].
Finally, Holz et al.’s Fiberio [HB13] is a touchscreen that is able to identify users
biometrically using fingerprints. It is an exception in that it allows both spontaneous
interaction by unregistered users and supports user movement. Unfortunately, it
requires custom display hardware and a very high-resolution camera to support a
small display area.
In many cases, detection is based on a camera above the tabletop, making it hard to
transfer the technique to a wall display because the perspective differs. In addition,
interaction at varying distances does not have the same significance for tabletops as
it does for wall displays. This is reflected in the capabilities of the tabletop-oriented
user identification systems: Most systems do not track users in proximity to the
display. Those that do integrate proximity sensing [Ann+11; RHB12; The+12] have
a range smaller than a meter—enough for users walking around a tabletop, but not
enough for distal interaction at a wall display.
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User Identification for Wall Displays
We found only two works that cover user identification specifically tailored to wall
displays, both based on the Microsoft Kinect [Ley+11] and leveraging the ability
of the Kinect to track users. Turnwald et al. [TNK12] place the camera in front of
the screen. Their system loses the user’s ID once the camera loses tracking (i.e.,
when users switch places), since there is no specific re-identification component or
occlusion handling. Chen et al. [Che+15] place the Kinect at the side of a vertical
screen and re-identify users using color histograms when tracking is temporarily lost.
However, with larger displays, this setup suffers from occlusions due to the camera
position. Chen’s paper focuses on interaction and therefore omits algorithm details;
furthermore, there is no evaluation of their ReID performance.
In addition to a tracking component, the Kinect system [Ley+11] also provides a
user recognition component that could potentially make up for failures in skeleton
tracking. Unfortunately, it relies on face recognition, and in the case of wall displays
there is no camera position that has a reliable view of the face if users stand close to
the wall.

2.5 Summary
This chapter described previous work in the domain of wall display interaction,
covering application cases, interaction analysis, interaction techniques, and user
identification. One very prominent aspect is that of physical navigation: It appears
in successful application cases (e.g., [BNB07; GSW01; Raj+15], is grounded in
publications on perception (e.g., [YHN07]), and there are a number of papers
investigating the implications in depth (e.g., [AEN10; BNB07; Liu+14]). A second
important aspect is that the research is very diverse, encompassing a considerable
set of input modalities, user constellations, and application cases, and making it
hard to generalize the results.
Finally, there are a number of gaps in current research:
• A number of application cases (e.g., [Pro17]) and interaction techniques
(e.g., [PBC17; Rek98; Rya+05; SCG10b]) rely on user-specific interaction at
the large display, but the few works on wall user identification that exist leave
clear room for improvement.
• While the impact of physical navigation is well-grounded, there are few interaction techniques that are designed to exploit resolutions higher than visual
acuity (and thus physical navigation). Peck et al.’s work on Multiscale Interaction [PNB09] is one; Isenberg et al.’s hybrid-image visualizations [Ise+13]
also point in this direction.
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• With the exception of meeting room application cases, work on touch interaction with wall displays in general is sparse (c.f. Sections 2.2 and 2.3).
• Most works on multi-user interaction analysis only consider two users, with a
few three-user studies (c.f. Section 2.2.2).
The research presented in this thesis addresses these gaps.
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One early objective in this dissertation project was a common basis for development
of prototype wall and multi-device applications. More specifically, goals were:
1. A common framework for wall display user interface development that was
compatible with the given display hardware and
2. a toolkit that supported development of multi-device applications.
The intention was to support effective research by enabling fast iterations and quick
development of prototypes.
To reach Goal 1, I used and adapted the media development framework libavg
(Section 3.1), which I have been developing and maintaining since 2003 [@Zad].
For Goal 2, we developed UIStreamer (Section 3.2), a user interface streaming
library that enables remote program execution by streaming display contents. libavg
and UIStreamer were used for all applicable parts of this research work, as well
as a number of research projects by other members of the Interactive Media Lab
Dresden.

3.1 User Interface Framework: libavg
The libavg framework was originally written during my time in industry at the
companies ART+COM AG [@AG] and Archimedes Exhibitions GmbH [@Gmba]. At
that time, the framework’s focus was to support developing software for museum
exhibits and company showrooms. Essentially, it combines an efficient 2D scene
graph with first-class support for touch input and scripting in Python. libavg is
open source, licensed under the Lesser GNU Public License [@Foub], and available
on github1 . It is still in use in industry and has been used it to build several
hundred exhibits (among others, at ART+COM AG [@AG], Archimedes Exhibitions
GmbH [@Gmba], and Garamantis GmbH [@Gmbb]). Versions for Windows, Linux,
and Mac OS X have been kept current since 2008, and libavg has been part of the
Ubuntu Linux distribution since 2011.
libavg is well-suited for the development of prototypical user interfaces, because it
supports diverse input modalities and quick iterations through Python scripting. An
1

https://github.com/libavg/libavg/ (accessed on Feb 22, 2018).
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additional reason for the use of libavg was practical: In contrast to other frameworks,
I was able to quickly adapt it to the specific requirements of our research and the
laboratory setup because I knew the internal architecture well.
The remainder of this section describes features and architecture of libavg, work
done on libavg to allow usage for wall display research, and usage of libavg in
research projects.

3.1.1 Features and Architecture
libavg was built with a focus on rapid development of media-rich exhibits. Applications based on libavg are scripted in Python; libavg itself is for the most part written
in C++ and exposes an object-oriented API to Python. libavg is structured around a
2D scene graph: A tree of nodes that represent items such as images, text, videos,
or vector graphics in a hierarchical coordinate system. libavg supports a rich set
of media primitives. In the context of exhibits, a high-performance video decoding
engine that supports seeking at interactive rates, alpha channels, and video state
changes without frame rate drops was essential. Besides images, libavg further
supports text with inline html-like formatting, a diverse set of vector nodes, and
integration of live camera images. Finally, cropping, bitmap masks, and shader-based
effects such as blur, color correction, chroma keying, and shadows are supported.
In addition to classical mouse and keyboard input support, libavg includes support
for touch input. Historically, this included driver-level support for optical touch,
which we documented in [Sch+09]. Later, we moved support to OS-supplied driver
systems such as the Windows Touch [@Mica] and Linux XInput [@HSD] APIs, as
well as the de-facto standard TUIO [Kal+05] network protocol. There are three
levels of touch API support: At a low level, touches are routed to the nodes at the
touch position, and corresponding down, motion, and up events are sent to these
nodes. At a medium level, Contact objects encapsulate individual touches, existing
from the down to the up event. Applications can register for events corresponding
to a contact, allowing, e.g., easy handling of drag operations that need to ignore all
but one finger during the operation. Additionally, libavg includes high-level support
for common gestures such as tap, drag, and hold.
Further features important in our context include offscreen rendering and plugin
support. Offscreen rendering is realized through Canvas objects, with each Canvas
containing a full scenegraph. The resulting rendered scenes can be used wherever
other image objects are supported. Canvas have a number of uses. Among others,
they make it possible to render a scene once and display it several times, or to render
at resolutions suitable for printing. They can also be used to render an animated
scene and write it to disk as a video file. In the context of this dissertation, Canvas
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objects are used in the UIStreamer library to render screen content of remote devices.
Furthermore, plugins written in C++ and loaded at runtime can be used to extend
libavg. Plugins have unrestricted access to libavg internals. They can thus access
all low-level functionality and implement arbitrary extensions to the API exposed
to Python. This allows them to add features such as new node types, or to replace
Python code with speed-optimized C++ in the case of bottlenecks.
The libavg rendering architecture is OpenGL-based; design goals were to balance
feature-completeness, rendering performance, and implementation effort. Rendering
proceeds in two passes, with each pass doing a depth-first traversal of the node tree.
In the PreRender pass, CPU-side resources are assembled. This includes preparing
bitmaps (e.g., for text nodes: Rendering the glyphs, and for video nodes: Fetching
the current video frame), calculating coordinate transforms, and preparing vertex
data. The Render pass sends the actual render commands to the GPU using OpenGL.
At the start of the dissertation project, the transfer of resources such as textures to
the GPU was performed on an ad-hoc basis in the PreRender pass.
libavg consists of over 100 000 lines of C++ and more than 50 000 lines of Python
code. The infrastructure includes a continuous integration setup2 as well as extensive
unit tests at application and subsystem level3 . The tests precisely and quickly isolate
issues and thus significantly reduce time spent supporting the diverse platforms
libavg runs on, as well as allowing effective refactoring.

3.1.2 Enhancements
To enable the use of libavg for wall display research, several enhancements were
necessary. Among others, this included support for rendering on multiple GPUs, an
image cache, and support for additional input devices.
The most work-intensive enhancement—multi-GPU rendering—was a requirement
specific to the hardware setup in our laboratory. The workstation driving our wall
display contains two AMD Radeon 7970 GPUs that are each connected to six of
the wall’s twelve displays. In this particular hardware setup, single application
windows spanning more than one GPU are essentially unsupported: Under Linux,
it is impossible to open multi-GPU windows, and under Windows, we informally
measured an overhead of 60 ms per frame4 .
To support the laboratory hardware, I therefore modified libavg to be able to open
multiple windows, with separate OpenGL contexts and associated GPU affinities. In
2

Output is produced at https://www.libavg.de/bb (accessed on Jan 16, 2018).
Output, e.g., at https://www.libavg.de/bb/testresults/x64-lnx (accessed on Jan 16, 2018).
4
We found no citable sources for this information. However, technical representatives of both AMD
and the wall manufacturer confirmed these restrictions in conversation.
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the case of our wall display, each window spans six displays, and different views
of a single scene graph are rendered to the two windows. This is fully transparent
to applications, which simply manage a scene spanning the complete wall display.
Internally, the core render architecture was modified: Rendering must now proceed
on multiple GPUs, and all resources (such as textures and vertex arrays) need
to be transferred to multiple GPUs as well. The PreRender step described above
now compiles lists of resources that need to be transferred to the GPUs instead
of immediately initiating the transfers. The Render step is then executed multiple
times—once for each window. In this step, the resources are transferred to the
current GPU, the viewport is set accordingly, and subsequently, render commands
are sent in a tree traversal. This architecture groups operations by the GPU involved
and thus minimizes the number of expensive OpenGL context switches.
The second enhancement, an image cache, became necessary for performance
reasons. Prior to the dissertation project, libavg handled image nodes by simply
loading the image from disk and transferring it to the GPU (or GPUs) as texture.
Multiple image nodes based on the same file were loaded multiple times, and
when an image node was removed from the scene, the data was immediately
unloaded. Image loading and texture access became speed bottlenecks for the
FlowTransfer sample application (which loads and unloads images multiple times—
c.f. Section 7.2), and for graphs with large numbers of identical nodes, such as those
used in the GraSp project [Kis+17].
The image cache maps image IDs to bitmap data in CPU and GPU, keeping a reference
count. Images are cached using a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm, with CPU
and GPU corresponding to two cache levels, and configurable cache sizes for both
levels. The cache has an inclusive design (i.e., all items in GPU memory are also in
CPU memory). The image cache has several benefits: First, it reduces the number
of times images are loaded. Second, it prevents loading of duplicate images and
thereby reduces memory usage. Finally, it also significantly speeds up rendering of
duplicate images.
I measured the performance improvements using the avg_checkspeed benchmark
included in libavg. Specifically, I ran avg_checkspeed -n 2000, displaying 2 000
identical images on a 2014 Mac Book Air (1,7 GHz Intel Core i7-4650U, Intel HD
Graphics 5000). To ensure consistency, this was repeated three times for each
configuration with runs of 20 s. The results were as follows (times are average µs
per frame, measured using intrusive profiling):

Without cache
With cache
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23 504
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Trial 2
22 099
13 802

Trial 3
23 106
14 230

Average
22 903
14 114

Summarizing, we found that the optimized version took on average about 60% as
long as the original version to render a frame. Like multi-GPU rendering, the image
registry is completely transparent to the application developer.
No less important, but technically much simpler, was the addition of support for
tangible markers and pens as input devices. In addition, support for user IDs in touch
(as well as marker and pen) messages was added as part of our user identification
architecture (c.f. Chapter 4.4).

3.1.3 Project Usage
libavg was used for all application-level code in this research work. In addition, it
has become the de-facto standard for wall display development at the IMLD, and
has been used in numerous publications in addition to the ones this work is based
upon [Büs+16; Hor+16a; Kis+15; Kis+17; Lan+15; LHD16; MDK13; Sol+16;
Zad+13].
The research applications based on libavg span a large number of use cases and
modalities, salient examples being:
• The visualization toolkit GIAnT (c.f. Chapter 10), a desktop application that
makes use of the high-performance video decoder subsystem as well as integrating several custom visualization plugins.
• SimMed [Zad+13], a tabletop application for medical education that uses a
plugin to integrate a full 3D scenegraph based on Ogre3D [@Tea].
• The multi-view visualization prototype (c.f. Section 10.6), a complex wall
display application that simultaneously displays over 10 000 nodes rendered
at interactive framerates with full 24 megapixel resolution.
Thus, practical usefulness for research projects has been proven multiple times: The
framework is highly adaptable to changing requirements and performance is high
enough to render complex scenes at high resolutions.
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3.2 User Interface Streaming
Tom Horak significantly expanded the UIStreamer infrastructure as part of his
Master’s Thesis [Hor15] and has also participated in maintaining the library
since then. His work includes the vibration and sensor data support as well as
transparent reconnects, configurable video quality settings, and numerous
stability improvements. Any use of ‘we’ in this section therefore refers to
Tom Horak and Ulrich von Zadow.
Developing multi-device applications traditionally requires knowledge of network
protocols and explicit synchronization between the devices, slowing down the process
and adding technical complexity. The user interface streaming technology used in
this research project alleviates these issues by offering full network transparency:
The application is written as if it were running on a single computer, albeit with
multiple windows.
Our UIStreamer toolkit is implemented as a libavg plugin on the server side and
an associated Android application on the client side. It renders screen content
for remote devices on a central server and transfers the images to the clients as an
H.264-encoded video stream. The video stream is then decoded and displayed on the
remote device using a generic client application. Additionally, user interface events
such as touches are sent from the client to the central server, and output events
such as vibration commands are sent in the opposite direction. To the application
developer, this is entirely transparent: There is no application-side networking code,
and instead, an additional offscreen canvas is created for each connected device.
Since UIStreamer is realized as a libavg plugin, applications are developed using
Python scripting for the user interface and the libavg Canvas API to render remote
user interfaces. Input event handling is unchanged from single-device development
as well.
In other application domains such as cloud gaming (e.g., NVidia Shield [@NVi])
and remote desktop interfaces (e.g., VMWare Blast [@VMW]), pixel streaming has
evolved to a mature technology that is used commercially. We apply it to multi-device
prototype development, where anticipated benefits included reduced development
viscosity (by allowing quick iterations on single-device setups) and lowered threshold
to usage (since no knowledge of networking is necessary for development) [Ols07].
Additionally, user interface streaming has the potential to display applications that
need workstation-level rendering power on a mobile device.
As alternative, we also explored streaming the OpenGL commands [Röh15] by adapting and enhancing ClusterGL [NHM11]. While OpenGL streaming has the potential
for lower processing load on the server and lower bandwidth usage [NHM11], the
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high development effort and complexity of the implementation made it impractical
in our case.

3.2.1 Network Protocol and Connection Negotiation
At a high level, the UIStreamer communication consists of an initial handshake, a
video stream, and additional input and output events. The video is streamed using
the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) protocol. All other data is transmitted using
OpenSoundControl (OSC) over User Datagram Protocol (UDP) as protocol (OSC is a
lab-wide standard at the IMLD for low-volume networking, chosen because of its
simplicity and wide availability of development and debugging tools).
The initial handshake is depicted in Figure 3.1. There are three components involved:
A client running on a mobile device, the UIStreamer plugin that handles encoding and
communications, and a Python application based on libavg. Inside the plugin, the
singleton RUIServer class handles the initial connection requests; the RUIProxy class
is instantiated once per client device and handles subsequent traffic. Communication
is initiated with a connection request OSC message by the mobile client:
/rui/conn_req <xsize> <ysize> <xdpi> <ydpi> \
<deviceid> <devicename>
Parameters are size and resolution of the device as well as a unique device ID and
a user-friendly name. This message is handled by the RUIServer by creating an
RUIProxy object corresponding to the client and sending a CONNECTION_REQUEST
message to the Python application. In turn, the application is expected to handle
this by creating an offscreen rendering canvas with an appropriate resolution and
registering the canvas with the RUIProxy using the connectCanvas API method.

Server
UIStreamer Plugin
Client

RUIServer

Python Application

/rui/conn_req
<<create>>

RUIProxy
CONNECTION_REQUEST
connectCanvas()

/rui/conn_resp

Fig. 3.1.: Sequence diagram for the UIStreamer connection process. The RUIServer component creates a new RUIProxy object for each client.
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Subsequently, the RUIProxy sends an OSC /rui/conn_resp message to the mobile
client and starts streaming data. This negotiation process allows several devices to
connect to a single application. It also allows applications to dynamically configure
the rendering resolution depending on client device resolutions, available processing
power, and available network bandwidth.
During operation, the video is transmitted using RTP. Touch events are sent from
the mobile to the server using the OSC-based and quasi-standard TUIO protocol [Kal+05], and other input events such as device sensor data are streamed using
additional OSC messages. Finally, vibration commands are sent from server to mobile
using an additional OSC channel.
Regarding robustness, the RTP and TUIO protocols are resilient to packet loss.
The other OSC messages are non-essential, and packet loss only results in a slight
degradation of performance. Finally, connection loss is detected on the client side.
The client handles this by sending repeated conn_req messages until communication
is reestablished. Reconnects are handled internally in the UIStreamer plugin. In
sum, this contributes to the goal of full network transparency: Unstable network
conditions are handled gracefully and without intervention by the application.

3.2.2 Video Streaming
The screen contents to be displayed on the client device are rendered using a
standard libavg Canvas (c.f. Section 3.1.1). Encoding to H.264 video is performed in
a secondary thread. The UIStreamer plugin uses the x264 library [@Dev] and its
zero-latency configuration for this; the necessary color space conversion is done in
a GPU-based preprocessing step for speed. The encoded video is then sent to the
client using the RTP protocol.
In lossy video encoding, there is a three-way tradeoff between quality, data rate, and
encoding speed [Ric03]: High-quality encoding takes significantly more processing
time. The required encoding parameters are dependent on several applicationspecific factors, including client resolution, screen contents (high-frequency changes
do not compress well), and server processing load. We therefore made encoding
speed and data rate configurable on the application side.
On the client side, the Android MediaCodec API [@Goob] is used, which in turn uses
the mobile device’s hardware video codec to to decode the received H.264 stream.
This happens asynchronously; the MediaCodec is responsible for rendering the video
to a display surface.
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3.2.3 Project Usage
The cross-device applications written in the scope of this dissertation were all written
using UIStreamer. This includes the SleeD examples (Section 8.5.3), the HyDAP
pointing prototype and study setup (Section 7.3), and the FlowTransfer prototype
(Section 7.2). UIStreamer was additionally used in a number of other research
projects at the IMLD, several of which resulted in publications [Büs+16; Kis+17;
LHD16; Sol+16].
Experiences during these projects indicate that the toolkit is stable and runs on a
multitude of Android device models. In situations with stable wifi connections, there
are no noticeable latency issues, and disconnects due to bad wireless networking are
handled unobtrusively. Performance is generally sufficient to stream at resolutions of
1080p (full HD) with 30 frames per second. Furthermore, image quality issues due
to lossy compression are not noticeable in most application cases. One exception
was Kister et al.’s GraSp prototype [Kis+17]: In this application, the mobile device
shows line graphs with many high-frequency (and thus hard-to-compress) edges,
causing encoding artefacts.
While this is not easy to quantify, we experienced a significant savings in development
time because networking and multi-device synchronization was abstracted away
completely. The toolkit is furthermore easy to use, since the developer uses a single
platform on one computer instead of dealing with multiple platforms and networking
protocols. Finally, the SleeD map prototype (Section 8.5.3) showcases an additional
advantage: It shows views of a gigapixel-sized image at interactive framerates on a
mobile device. This is possible because the actual rendering is done on the server
and hence, the full workstation computing power is available for interfaces that are
then shown on the mobile.

3.3 Summary
To enable fast prototype development, we developed and adapted two generally usable toolkits in the course of this research project. The first is the media development
framework libavg, which was expanded to support efficient development of wall
display applications. The second, UIStreamer, facilitates easy and fast cross-device
development by streaming the user interface to a mobile device. The two toolkits
have seen extensive and successful practical use, both during this dissertation project
and in the wider context of our laboratory.
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Part II
Identifying Users
With few exceptions [DL01], current touch technology does not distinguish between
users [Sch+09], and as described in Section 2.4, research on touch user identification
has thus far focused on tabletop support. However, in the context of multi-user
interaction with large screens, the system can only personalize the interface if it is
able to differentiate between users: User-specific interface modes and settings, as
well as access to personal data, are only possible if the user’s digital ID is known.
Furthermore, in contrast to classical login-based desktop and mobile systems, there
is usually more than one user per display.
The lack of user identification is most evident when interacting close to the wall using
user-agnostic touch technology. However, since work with wall displays is often work
at varying distances (c.f. Section 2.2.1), it is important to support distal interaction
as well. In the case of body-based interaction (e.g., [Sho+10; Kis+15]), this means
distinguishing the users in proximity to the display; in the case of interaction with
additional mobile devices (c.f. Section 2.3.2), the device can be used to identify the
user.
In this part, we propose systems that leverage knowledge of the user’s position (or,
alternatively, the position of her mobile device). The user’s position can be used
to associate remote interactions with users, and close-range interactions such as
touches can be associated with users based on their positions as well. Currently,
most research on distal interaction with large displays uses marker-based tracking
systems like OptiTrack (e.g., [BMG10; Bea+12; Kis+15; JH16]) to locate users or
their mobile devices. Unfortunately, this is not a feasible solution for deployment,
since it requires invasive instrumentation of the devices.
This part therefore considers alternatives. The first chapter examines common
aspects of user ID systems for wall displays: It gathers requirements and describes a
general software architecture, common components, and a baseline system that uses

marker-based tracking to determine the users’ positions. The following two chapters
describe two technologies that identify users, both of which rely on determining the
users’ positions and inferring user IDs for interactions from that. The first, YouTouch!,
is an original contribution and calculates user positions by using an RGB+Depth
(RGBD) camera mounted facing the wall. The second of these technologies infers
user positions from mobile device positions determined using ultrasound tracking
and is more experimental in nature.
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First and foremost, systems that determine the user’s identities at wall displays
based on their positions need to be able to determine the user’s positions. In
addition, there are a number of challenges that are independent of the concrete
method used for this. Among others, close-range interactions such as touch need
to be correlated with users, and an Application Programming Interface (API) that
is independent of the technology used is also a reasonable goal. Abstracting away
common functionality speeds up development and lowers the resistance to good
solutions, and therefore, we present an architecture for user identification systems
in this chapter. Furthermore, formally considering requirements for these systems
is beneficial because it informs the design and provides grounding for a systematic
appraisal of user ID systems.

The first section of this chapter compiles requirements, drawing on the application
cases presented in Section 2.1 to determine essential system properties and evaluation criteria. These requirements are used in later chapters to analyze the concrete
identification technologies and match them to application cases. The requirements
additionally provide grounding for the generalized system architecture described
in Section 4.2. This architecture abstracts away common software components and
specifies generally usable network protocols for communication.

Furthermore, this chapter presents a fully functional prototype framework based on
the architecture. The prototype includes a baseline component that uses markerbased optical tracking to locate users (Section 4.3). Finally, our application framework libavg was enhanced to handle user-specific events and provide debugging
facilities (Section 4.4), and two example applications illustrate real-world usability
(Section 4.5). Together, these components have the potential to significantly speed
up development of concrete user identification systems, because only the core functionality needs to be implemented, the system’s debugging facilities can be used,
and sample programs are readily available.
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Fig. 4.1.: Requirements for wall display user identification systems: The system should
support per-interaction user IDs (R1), moving users (R2), and close as well as
distal interaction (R3). In current systems, only touch positions are available (grey
rectangle), but user IDs and user positions are not supplied (green rectangles).

4.1 Requirements
The application cases presented in Section 2.1 provide us with an impression of
user interaction with wall displays. In particular, it is probable that users will move
around to access data using physical navigation (e.g., [AN13; BNB07; Hal+10]).
Furthermore, it can be assumed that they will work at differing distances, because
this allows switching between detail (close) and overview (far) work (e.g., [AN13;
Raj+15]). Interaction at multiple and often varying distances is also integral to the
group situation in many meetings (e.g., [BM15; GSW01; Wig+09]).

From this, several essential requirements for a user identification system can be
derived (Figure 4.1):

• R1: Give applications the ability to associate a user ID with each interaction.
This may mean, e.g., including a user ID with each interaction event.
• R2: Support moving users. This follows from the importance of physical
navigation.
• R3: Support all needed interaction modalities. Importantly, since work at
varying distances should be supported, this includes modalities for both close
interaction (e.g., touch, pen, tangible markers) and distal interaction (e.g.,
body-centric interaction and/or position-aware mobiles). In the case of bodycentric or gestural interaction, knowledge of position and body posture of the
user are essential; for position-aware mobiles, the location of the device must
be known.
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Additionally, the following secondary characteristics should be considered. These
determine the use cases for which the system is suitable:
• C1: How expensive is it? Primarily, this refers to financial expenses, but setup
time (including room instrumentation) can be a factor as well. This generally
also means that it is beneficial to avoid custom hardware.
• C2: Is walk-up-and-use functionality provided? If the scenario includes spontaneous use, a system must be available without a registration step.
• C3: Does it require additional worn or carried equipment? A system is more
generally usable if it does not require instrumentation of the users.
• C4: How robust is it? The acceptable rate of failure depends on the application
case. For instance, an error in setting a user-specific mode in a casual brainstorming session is less important than an error that allows access to another
user’s private data in a business setting.
• C5: How well does it cope with interference? An ideal system should be able
to handle complex real-world situations: E.g., users may interact in close
proximity, room lighting may change, and spaces may be crowded and/or
noisy.
• C6: Does the system deliver a permanent ID? Following Holz and Baudisch
[HB13], we discriminate between user differentiation, where users are distinguished for the duration of a typical usage session, and user identification in a
strict sense, which associates each user with a permanent ID. Depending on
the application case, one or the other may be preferable: An application that
allows access to user-specific data requires a permanent ID; on the other hand,
in public settings, privacy concerns may favor user differentiation.
We will refer to these requirements and considerations as R1-R3 and C1-C6 throughout this part of the thesis.

4.2 Architecture for User Identification
Based on the requirements defined in the previous section, we can construct a
general architecture for user identification systems at wall displays. To facilitate
support for moving users (R2) and diverse interaction modalities (R3), the proposed
architecture assumes that a method to determine the users’ positions is available and
uses this to associate interactions with users. Thus, contact interaction with the wall
(e.g., through touch, pen, or tangible markers) as well as body-centric interaction
from a distance can be supported. In the case of cross-device scenarios, it is also
possible to infer approximate user positions from the users’ mobile devices. The
architecture, as well as the prototype system, supports touch, pen, and tangible
markers as contact input modalities. However, we refer to all contact interactions
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Fig. 4.2.: User Identification System Architecture. Preexisting components are gray.

with the wall as touch interactions in the following sections in order to simplify the
descriptions.
The proposed architecture consists of the following components (Figure 4.2):
• UserLocator (a): This system part determines the users’ positions. It is therefore specific to the concrete user identification method used. This thesis
examines three concrete examples of user locating components: YouTouch!
(Chapter 5), ultrasound positioning using mobile devices (Chapter 6), and a
baseline component suitable for laboratory use that uses marker-based tracking
(Section 4.3).
• Interactive Screen (b): A preexisting component that detects interactions on a
screen (e.g., through touch).
• TouchProcessor (c): The TouchProcessor takes user positions and touch locations as input, correlates the touches with user positions, and delivers IDenriched touches to the application. To generically support other modalities, it
also forwards user position data from the UserLocator to the application.
• Application (d): Any arbitrary end-user application that receives ID-enriched
touch events and user positions.
Thus, while the UserLocator is specific to the concrete user ID method used, the
TouchProcessor is generic. In addition, the application is independent of the user
ID method as well. In consequence, this architecture should significantly shorten
the development time for concrete user identification methods, since common
components (as well as debugging support) need to be implemented only once. The
standardized interface for applications additionally makes it easier to compare the
capabilities of different user identification methods.
The generic architecture presented here can be expanded by specialized components
that support additional features. For example, the YouTouch! system has knowledge
of the users’ skeleton data and uses this to correlate touches to users more precisely.
The network protocols used are also adapted accordingly (see Chapter 5).
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We validate the architecture described above using a prototypical implementation. Its
components communicate using network protocols described in the following section,
and the prototypical TouchProcessor component is described in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Network Communication
Figure 4.2 shows the three types of data that need to be transported via network
in the framework: Raw touches, touches with user IDs, and user positions. All
components use OSC as underlying protocol, since this is standard at the IMLD. The
communication protocol described below was designed with practical considerations
in mind, and is thus minimal as well as compatible with legacy applications.
The OSC-based TUIO protocol [Kal+05] is used for raw touch data sent from the
touchscreen to the TouchProcessor. The TouchProcessor in turn sends touch events
with user ID data to the application. This is done by forwarding the original TUIO
messages and additionally sending a userid message in a separate OSC namespace
/tuioext/:
/tuioext/userid set <tuioID> <userID> [<handID>]
In this message, <tuioID> references the original TUIO touch ID, <userID> is an
integer user identifier, and the optional <handID> can be used to distinguish the left
from the right hand if the system supports it.
OSC receivers ignore message in unknown namespaces, so this is backwardscompatible: Applications without Touch ID support simply decode the /tuio/ message and ignore the /tuioext/ message. Conversely, applications with Touch ID
support additionally decode the /tuioext/ messages and use them to correlate
touches with user IDs. As alternative, we considered using the newer TUIO 2.0 protocol, which includes support for user IDs [KE14]. However, TUIO 2.0 is not widely
supported and not backwards compatible; it was therefore rejected for practical
reasons.
Finally, user positions are sent from the UserLocator to the TouchProcessor. For
systems that deliver a single position, we appropriate a simple protocol initially
defined by Anton Augsburg [Aug14] that is also used in other projects at our lab.
This protocol consists of a single message:
/tracking/optitrack/rigidbodies <id> <x> <y> <z> \
[<yaw> <pitch> <roll> <q0> <q1> <q2> <q3>]
In this message,
• <id> is a unique user ID,
• <x>, <y>, and <z> are the user’s position,
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• <yaw>, <pitch>, and <roll> are her orientation in Euler angles, and
• <q0>, <q1>, <q2>, and <q3> are her orientation expressed as a unit quaternion.
The orientation data is optional. In addition, <yaw>, <pitch>, and <roll> are
redundant. They are ignored and only retained for backwards compatibility.

4.2.2 The TouchProcessor Component
This section is based in part on unpublished conceptual and implementation
work by Ulrich von Zadow and Patrick Reipschläger. Furthermore, Alexandra
Krien, Robert Menger, Franziska Richter, and Jan Schmalfuß-Schwarz
implemented a prototype of the touch correlation algorithm as part of a
student project supervised by Ulrich von Zadow. Any use of ‘we’ in this section
therefore refers to this group of people.
A central component in the proposed user identification architecture is the TouchProcessor. It receives user positions and touch data from the sources, correlates touches
with user IDs, and sends the aggregated information to the application.
The algorithm used to correlate touches with users calculates a circular Touch
Zone based on a person’s maximum reach. A user’s Touch Zone is dependent
on her arm_span, the maximum distance between fingertips of both hands with
outstretched arms (Figure 4.3, left). The algorithm assumes that the position S of a
point at the base of a user’s neck (i.e., midway between her shoulders) is known and
generates a sphere with radius
rs = arm_span/2 + max_pos_error − stretch
around S. In this equation, max_pos_error is the the maximum error in the measurement of S. In addition, we assume that touching at maximum distance is highly
unlikely. stretch accounts for this heuristically by making the sphere smaller by

C
zs

rc
rs

S

arm_span

max_pos_error

Fig. 4.3.: User Touch Zones (views from above). Left: The maximum theoretical reach of a
user is determined by her arm span. Right: Realistic user position in front of the
wall; the user can only reach the area marked in bold.
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a configurable amount. This sphere contains all points the user can reach, and
intersecting the sphere with the wall display gives a circle that all touches by this
user must be in (Figure 4.3, right). Defining S = (xs , ys , zs ) and assuming without
loss of generality a coordinate system where the wall is a plane with z = 0, the center
of the Touch Zone is calculated to be at C = (xs , ys , 0). Furthermore, constructing a
p
right triangle gives the circle’s radius: rc = rs2 − zs2 .
For each touch, the algorithm then determines the users that could have caused it.
Ideally, there is only one possible user for the touch. However, if a touch occurs in
more than one user’s circle, the closest user is used as a fallback. Finally, if there is
no possible user for the touch, the system assumes an undetected user and reports a
touch without user ID.
We implemented a prototype version of this component that can technically be
installed as proxy to arbitrary TUIO touch sources, adding user ID information to the
touch messages sent. Due to the backwards-compatible network protocol described
in the previous section, this is transparent to application programs. The current
prototype uses arm_span = 200 cm (Covering 99% of persons [Til02, p. 11]) and
stretch = 10 cm, with the value for max_pos_error dependent on the concrete
positioning method used. For a non-prototypical implementation, we suggest that
the approximations for arm_span and stretch be improved by recording data on
user distances when touching and using these to determine maximum practical
touching distances.
The prototype receives user positions and touch event data in two separate threads
using the protocols described in the previous section. They are communicated to
the main thread using thread-safe queues. The main thread handles the actual
correlation. It also forwards user positions to the application as well as sending
touch events with associated user IDs.
We informally validated the touch correlation algorithm using the baseline markerbased tracking component described in the next section. Results suggest that user
identification is robust in most application cases, because social proxemics [Hal66]
generally prevent overlap of different users’ Touch Zones. Exceptions are, e.g.,
fast-paced games (like Miners, Chapter 9), in which users regularly interact in close
proximity. A formal evaluation of the algorithm’s robustness is left for future work.
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4.3 Baseline: User Identification using Marker-Based
Tracking
As a baseline for performance measurement and a stub for testing purposes, the
prototype user ID framework includes a UserLocator that uses marker-based tracking
of head positions. Specifically, it uses the commercial OptiTrack [@Opt] system to
track the users, requiring them to wear headgear with markers (Figure 4.4).
This baseline component serves several purposes:
• It is a robust, non-experimental system that makes it easier to conduct application-level studies.
• It allows tests of the other system components without an experimental user
tracking component.
• OptiTrack obtains millimeter-level accuracy. It also continuously reports the
precision achieved. This makes it ideal as a baseline to measure the positioning
accuracy of other approaches.
The baseline component is ideal for laboratory use. Specifically, it supports moving
users (R2) and interaction modalities beyond touch (R3). Further, it is robust (C4)
and can be configured to work well in the face of interference (C5). Unfortunately,
it is also expensive (C1) and requires the user to wear instrumented headgear (C3),
making it unsuitable for general deployment.

4.4 Application Framework Enhancements
The network protocol presented in Section 4.2.1 can in principle be used directly by
applications. However, this is less than ideal. In general, application frameworks map
touch events to individual UI elements, integrate gesture recognizers, and generally
deliver touch information at a much higher level to applications. To support user-

Fig. 4.4.: Headgear used by the marker-based tracking component.
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specific interaction at this level, frameworks therefore need to be aware of the user
ID information and augment the events delivered to the application accordingly.
This also applies to debugging aids such as overlays with touch information.
We enhanced libavg (c.f. Section 3.1) accordingly to support user-specific interaction.
The library now supports the tuioext protocol for user IDs, and it delivers these IDs
to applications as part of the contact event data structure. Since this is a simple
backwards-compatible change, applications unaware of the enhancements can run
unchanged.
Finally, we implemented an overlay that shows user positions and contact events
with user IDs on the wall display for debugging purposes.

4.5 Sample Applications
Two sample applications we implemented verify the functionality and illustrate
the possibilities of our user identification systems: A simple multi-user sketching
application, and a job shop scheduling application similar to the one presented
by Tan et al. [Tan+08]. Both use the full framework described in this chapter,
including the tuioext protocol (Section 4.2.1), the TouchProcessor (Section 4.2.2),
and enhanced libavg (Section 4.4). The job shop scheduling application was tested
using marker-based optical tracking (Section 4.3), and the sketching application
was initially built for the YouTouch! system presented in the next chapter. However,
because the framework presents an abstract interface to the application, both samples
are completely independent of the concrete method used to track the user.

4.5.1 Multi-User Sketching
The Multi-User Sketching application was previously published as part of a
Full Paper at AVI’16 [Zad+16a]. Any use of ‘we’ in this chapter therefore
refers to Ulrich von Zadow, Patrick Reipschläger, Daniel Bösel, Anita Sellent
and Raimund Dachselt.
Our example vector drawing program (Figure 4.5) integrates body-centric and touch
interaction to deliver a personalized and intuitive interface. Brush settings used in
the application are user-specific; colors remain selected even if the user leaves the
room and comes back. The configuration dialog allows users to select colors using
a Hue, Saturation, Lightness (HSL)-based color chooser and change the line width
using a slider. It intelligently appears close to the user when she approaches the
wall and follows her if her position changes significantly, thus always staying in an
appropriate position. The dialog can be dragged, adding a user-specific offset to
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Fig. 4.5.: Sample application: Multi-user sketching with user-specific settings and modes.

the position. We additionally implemented a user-specific undo activated using a
button in the configuration dialog; this is possible because the system knows who
drew what.
In summary, since the system gives us user positions as well as touch user ID, it is
possible to support not only a user-specific brush configuration, but also user-specific
menu positioning and a user-specific undo stack; furthermore, support for moving
users is integrated seamlessly.

4.5.2 Job Shop Scheduling
Alexandra Krien, Robert Menger, Franziska Richter, and Jan
Schmalfuß-Schwarz implemented the Job Shop Scheduling application as part
of a student project supervised by Ulrich von Zadow.
Our second sample application implements an abstract scheduling task useful for
the evaluation of multi-user collaboration. The Job Shop Scheduling task has been
used to evaluate group behavior in several studies [Tan+08; Wal+09; Wal+11].
As benefits, Tan et al. [Tan+08] mention that it allows quantitative as well as
qualitative evaluation, can be configured to be either collaborative or competitive,
and is complex enough to require careful reasoning.
The inspiration for the Job Shop Scheduling task is a manufacturing apparatus on a
plant floor. The task is abstract: A number of jobs, with several operations per job,
need to be scheduled so they are finished in a minimum amount of time. Operations
each take a predetermined amount of time, and for each job, the order of operations
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Fig. 4.6.: Users interacting with the Job Shop Scheduling application. The horizontal lines
represent resources. Each colored box is an operation, and boxes with the same
color belong to the same job.

is fixed. Finally, operations are constrained to each use one of several resources
(e.g., a machine such as a bandsaw), and each resource can only be used for one
operation at a time. The interface displays a timeline, with the rows of the timeline
representing resources, and operations placed on these rows (Figure 4.6). In the
collaborative case, the goal is an overall optimal schedule that minimizes the total
time needed. In the competitive case, each user is assigned specific jobs to optimize,
and both individual and total times can be used as metrics.
Initially, the user interface shows operations at arbitrary positions on the timeline,
and the user interface we implemented uses drag and drop to move operations.
A hold on an operation visualizes the sequence for the current job. Furthermore,
we implemented an additional personalized interface for multi-item selection and
dragging: While holding one operation, a tap by the same user on a second operation
toggles the selection status of this additional operation. In this state, all selected
elements can be dragged at once. Note that the selections are user-specific, and
multiple users can use this interface at the same time.
The system implements user-specific interaction logging to facilitate studies. The
current prototype does not support assignment of users to jobs (the competitive case
above). However, it would be straightforward to query the user’s ID upon interaction
with an operation and ignore all interactions with mismatching user IDs.
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4.6 Summary
This chapter discussed requirements of user identification systems and presented a
general architecture for systems that identify users at wall displays. The requirements
analysis distinguishes between essential requirements (Rx) and characteristics that
limit use to certain application cases (Cx), providing a foundation for evaluations
in the following chapters. The architecture presented is based on the knowledge
of user positions and thus inherently supports contact as well as distal interaction.
We further presented a fully functional prototype framework that correlates users
with touches using marker-based optical tracking and includes a simple example
application as well as enhancements of the libavg library. Thus, it provides reusable
components that should significantly speed up development of experimental user
identification systems.
The architecture and the prototype framework presented in this chapter have been
verified in practice multiple times: First, the two sample applications from Section 4.5
use the prototype framework. Secondly, the prototype framework was used and
expanded in the YouTouch! system described in the next chapter. Finally, the
ultrasound locating solution presented in Chapter 6 is also based conceptually upon
this architecture.
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This chapter contains material previously published as Full Paper at
AVI’16 [Zad+16a]. It is further based in part on work in the Bachelor’s
Thesis of Daniel Bösel [Bös14], supervised by Ulrich von Zadow and Raimund
Dachselt. Any use of ‘we’ in this chapter therefore refers to Ulrich von Zadow,
Patrick Reipschläger, Daniel Bösel, Anita Sellent and Raimund Dachselt.
The previous chapter described requirements and a general architecture for touch
identification at interactive wall displays. The architecture assumes (but does not
provide) a practical working component that delivers the position of users, the
UserLocator. In this chapter, we present YouTouch!, a corresponding method for
determining the users’ positions (and thus supporting the primary requirements
R1-R3). The system is based on an RGBD camera that is mounted facing the wall and
tracks the users (Figure 5.1, left). Using this setup, it is possible to build a system that
is both low-cost (C1) and requires no worn or carried equipment (C4). Importantly,
it is also a true walk-up-and-use system: There is no registration step (C2).
YouTouch! uses low-cost, off-the-shelf hardware (a consumer RGBD camera) as input
device. From this, state-of-the-art tracking systems such as the one integrated into
the Microsoft Kinect [Ley+11] can establish the locations of users and deliver data
on user skeletons [Sho+12]. However, these tracking systems lose user identification
whenever a person becomes occluded or leaves and re-enters the interaction space.
While there are other works that are technologically similar [Che+15; TNK12], the
ones we found fail to deal well with occluded users (c.f. Section 2.4). In addition,

Fig. 5.1.: YouTouch! system. Left: System setup. An RGBD camera that tracks the users
is placed facing the wall display. Right: View of the wall display showing user
tracking.
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systems for tabletop user identification are usually not suitable for work at varying
distances (c.f. Section 2.4) and thus fail to meet our requirement R2.
This chapter’s main contribution is a low-cost method for tracking users at a wall
display and associating interactions with the respective users. We adapt and extend
methods used in surveillance to re-identify (ReID) users after tracking loss. To this
end, we use person descriptors containing color histogram data and skeleton-based
biometric measurements (Figure 5.1, right). Importantly, these person descriptors
are built on-the-fly without prior registration. Thus, YouTouch! supports user differentiation, but not long-term user identification (C6). In addition, we use the rich
skeleton and image data delivered by the tracker to improve the TouchProcessor’s
algorithm for touch-user association and determine the hand the user is touching
with. Using stored skeleton data of past frames, even touches of users currently
occluded can be assigned in a large majority of cases.
As the task we put our system to is quite challenging, we thoroughly evaluated it with
a considerable number of test scenes. We acquired RGBD video and tracking data
of a total of 81 subjects, with 36 single-person scenes used for optimization of the
ReID component. For evaluation, we recorded the remaining 45 users in synthetic
multi-person scenes involving numerous position swaps to stress the system. We
evaluated three configurations of our system, allowing us to judge the effectiveness
of different components. In addition, we manually inspected the remaining touch
identification failures to find their causes. Finally, we implemented a sophisticated
development and test toolset able to record and play back the data interactively,
and including pause and single-step facilities to allow pinpointing and debugging of
issues.

5.1 Background: Person Re-Identification
In computer vision, identifying people across different cameras (or if they exit and
reenter one camera’s field of view) is known as person re-identification (or ReID).
This is an important issue in surveillance and therefore a large research field, with
a number of overview articles available (e.g., [BS14; Mar+14; Dor+11; Gon+14;
Sat13; VBC13]).
Classical ReID algorithms generally work with appearance-based features, relying,
e.g., on the ability to distinguish different persons’ clothing. Features are extracted
from segmented images and combined to construct descriptors that discriminate individuals. People are re-identified by matching probe descriptors from current camera
images to a gallery of previously scanned descriptors using a model-based matching
procedure. Research in this area therefore concentrates on finding appropriate
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features and metrics for comparison. As features, color (e.g., [Baz+10; DD11]) or
texture (e.g., [Far+10]) histograms of the body or body parts have been used with
success. Further examples for features used are the body shape (e.g., [Mun+14]) or
measurements of body parts (e.g., [Liu+12; LCH13]). Using the additional channel
of RGBD cameras has been found to improve results as well (e.g., [Alb+12; Bar+12;
Han+12]), largely because of the improved segmentation possible.
However, in contrast to our scenario, realtime re-identification and database building
is not a requirement in most surveillance settings. Instead, challenges in general
ReID settings include varying lighting conditions, camera color calibration and the
need to work with single low-resolution images containing significant clutter. We
leverage and repurpose these algorithms, adapting them to the specifics of our setup
and to our realtime setting.

5.2 System Architecture
The YouTouch! system architecture is based on the general architecture described in
Section 4.2. It implements this architecture’s UserLocator component. Our proposed
system (Figure 5.2) relies on an RGBD camera (Figure 5.2, a) with an associated
tracking component (b) to provide RGB and depth images as well as person tracking
data. To maximize the tracked area while minimizing mutual occlusions between
users, we place the camera several meters from the wall, facing the wall, and above
head height. Since it has access to the users’ skeleton data, YouTouch! can also

RGBD Camera (a)
Touchscreen (e)
RGBD images
Tracker
(b)

Skeletons,
Images

Touches
ReID
Component
(c)

Skeletons,
User ID
Bitmap

TouchProcessor
(f)

Skeletons,
Touches
with User ID

Application
(g)

User
Database
(d)

Fig. 5.2.: YouTouch! system architecture, expanded from the general architecture presented
in the previous chapter (Figure 4.2, p. 54). Preexisting components are shown in
gray. The UserLocator is expanded into components (a)-(d): The RGBD Camera
(a) and its associated Tracker (b) deliver segmented image and skeleton data
to the ReID Component (c), which re-identifies users after tracking loss. The
TouchProcessor (f) is also expanded: It uses all available data to associate touches
with users.
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correlate users to touches more precisely than the baseline architecture can. It does
this using an expanded TouchProcessor.
The RGBD camera’s tracking component delivers segmented images and user skeleton data (see Figure 5.9), but loses the user’s ID whenever she is occluded or
leaves the tracking area. Accordingly, the YouTouch! system consists of two main
components that build on this:
• A ReID Component (Figure 5.2, c) that re-identifies users entering the camera’s
view using a User Database (d).
• An expanded TouchProcessor (f) that uses the data provided by the ReID
component to correlate touches (e) with users and delivers the results to the
application (g).
The network protocol is expanded from the base system’s protocol as well: The
TouchProcessor additionally receives a segmented user ID bitmap and skeleton data,
and it forwards complete skeleton data to the application.
Additionally, the system includes full recording and playback functionality to allow
for efficient testing and evaluation of both components.

5.2.1 ReID Algorithm
The ReID Component processes the tracker’s images (including RGB and depth
data as well as a segmented bitmap) and user skeleton data, and builds a user
database in realtime from this information. When the Tracker reports a new user, the
ReID component attempts to correlate this user with the users in the database. An
additional occlusion handling step remembers users that become untracked without
leaving the tracking area, allowing optimized re-identification in this case.
Re-identification of users relies on a database of person descriptors that is generated
and updated while tracking. Our person descriptors consist of anthropometric features
(human biometric measurements such as height calculated from the skeleton data)
and color features (histograms of person-specific image regions such as the torso).
The similarity S between two person descriptors is calculated from the feature
correlation coefficients coeff f and corresponding weights wf (with wf determined in
an optimization step as detailed in the following section):
S=

X

wf · coeff f

f

The anthropometric features we use are based on a candidate set used by Pala et
al. [Pal+15] (Table 5.1). From this set, we chose those features that possessed the
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Anthropometric Feature

Weight

Histogram Feature

Weight

Height
Floor-neck distance
Floor-head distance
Arm length
Shoulder width
Hip width
Floor-hip distance
Torso-legs ratio
Leg length

0.15
0.10
0.00
-

Head histogram
Torso histogram
Leg histogram
Foot histogram

0.05
0.40
0.30
0.00

Tab. 5.1.: Features considered for re-identification with weights determined through optimization. Grey rectangles group features pertaining to the same human measurement. Features without weights were discarded due to high intra-person
variance, features with weight 0 discarded during optimization.

smallest intra-person variance (e.g., discarding arm length in this step) to maximize
feature stability. Furthermore, in the case of multiple features that described a similar
human measurement (e.g., height and floor-neck distance), we discarded all but one,
maximizing feature independence. This left the floor-neck and floor-hip distances as
well as the shoulder width as features (Table 5.1, left). Given descriptors i and j, we
calculate the correlation coefficient coeff f of these features from the feature values
di and dj and the range of the feature range f in the training data set:
coeff f = 1 −

|di − dj |
range f

As color features, we use histograms calculated from the segmented images of
different body parts. Candidate body parts were the legs, the torso, the head and
the feet (Table 5.1, right). While related work (e.g., [DAL12]) uses multiple color
components, we obtained best results using exclusively the hue component of the
HSV color space for the histograms. The number of histogram bins was determined in
an optimization step (see the following section). Correlation between two histograms
is determined using normalized cross correlation.
We introduce descriptor states to manage the lifetime of active users’ descriptors
(Figure 5.3). For each camera frame, all descriptors of people visible to the camera are processed. If the person is new, the descriptor is initially put in the
Disappear:
occluded

OCCLUDED

Timeout

Found in DB
UNKNOWN_
TRACKED

KNOWN_
TRACKED
Timeout:
add to DB

Re-appear
Disappear: near
tracking edge

Fig. 5.3.: Lifetime of descriptors for currently active users in the ReID component. Users in
the KNOWN_TRACKED and OCCLUDED states are also in the database.
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state. If not, the descriptor is updated with the current feature vector using a sliding average with a window of 100 frames (3 seconds)
to accomodate for changes in illumination (e.g., due to new wall content being
displayed). If a descriptor is in UNKNOWN_TRACKED state, it is matched with all
descriptors in the database. If a sufficiently similar descriptor is found, both are
merged and the descriptor state is set to KNOWN_TRACKED. Conversely, if a person
with an UNKNOWN_TRACKED descriptor has been seen for a maximum number of
frames (ReID time limit), we add it to the database as a new person. Again, descriptor
similarity threshold and ReID time limit were determined in an optimization step
described in the following section.
UNKNOWN_TRACKED

Additional processing covers the common case of people becoming occluded by
others and reappearing shortly after. While a KNOWN_TRACKED descriptor that disappears at the border of the tracked area is removed from the list of active descriptors,
occlusion is assumed if a person disappears in the center. Corresponding descriptors
are put into the OCCLUDED state. When checking for descriptor similarity, a distanceand time-based occlusion_term is added to the similarity for descriptors in this
state, significantly increasing the chance that ReID is successful. The magnitude of
occlusion_term is based on the number of frames time the descriptor has not been
tracked and the distance dist between the occluded and the current descriptor:

occlusion_term =




0, if time > max_time,



0, if dist > min_dist +






 1−

time
max_time



time
max_time

· dist_f actor,

· max_val, otherwise.

Using test videos, we heuristically determined good values for the constants to be
max_time = 60, max_val = 0.3, min_dist = 0.5, and dist_factor = 1.0.
Finally, the ReID component generates a User ID Bitmap for use by the TouchProcessor.
The tracker’s segmented bitmap contains per-pixel user IDs, essentially describing
user silhouettes. From this bitmap, the users too far from the wall to touch it
are removed. The bitmap is then transformed into screen space and scaled down,
yielding a low-resolution User ID Bitmap (in our prototype: 256x128 pixels) that is
sent to the TouchProcessor. Additionally, skeleton data of all currently active users is
sent to allow correlation of touches with occluded users and enable applications to
react to user movements.

5.2.2 ReID Optimization
We optimized the feature weights (wf above) using a training data set consisting
of 36 subjects (9 female, ages 21–49), with two interaction sequences recorded per
person. Each interaction sequence consisted of the person entering the tracking area,
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Color Histogram Features
Head: 0.05

Anthropometric Features
Shoulder width: 0.10

Torso: 0.40
Floor-neck distance: 0.15
Legs: 0.30

Floor-hip distance: 0.00

Foot: 0.00

Fig. 5.4.: Final features used for re-identification.

touching a series of 20 targets that successively appeared at random screen locations,
and leaving the tracking area again.
For optimization, we built the user database using the first set of 36 interaction
sequences, then attempted re-identification using the second set. The optimizer then
performed an exhaustive search on the solution space at 5% intervals, determining
how many users fell into the categories correct, incorrect, and not_matched for each
combination of weights. Additionally, we were interested in minimizing the number
of unknown users incorrectly matched with a database entry. To this end, we
removed one user from the database and probed with this user (again repeating for
all users and feature weights). If a user was reported as found in the database in
this constellation, this was recorded as false_positive.
We determined optimal weights by minimizing the function
fmin = 0.5 · not_matched + incorrect + f alse_positive
This prioritizes reported match failures over incorrect matches. Table 5.1 shows
the considered feature set, and resulting feature weights are shown in Figure 5.4.
For this combination of weights, the results were correct = 30, incorrect = 0, and
not_matched = 4, while f alse_positive = 2.
Fixing feature weights, we additionally evaluated sensitivity to varying descriptor
similarity thresholds, the ReID time limit, and the number of histogram bins, with
results shown in Figure 5.5. Several tradeoffs become apparent. First, a smaller
similarity threshold results in more correct matches, but also increases the number
of f alse_positive matches. An optimum can be found around 0.80. Increasing the
ReID time limit also improves the number of correct matches. At the same time,
the number of f alse_positive matches increases with a larger time limit. However,
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Fig. 5.5.: ReID performance for differing detection thresholds, ReID time limit in frames,
and number of histogram bins. The vertical lines indicate the values used in the
prototype.
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the time limit also directly determines how fast new users are identified, prompting
us to set it to 30 frames (= 1 s). Regarding histogram bins, there is a large good
interval starting at around 30 bins. Our prototype uses 32 bins.

5.2.3 TouchProcessor
The expanded TouchProcessor used by YouTouch! takes the User ID Bitmap (c.f.
Section 5.2.1) and the skeleton data generated by the ReID Component, and uses
these to correlate touches on the wall to users. In a first step, the User ID bitmap
is used. If the first step fails, skeleton data—including historical skeleton data of
occluded people—is used, making the process more robust. Hand association is
done using skeleton data as well. Note that the user found using this algorithm may
be in UNKNOWN_TRACKED state. In that case, the identification has failed. Figure 5.6
visualizes these steps.
To associate a touch with a user and a hand, a number of operations are performed.
The image-based mapping step begins by removing noise in the User ID Bitmap
using a morphological closing operation. The touch position is then projected onto
this bitmap and a small window around the touch (in the prototype: 5 pixels, corresponding to around 10 cm) is searched for users to assign to the touch, with the
closest user being selected if there is more than one user in the window (Figure 5.9a
on page 76 shows an example). If this does not succeed, the baseline algorithm
described in Section 4.2.2 is used (example in Figure 5.9b). In the event that this
does not succeed either, the touch is left without an assigned user.
For touches with associated users, the TouchProcessor attempts to determine the
touching hand. This algorithm uses a number of heuristics that depend on the
number of hands tracked with high confidence by the RGBD camera. If both hands
are tracked, we simply choose the one with the closest distance. If only one hand
is tracked, and this hand is within 25 cm of the touch, this is the touching hand.
Otherwise, we assume that the untracked hand is touching. This covers the common
case of a user touching the wall in front of her body while the other hand rests at

User Correlation

Unknown user
and hand id

No ID
Imagebased
correlation

No ID
ID

Skeletonbased
correlation

ID

Hand
Mapping

Known user
and hand id

Fig. 5.6.: TouchProcessor steps for associating a touch with user and hand.
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her side, e.g., visible in Figure 5.9a. As fallback, we use the body center as dividing
line to determine the hand.
Like the baseline component, the YouTouch! TouchProcessor sends touch events
enriched with user IDs to the application. In addition, the skeleton data received
from the ReID component is forwarded to the application as well, thus allowing it to
support body-centric interaction.

5.3 Development Setup, Tools, and Methodology
YouTouch! was developed using our lab’s interactive wall (Figure 1.3). The RGBD
camera was placed at 2.4 m height and a distance of 4.4 m from the wall, maximizing
viewable area while minimizing occlusions.
To allow for efficient iterative development, we put significant effort into a versatile
test toolset. At the heart of the toolset is a recording and playback application
(Figure 5.7) that is able to handle the full set of image and tracking data (RGB,
depth, and segmentation images as well as skeleton data) in addition to touch data.
The tool supports fast-forward playback and includes pause as well as single-step
functionality. To avoid any issues with compression artifacts influencing the system,
videos were encoded losslessly using the huffyuv codec [@Tog]. Complementing
this playback tool, we implemented a debug view application that shows the output

Fig. 5.7.: Screenshot of the Recorder and Playback application used for development and
evaluation. We show a) RGB image, b) Depth image, c) User ID Bitmap, d)
Infrared image, and e) Skeleton joints of users with associated IDs, and enable
playback, pause and single-step of recorded tracking data.
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of the TouchProcessor, including user ID bitmap, skeletons with IDs, and touch event
data (Output visible in Figure 5.1, right). Both the playback tool and the debug view
application run without a connected camera or touch-sensitive wall. In combination,
they allow swift reproduction and pinpointing of issues on development workstations;
interesting situations can be replayed at will and the effects of algorithm changes
judged quickly.

5.4 Evaluation
Employing the development setup described in the previous section to record and
evaluate videos of users, we measured the performance of the complete YouTouch!
system—including ReID, touch association, occlusion handling, and hand determination. The main study goals were to determine the effectiveness of the user-touch
association as a whole, as well as the effectiveness of different system components. In
addition, we wanted to estimate the potential for further improvements by analyzing
the causes of the remaining identification errors.

5.4.1 Procedure
Users participated in two different group interaction scenarios. In each scenario, we
successively presented 20 sets of touch targets to the users at random positions on
the screen. Targets were user specific and marked with a user ID as well as the hand
to use. After all targets of a set had been touched, a new set appeared.
The first scenario was designed to maximize user movement as well as short-term
occlusions. Groups were composed of 4 users, with one touch target per user in each
set. The second scenario additionally required participants to leave and re-enter
the tracking area regularly to further stress the ReID component. In this scenario,
groups were composed of 5 users each, with touch targets for 3 of them displayed in
each set. Users without targets were asked to leave the tracking area and re-enter
when a corresponding target appeared. A total of 45 users in 9 groups (15 female,
ages 22–29) participated in the scenarios. Thus, our data set contains 9 groups · (20
sets · 4 targets + 20 sets · 3 targets) = 1260 touches.
Note that the evaluation videos and the videos used for ReID optimization were
recorded using different users to prevent skewed results due to possible overfitting
in the optimization step.
The scenarios were designed for maximum stress to the system. Since the positions
of the targets were random, participants needed to exchange places often: We
calculated a minimum of 528 (Scenario 1) and 450 (Scenario 2) position switches
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from the touch data, causing large amounts of occlusion. Difficult situations like
the one in Figure 5.9b-d, where multiple users interact in very close proximity, are
common. In comparison, Jakobsen and Hornbæk [JH14] found a total of 53 position
switches on average in two-person wall interaction scenarios lasting 90 minutes.

5.4.2 Results
We used these data sets to evaluate the system’s performance in several configurations and recorded the number of correctly and incorrectly as well as unmatched
users for each of them. We evaluated the following configurations:
• No ReID: A baseline configuration with ReID turned off (i.e., a new ID assigned
to each newly tracked user), using skeleton-based touch correlation.
• Raw ReID: A configuration that performed full ReID but used only basic (i.e.,
image-based) touch correlation. Occlusion tracking was turned off.
• Full System: All components enabled for maximum efficiency.
The results (Figure 5.8) show that the full system has failure rates of about 13%
and 26% respectively for the two scenarios. They also show the major impact
of the ReID algorithm: Detection rates improve significantly from the No ReID to
the Raw ReID case. Although not statistically significant, we can also see some
additional improvements through the occlusion tracking and touch correlation
heuristics. Considering the amount of movement and occlusions, the performance

Fig. 5.8.: Touch user ID performance by algorithm, showing users correctly identified,
users not identified, and users assigned an incorrect ID for the different system
configurations and scenarios. The dashed horizontal line shows the maximum
performance possible without improving the RGBD camera’s tracking system (c.f.
Table 5.2).
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for Scenario 1 was very good. Performance in Scenario 2 was still good, with
some additional issues caused by participants constantly leaving and re-entering the
tracking area.
Figure 5.9 shows several typical frames from the evaluation that highlight the
capabilities of the system. Frame a) shows a simple case: Users are clearly segmented
and there is no occlusion, so image-based touch correlation succeeds. In frame b),
the touching user is partially occluded, causing image-based correlation to fail.
Skeleton-based correlation, however, succeeds. Owing to occlusion, the touching
user is completely untracked in frame c). However, there is a descriptor of the user
in OCCLUDED state, and skeleton-based correlation using this descriptor succeeds.
Finally, in frame d), Kinect segmentation has failed and is reporting two persons as
one. In this case, touch correlation fails as well and reports the wrong user.
In addition, we were interested in the causes of the remaining errors. To this end,
we stepped through the videos frame by frame in the vicinity of each error using our
development system and manually categorized the failures according to the part of
the system that failed. As can be seen in Table 5.2, more than 2/3 of errors were
directly caused by the Kinect’s tracking system. Many were related to touches that
happened when the person was not tracked at all by the Kinect, with additional
errors due to mis-segmentation of several people as one person and Kinect IDs
moving from one person to another. The remaining major causes for errors were
ReID failures (generally resulting in a new ID being assigned) and ReID that was
still in progress (i.e., descriptor in UNKNOWN_TRACKED mode). The number of Kinect
tracking failures also give us a maximum attainable performance when using the
Kinect’s tracking component, shown as a horizontal bar in Figure 5.8. Finally, they
highlight the effectiveness of the secondary components of our system: In Scenario 1,
half of the errors not caused by Kinect tracking failures are corrected going from the
Raw ReID configuration to the Full System configuration.

5.5 Discussion
The main result of the evaluation is very encouraging. The error rate of under
13% in our simpler (but still demanding) data set suggests that practical usability

Correct
Kinect tracker error
ReID error
TouchProcessor error

Scenario 1
87,1%
8,9%
2,5%
1,5%

Scenario 2
74,1%
17,6%
7,5%
0,8%

Tab. 5.2.: Causes of remaining user ID errors. Note that the Kinect’s tracking component is
responsible for the majority of un- or misattributed touches.
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in those application scenarios that do not demand a high robustness is not far off
(C4). However, we assume that the system will not be accurate enough in cases
where users move quickly in close proximity, such as in movement-based games.
Since identification is largely based on clothing worn, YouTouch! is a pure user
differentiation system (C6). It is clear that we can not expect IDs to outlast clothing
changes—and that it is not suitable for groups of users wearing the same clothing
(e.g., uniforms). On the positive side, this should also alleviate any privacy concerns:
Users are not identified permanently, nor are IDs unique enough to distinguish more
than a few dozen users.

Fig. 5.9.: Typical scenario images (top: RGB and bottom: segmented) showing successful a)
image-based touch ID, b) skeleton-based touch ID and c) touch ID using occluded
skeleton, as well as d) unsuccessful Kinect tracking (two people tracked as one)
causing touch ID failure. Touch positions are marked by cross hairs in all images.
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In crowded situations, YouTouch! will likely fail because of the large amount of occlusion (C5). The current prototype is also limited by the fact that the Kinect’s tracking
component handles a maximum of six simultaneous users. In these cases other
methods (such as the Ultrasound tracking presented in the following chapter) must
be used. On the other hand, while we did not test this formally, YouTouch! should
be somewhat resilient to lighting changes, since the person descriptor is based on a
sliding average and will hence adapt automatically (C5). We have also not formally
evaluated the TouchProcessor’s method for distinguishing left from right hand; this
is left for future work.
On the one hand, our analysis of user ID errors shows that most errors in the test
scenarios are caused by the Kinect tracking component. On the other hand, a better
ReID component might allow significantly quicker re-identification (recall that we
currently use a Re-ID time limit of one second) and better performance in more
demanding situations (e.g., unfavorable lighting conditions, crowded spaces). Like
much of computer vision, the performance of re-identification algorithms has in
the last years been improved significantly through the use of Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) [Kar+14; Li+14]. In particular, Siamese CNNs have been shown
to have very good performance (e.g., [Yi+14]). Essentially, Siamese CNNs for
ReID replace handcrafted feature sets and similarity metrics (such as those used in
YouTouch!) by features and metrics learned automatically from large prerecorded
data sets. We performed initial tests that updated YouTouch! to use a Siamese CNN
with promising results [Bös16].
While we are confident that the camera angle we chose allows for efficient recognition, experiments with different camera angles should be easy. Generally (unless the
user base or the camera angle is significantly different), it should not be necessary to
repeat our optimization step. YouTouch! is inexpensive as well as easy to set up and
deploy (C1): It only requires mounting the Kinect and following a simple calibration
procedure to establish the position of the wall.
Last but not least, the ReID component is able to build its database on the fly,
distinguishing between previously unknown users and those already in the database.
This, combined with the fact that the user does not need to wear or carry any
equipment (C3) makes YouTouch! a true walk-up-and-use system (C2).

5.6 Summary
This chapter presented YouTouch!, a low-cost method that tracks users in front of a
wall display and thus enables personalized interaction. We track users by means of a
commodity RGBD camera placed facing the wall. Person descriptors containing both
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color histogram data and anthropometric measurements allow re-identification of
users after tracking has been lost, and specialized handling ensures high performance
in the case of short-term occlusions. Touches are associated with people using both
image and skeleton data, allowing even touches by users that are not currently
tracked to be handled. We thoroughly optimized and evaluated the system using
video and tracking data with a total of 81 subjects, showing good performance even
in demanding conditions.
YouTouch! identifies users externally, based on their appearance. In the next chapter,
we turn towards a system that relies on users to broadcast their identities themselves:
The users’ mobile devices are able to identify the user, and mobile device localization
can therefore facilitate personalized interaction. Knowledge of the position of a
mobile device carried by a user makes several cross-device interaction techniques
possible (see Section 2.3.2) and also allows correlating user IDs with touches. The
topic of the next chapter is therefore a mobile device localization method based on
ultrasound locating.
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This chapter shares some material with the Diploma Thesis of Matthias
Kalms [Kal17] that I supervised together with Raimund Dachselt. This
includes the Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
In the previous chapter, we presented a lightweight method for user identification
that is useful in walk-up-and-use situations (C2). However, YouTouch! is not very
robust (C4), nor does it deliver a permanent ID (C6). In this chapter, we consider
locating mobile devices and using this information to infer user IDs for interactions
at a wall display: The mobile device location gives us an approximate location of the
user, which can then be used to infer touch user IDs. In contrast to appearance-based
systems such as YouTouch!, mobile devices can uniquely identify their users, and
there is the possibility that a system based on mobile positions will be robuster as
well. In addition, there are a number of cross-device interaction techniques (c.f.
Section 2.3.2) that require knowledge of the device’s position to function.
Research on spatial interaction with mobile devices has mostly used instrumented
devices, relying, e.g., on marker-based tracking [BMG10; Kis+15; Woź+14] (or,
in the early days, on tethering [UI97]) to determine devices’ positions. While this
approach enables research on interaction, deploying the developed techniques in
the wild has additional requirements: Among others, instrumentation of the mobile
device will not be possible in most cases (C3), mobile power consumption and
scalability become an issue, and deployment efforts as well as costs (C1) become
more relevant. Therefore, alternative methods of mobile device localization need to
be considered.
In the following Section 6.1, we present an investigation of the state-of-the-art of
mobile device localization and assess the usefulness of the techniques with regard to
indoor localization at a wall display. We further describe an architecture (Section 6.2)
and an initial prototype (Section 6.4) of a system that locates mobile devices using
ultrasound chirps. While most current work in this domain considers only static
devices, we discuss the challenges involved for moving devices. Among others, we
identify Doppler shifts as a major source of inaccuracies in this case and quantify
the error caused (Section 6.3). In subsequent sections, we summarize the system
(Section 6.5) and discuss next steps as well as open research questions in this area
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(Section 6.6). Finally, in Section 6.7, we compare both YouTouch! and ultrasound
locating based on the criteria given in Section 4.1.

6.1 Background: Mobile Device Localization
This section is based in part on material previously published as Workshop
Paper at ISS’16 [Hor+16b]. Any use of ‘we’ in this section therefore refers to
Tom Horak, Ulrich von Zadow, Matthias Kalms and Raimund Dachselt.
Today’s mobile devices provide a multitude of sensors that can be exploited for
localization purposes, and localization with an accuracy in the range of meters is
a standard feature. Furthermore, indoor localization of mobiles at a higher resolution has numerous application cases beyond interaction with wall displays. Among
others, position-aware mobiles can be used as universal remotes in smart home
scenarios [Led+15] or in cross-mobile interfaces [JHH15; LHD17]. Consequently,
indoor localization is an active research field. Nonetheless, an indoor localization
technique that is practically usable in the general case has yet to emerge: A comparison based on the 2014 Microsoft Indoor Localization Competition concludes that
“even though hundreds of different approaches have been proposed in the literature, the
indoor location problem still remains unsolved” [Lym+15]. Instead, there are many
isolated solutions available that may be sufficient for particular application cases.
This section proposes criteria for the evaluation of localization techniques, describes
appropriate categorizations, and gives an overview of the state of the art in the
light, radio wave, and acoustic signal spectra. It then evaluates the techniques with
respect to cross-device interaction at wall displays. Mobile device localization is a
very large field and this section can therefore only provide an introduction. For a
comprehensive survey, we refer to [Xia+16].

6.1.1 Criteria for the Evaluation of Localization Techniques
To evaluate localization techniques, we use a number of characteristics pertaining to
the usefulness in different application cases. They are loosely based on Xiao et al.’s
characteristics [Xia+16] and also summarized in Table 6.1.
The most salient characteristic is a technique’s precision or mean positioning error,
which can range from millimeters to multiple meters. In general, the precision
correlates with the range, which spans from several meters (e.g., most camera-based
techniques) to hundreds of kilometers (e.g., GPS). Of interest are also potential
additional device power requirements if device-bound computations are necessary.
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Property

Definition

Reported Values

Precision

Magnitude of typical positioning
error
Maximum distance between
infrastructure and mobile
Additional battery usage due to
on-device computations
Is the number of concurrently active
devices limited?
Permanent setup in the tracking
area
Required changes to mobile device
Effort and costs to set up at a new
location
Which entity determines the
position?

mm, cm, 10 cm, m, >m

Range
Power Requirements
Scalability
Required Infrastructure
Device Instrumentation
Deployment Effort and
Costs
Localization Approach

m, 10 m, 100 m, km
none, low, medium, high
∞, limited
none, existing, or the hardware
required
none, markers
none, low, medium, high
positioning, tracking

Tab. 6.1.: Evaluation criteria for mobile device localization techniques, including value
ranges used for the estimation in Tables 6.2 (p. 85), 6.3 (p. 86), and 6.4 (p. 87).

Furthermore, we consider properties that influence the deployment. The first of these
is the scalability, where we differentiate between techniques that can determine the
position of an essentially unlimited number of devices in one tracking area, and those
that impose a limit of some sort (e.g., because the signal spectrum used is shared
between all involved devices). Second, the required infrastructure is important, and
additional instrumentation of the mobile devices used is a potential limiting factor.
In addition, we roughly rate the techniques with regard to their relative deployment
effort and costs, but note that we ignore costs for infrastructure that already exists
(e.g., GPS satellites).
Finally, the techniques are also characterized by the entity that calculates the position
(the localization approach). This is either the device itself (“positioning”) or infrastructure components (“tracking”), and the choice has fundamental implications: In
positioning, all signals arrive at the device and (generally) the device calculates its
position. This results in an inherent privacy advantage, but also in a higher computational demand on the mobile. At the same time, tracking techniques generally have
limited scalability, since all devices send using shared bandwidth.
For quantitative characteristics, the exact values are liable to vary with incremental
technological advances and between concrete implementations. Also, the magnitude
of a value is often enough to determine if a technology is useful in a specific context.
We therefore report the characteristics using a small number of essentially qualitative
values (e.g., m, 10 m, 100 m, km for a technique’s range).
General requirements for wall display interaction include a range in meters. Further
requirements, however, depend on the application case, and selecting an appropriate
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Localization Technology
Signal
Spectrum

Light Waves

Modality

IR Visible

Radio Waves
FM

Sound Waves

GSM Bluetooth WiFi

…

Audible Ultrasound

Fig. 6.1.: Taxonomy of localization technologies based on signal spectrum and modality
used.

technique involves a number of tradeoffs. To correlate users to touches at a wall
display or position lenses for body-centric interaction, a 2D position accurate to
the 10s of cm in front of the wall is accurate enough. Conversely, applications
like mobile phone pointing require precision in the cm range with low jitter and a
high responsiveness. Finally, the tolerance to high deployment costs and custom
infrastructure largely depends on the context of deployment (For usage in, e.g.,
corporate meeting situations or for custom visualization setups, high costs may be
warranted).

6.1.2 Categories and Fundamental Techniques for Localization
Localization techniques fundamentally depend on receiving a signal at some part
of the frequency spectrum. Two related factors that determine characteristics of a
localization technique are therefore the modality used and the signal spectrum that
this modality operates in. Figure 6.1 categorizes localization techniques according to
these two criteria. In general, the signal spectrum defines fundamental characteristics
of the technique such as signal speed, and other waves in the same spectrum will be
the main source of disturbance (e.g., sunlight in the case of optical tracking). Also,
the modality determines whether there are existing signals that can be appropriated
(e.g., WiFi), potentially allowing the use of infrastructure that is already in place.
The sections following this one will therefore describe localization techniques sorted
by the part of the signal spectrum used. However, a number of characteristics and
fundamental algorithms are independent of this; these are described first, in the
following paragraphs.
Localization techniques based on sound or radio use a similar set of algorithms
(Figure 6.2). Following Lazik and Rowe [LR12], we distinguish between range-based
Localization Technology
Range-based
RSS

TOA

TDOA

Range-free
(fingerprinting)
AOA

Fig. 6.2.: Taxonomy of localization technologies based on computational methods used.
Note that only methods applicable to multiple modalities are included.
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S1

d1

D
S2

d2

d0

S0

Fig. 6.3.: TOA-based positioning in two dimensions with three senders. The measured
distances di determine circles around the senders Si . Under ideal conditions,
these circles intersect at the position of the mobile device (Figure source: [Kal17]).

and range-free techniques. Whereas range-based techniques use the distance to
points in the infrastructure in some way, range-free methods prerecord fingerprints
of signals at different spatial coordinates and attempt to match device measurements with these fingerprints. Fingerprinting is generally associated with a high
deployment effort, since it requires calibration with a high density of known signal
strengths for comparison [BP00; JHH15]—and any changes to the environment
make recalibration necessary.
Range-based techniques depend on an array of infrastructural anchor nodes with
known positions. They are generally based on algorithms that have been in use in
signal processing for decades (as an example, Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA)
was used for artillery localization as early as World War I [Bat18]). The anchor
nodes either send signals (in the case of positioning systems) or they receive them
(in the case of tracking systems). The simplest range-based techniques estimate the
distances between sender and receiver using the signal power at arrival (Received
Signal Strength (RSS)). Once the distances to several nodes are known, the position
can be calculated using trilateration. Trilateration requires at least one infrastructure
node per dimension, so, for positioning in three dimensions, a minimum of three
nodes are needed. Unfortunately, signal attenuation is hard to predict (it changes,
e.g., with people standing in the signal path and with the device orientation).
Therefore, RSS-based positioning is relatively imprecise [CPP10; JHH15].
Alternatively, if the time it takes for a signal to travel from sender to receiver is
known, the distance between the two can also be calculated using Time of Arrival
(TOA) algorithms (Figure 6.3). However, this is only possible if the precise sending
and arrival times of the signal are known. It therefore requires synchronization of
the different device clocks involved, which is hard to achieve in practice.
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T1

S0
T3

S1

D

S3
T2
S2
Fig. 6.4.: TDOA-based positioning in two dimensions with four senders. For every pair of
anchor nodes Si , the set of possible positions is restricted to be on a hyperboloid
curve (grey dotted lines). These curves intersect at the position of the mobile
device D (Figure source: [Kal17]).

If anchor node and mobile clocks are not synchronized, techniques based on TDOA—
also known as pseudo-ranging, hyperbolic navigation, and multilateration—are available. In this case, the absolute distances to anchor nodes cannot be determined.
Instead, the difference in arrival times between signals sent from pairs of anchor
nodes is determined. Each such difference restricts the set of possible positions to a
hyperboloid curve (Figure 6.4). Therefore, for multiple anchor nodes, the position
is at the intersection of several hyperboloids. The number of anchor nodes needed
is one more than with TOA, (e.g., for three-dimensional positioning, four nodes
are needed at minimum). Given similar conditions, TDOA is also somewhat less
accurate than TOA [SZT08].
A final alternative is to calculate positions based on the Angle of Arrival (AOA) using
triangulation. Triangulation relies on knowledge of the angles of a device to multiple
anchor nodes; from these, the device’s position can be calculated. AOAis less-used in
current localization techniques.
Note that a full derivation of the math involved in TOA, TDOA, and AOA localization is omitted for space reasons. We refer to, e.g., [GG05] for an introduction.
Accuracy of the different distance-based techniques can be increased by adding
additional anchor nodes. In this case, the measurement data results in an overdetermined system and a method such as least squares can be used to estimate the true
location [CH94].

6.1.3 Optical Localization
Optical localization techniques generally use algorithms that are fundamentally
different from those used in sound and radio frequency techniques. This follows
from the sensor configuration: Cameras are essentially huge arrays of sensors, while
the other frequency ranges use individual sensors with a comparatively high update
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rate. Table 6.2 summarizes optical techniques; they generally have a range in
meters.
At a high level, we distinguish between positioning techniques using an internal
device camera and tracking techniques using one or more external cameras. While
positioning techniques provide unlimited scalability, they also have high power
requirements. Cameras used are usually standard RGB [Tia+14], RGBD [@Gooc;
Räd+14], or Infrared (IR) [@Opt; @Vic] devices.
A number of positioning systems using an internal device camera work by detecting
reference markers (e.g., predefined patterns [KB99; LK12] or images [Bor+10])
installed in the area. The device’s position is then calculated based on the perspective
distortion of the markers in the camera image. Alternatively, techniques based
on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) construct a 3D model of the
device’s environment based on successive camera images. While this is possible
using pure RGB cameras [Tia+14], results are much improved if an RGBD camera is
used [@Gooc]. SLAM techniques rely on visible landmarks that do not move.
Commercial marker-based tracking systems such as OptiTrack [@Opt] and Vicon [@Vic] are based on infrastructure consisting of IR cameras as well as IR
lighting, and track IR-reflecting markers mounted on the mobiles. They thus require instrumentation of the devices as well as the environment. Finally, Rädle et
al. [Räd+14] and Spindler et al. [Spi+14] presented low-cost—but less precise—
depth camera-based tracking systems in recent work. These work by detecting flat
rectangular areas of a fixed size (the mobile devices) in the image and are therefore
markerless.

Localization
Approach

Algorithm

Modality

Precision

Required
Infrastructure

Device
Instrumentation

Deployment
Effort & Costs

Examples

The positioning system in the commercial HTC Vive VR device [@HTC] is an exception in that it is optical but not camera-based. It relies on horizontal and vertical
planes of infrared laser light that are emitted by two stationary anchor nodes. The

Tracking

marker det.
feature det.

RGB, IR
RGBD

mm
cm

cameras
camera

markers
none

high
low

[@Opt; @Vic]
[Räd+14; Spi+14]

marker det.
SLAM

RGB, IR
RGB(D)

cm
cm

none
none

low
none

[KB99; LK12]
[@Gooc]

Laser plane sweep

IR

mm

markers
none
anchor
nodes

markers

low

[@HTC]

Positioning

Tab. 6.2.: Comparison of camera-based mobile device localization techniques.
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Algorithm

Range

Power
Requirements

Required
Infrastructure

Deployment
Effort & Costs

Examples

TDOA

>m

km

low

existing

none

car navigation

GSM

RSS
fingerprinting

>m
m

km
km

low
low

existing
existing

none
high

[Bol08; Ots+05]

WiFi

RSS
TOA/TDOA
AOA
fingerprinting

m
m
m
10 cm

10 m
10 m
m
10 m

low
mid
mid
low

existing
existing
existing
existing

low
low
low
high

[BP00; CPP10]
[Yam+05]
[Kot+15; XJ12]
[BP00; Bol08]

Bluetooth

RSS
fingerprinting

m
10 cm

m
m

low
low

beacons
beacons

mid
high

[JHH15]
[Bol08; JHH15]

Precision

Modality
GPS

Tab. 6.3.: Comparison of radio wave-based mobile device localization techniques.

planes alternately sweep the tracking area at a frequency of 120 Hz, and the anchor nodes also emit regular infrared light pulses. The mobile device has multiple
photodiode sensors that detect both the light pulses and the laser plane. The time
difference between the two is then used to calculate the angle to the anchor node.
Given several angles, AOA algorithms can be used to determine the device’s position. The technique has an accuracy in the mm range as long as tracking is not
lost; intermittent loss of tracking causes a rotation of the reference coordinate system [NLL17]. However, the receiver technology requires multiple sensors on the
mobile, with sufficient spacing between the sensors. Thus, it currently requires
intrusive device instrumentation, and it remains to be seen whether this requirement
can be relaxed.

6.1.4 Localization using Radio Waves
Many existing systems use radio frequency signals for localization, as current commodity hardware supports them by default—Table 6.3 gives an overview. Most
prominently, GPS provides reliable localization at a precision of multiple meters in
outdoor scenarios using a TDOA-based algorithm. Furthermore, essentially all supported communication technologies that utilize radio waves (e.g., Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM) [Yam+05], WiFi [JHH15], and Bluetooth [Bol08])
have been used for localization in some form. The algorithms used are those described in Section 6.1.2; in many cases, they are independent of the modality. For
instance, RSS- and fingerprinting-based localization have both been proposed in the
context of GSM [Bol08; Ots+05], WiFi [BP00; Bol08; CPP10], and Bluetooth [Bol08;
JHH15].
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These techniques do not involve device instrumentation and are generally positioning
algorithms. However, with the exception of fingerprinting systems (which involve a
volatile reference model), the accuracy is in the range of meters.

6.1.5 Localization using Acoustic Signals
Sound-based techniques were only recently adapted for indoor localization of mobile
devices. Since the devices’ microphones and speakers are optimized for the human
hearing range, early smartphone-based systems such as Beep [Man+05] were based
on audible signals and thus involved considerable noise pollution, and ultrasound
systems such as Bat and ActiveBat [WJH97] used custom hardware. Newer systems [FCC10; JHH15; LR12; LLL13] generally use signals in the 18–22 kHz range.
This is higher than the typical adult human hearing threshold [Lee+12], but still in
the usable range for mobile device communication.

Localization
Approach

Precision

Power
Requirements

Scalability

Required
Infrastructure

Deployment
Effort & Costs

TOA

tracking
positioning

10 cm
10 cm

low
mid

lim
∞

mics
speakers

mid
low

[Man+05; Qiu+11]
[Laz+15a; MSD13]

TDOA

tracking
positioning

10 cm
10 cm

low
mid

lim
∞

mics
speakers

mid
low

[Höf+12]
[Laz+15a; LLL13]

RSS
Fingerprinting

positioning
positioning

10 cm
10 cm

mid
mid

∞
∞

speakers
speakers

low
high

[Qiu+11]
[RKA12; Tar+11b]

Examples

Algorithm

Many of the algorithms used in acoustic systems are adapted from other modalities:
TOA, TDOA, RSS, and fingerprinting have all been used in ultrasound localization
(Table 6.4). Owing to the relatively slow speed of sound in air, range-based algorithms have the potential for very high accuracy: At 48 kHz sampling frequency
(and given the speed of sound in air c ≈ 340 m/s), the distance per sample, and
thus an upper bound for accuracy, is approximately 0.7 cm. Of the algorithms used,
much of recent work concentrates on TDOA (e.g., [Bor+13; Höf+12; Laz+15a;
LLL13]), since TDOA is more accurate than RSS and more robust than fingerprinting
(c.f. Section 6.1.2). Furthermore, standard mobile operating systems introduce an
additional variable delay between the arrival of an audio signal and its delivery to
an application [Gok+16], making the clock synchronization needed for TOA hard to
achieve.

Tab. 6.4.: Comparison of audio-based mobile device localization techniques.
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As can be seen in Table 6.4, both positioning and tracking systems are possible
using sound. In positioning systems, the senders are infrastructure speakers and
the receiver is the mobile device microphone, while tracking systems use the inverse configuration. There are a number of tradeoffs involved. First, in tracking
systems, all mobiles send; accordingly, the update frequency is dependent on the
number of active mobiles. This, in turn, limits the number of mobiles that can be
supported. Conversely, positioning systems have higher power requirements for the
mobile, because the mobile device is responsible for decoding the signal. Finally,
a consumer sound card is enough to drive the speakers required for positioning,
while multi-channel input (required for tracking systems) is only possible using professional recording equipment. Therefore, tracking systems have somewhat higher
infrastructure costs.
To the best of our knowledge, work on ultrasound positioning of handhelds has
measured only static receivers [Höf+15; JHH15; LR12; Laz+15b; LLL13; Pen+07].
In these cases, median position errors reported are quite low (e.g., 4 cm [Laz+15b],
5 cm [LR12], 9 cm [Höf+15]). In the presence of moving receivers, there are
additional error sources: First, the signals do not arrive at the receivers at the same
time, and thus, the TDOA calculations work with data that is in part outdated.
Bordoy et al. [Bor+13] present a probabilistic approach to deal with this aspect, but
verify it using simulation only. Second, we have identified major inaccuracies caused
by the Doppler effect, which we describe in detail in Section 6.3.
An additional challenge of distance-based acoustic systems is dealing with signals
reflected on surfaces (so-called multipath effects). In the presence of reflections, the
decoder has to distinguish between additional reflected signals, and non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) situations, in which only reflected signals arrive [JHH15]. Finally, while the
signals are generally inaudible to adults, children (as well as many animal species)
have a higher hearing threshold [Lee+12].

6.1.6 Improving Localization with Sensor Fusion
Combining different localization modalities—so-called sensor fusion—can significantly improve overall performance. These are usually combined using probabilistic
models such as Kalman or Particle filters. State of the art in commodity mobile
devices is the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) along with multiple RSSbased radio frequency location sources. Probabilistic models to combine multiple
localization sources are frequently used in research as well [Bol08; JHH15; Laz+15a;
Räd+14]. Additionally, the inertial sensors present in modern mobiles deliver acceleration information at a high rate, but are subject to drift and therefore do not
deliver accurate position information [Gro15]. Thus, while unusable for positioning
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by themselves, they can significantly increase accuracy of other techniques when
combined using sensor fusion [@Gooc; JHH15].

6.1.7 Application to Multi-Device Interaction with Wall Displays
Given the overview on localization techniques in the previous sections and the
requirements for user ID systems established in Section 4.1, we now assess their
usefulness for cross-device interaction in front of wall displays. In their current state,
many techniques have specific shortcomings in our application case:
• Independent of the modality, techniques based on RSS generally have an
accuracy in the range of meters and are therefore not usable for our purposes
(R1, c.f. Tables 6.1-6.4). Fingerprinting, while potentially accurate, is currently
too volatile for real-world applications (C4).
• Radio frequency localization other than fingerprinting is in most cases also too
imprecise (Table 6.3).
• Marker-based optical techniques using external cameras [@Opt; @Vic] require
visible instrumentation of the device and are thus unusable in most real-world
scenarios.
• Informal experiments with optical techniques using internal cameras at our
lab uncovered issues that are specific to the large display surface1 . In many
situations, the wall display takes up most of the camera image. Our experience
is that in these cases, techniques based on marker detection will not see any
markers and thus lose tracking, while SLAM-based techniques have difficulties
with the planar, highly reflective surface and can loose tracking when display
contents change (C4).
While there is ongoing research in all of these areas, we focused on acoustic techniques based on TDOA because we see a high potential in this area. Acoustic
techniques have the capacity for accuracies in the cm range—accurate enough even
for pointing applications (R3). They also involve no device instrumentation and only
lightweight infrastructure (C1). However, they are not usable in practice yet, since
robust handling of moving devices (R2) is an unsolved issue. Our system is therefore
based on acoustic TDOA, and our research focus is on the remaining issues.

6.2 System Architecture
Given the results of our review of indoor localization techniques, we wanted to
assess the practical usefulness of ultrasound locating of mobile devices. To that end,
1

I thank Wolfgang Büschel and Patrick Reipschläger for this information.
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Beacon

Payload
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Bits

1

01

10

10

Time

Fig. 6.5.: Sample message consisting of multiple chirps. The long beacon chirp at the
beginning allows precise localization of the signal in time, and the beacon along
with the biorthogonal payload chirps encode the speaker ID. In this example, the
speaker ID is 5, resulting in a (7,4) Hamming code of 1011010.

we designed and implemented an experimental ultrasound locating system. It is a
positioning system and therefore uses a number of infrastructure speakers that send
messages. These messages are received by a mobile device’s microphone; the mobile
determines the precise arrival times of the messages and uses these to calculate its
location. Like most current designs, our system is based on TDOA and thus does not
need synchronized system clocks.

6.2.1 Signal design
This chapter shares some material with the Diploma Thesis of Matthias
Kalms [Kal17] that I supervised together with Raimund Dachselt. This
includes the Figures 6.3 and 6.4. Alternatives to the current design were
further discussed with Axel Berndt.
In ultrasound positioning, multiple sources transmit messages. These messages
share the available bandwidth, and the receiver needs to be able to determine the
sending entity. The signal design we use is similar to the one successfully used by
Jin et al. [JHH15] and is based on Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS): Messages are sent
successively at fixed intervals from the different speakers. Each message uses the full
spectrum available (18–22 kHz), and messages are based on Chirps, waveforms with
linearly increasing or decreasing frequency. Given starting and ending frequencies
of fstart and fend , a signal length of len, and t being the relative time, the signal at a
given point in time st can be described with the following equation:
st = sin(2π(fstart + (fend − fstart )

t
)t)
2len

Furthermore, each message consists of a single longer beacon chirp that allows
precise calculation of the message’s arrival time, and a number of shorter payload
chirps that encode the ID of the sending speaker. Since messages can be clearly
distinguished, they can overlap in time to a degree. See Figure 6.5 for an example
message; Figure 6.6 shows a set of messages from multiple sources.
Chirp-based signals allow precise calculation of the arrival time of a signal using chirp
compression. Originally developed in the 1940s for use in radar systems [Dic53],
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Speaker 0
Speaker 1
…
Speaker 7

Time

Fig. 6.6.: Sample sequence of messages, assuming eight infrastructure speakers. The messages are sent at fixed intervals in time from the different speakers and may
overlap in part. Note the times given are relative to the sender, since the time
intervals at arrival are irregular and depend on the mobile’s position.

chirp compression uses cross-correlation to detect messages and determine their
arrival time. Cross-correlation (also: Sliding inner product) quantifies the similarity
between two signals. This similarity is calculated for varying displacements of the
signals, and the resulting waveform has a sharp peak at the beginning of the received
message. In the case of ultrasound audio, chirp compression has an additional
benefit: Loudspeakers react to sudden frequency or loudness changes with audible
clicks, and chirps do not contain any sudden frequency changes. To avoid sudden
loudness changes, signal parts are faded in and out as needed.
The message payload consists of a four-bit speaker ID encoded using a (7,4) Hamming code for robustness. The design takes into account two alternative approaches
to sonify the resulting 7 bits: Biorthogonal chirps as used by Jin et al. [JHH15], and
rate-based chirps as used by Lazik et al. [LR12]. As can be seen in Figure 6.7, both
sonify two bits per code. As an additional minor optimization, we encode the initial
payload bit in the beacon chirp: An up chirp (18–22 kHz) encodes a zero, while a
down chirp (22–18 kHz) encodes a one. This makes the message somewhat shorter.

Frequency

Time
Code

00

01

10

11

01

10

11

(a) Biorthogonal Codes [JHH15]
Frequency

Time
Code

00

(b) Rate-based codes [LR12]
Fig. 6.7.: Comparison of two-bit codes used in CSS.
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It also means that successive messages have easily differentiable beacons, potentially
improving the signal-to-noise ratio in the presence of reflections.
Payload chirps can be much shorter than beacon chirps, because the approximate
position in time is known when decoding and the receiver only needs to differentiate
between four codes with easily distinguishable signatures. The lengths of beacon
and payload chirps, as well as the delay between successive messages from different
speakers, are parameters that influence the detection stability.

6.2.2 Signal Decoding
While the messages sent from the infrastructure are well-defined and without noise,
the audio stream that arrives at the mobile device is degraded: Among others,
it includes environment noise, overlapping messages, and multipath effects. The
processing pipeline responsible for decoding needs to be able to determine precise
message arrival times and correct speaker IDs in spite of these factors. Our pipeline
is conceptually similar to the pipeline used by Jin et al. [JHH15] and shown in
Figure 6.8. Decoding begins with a preprocessor that isolates the signal from noise
as much as possible. The following signal detection step finds beacon chirps, decodes
payloads, and does plausibility checks on the decoded packages. Finally, each
successfully decoded signal results in a TDOA position calculation.
The preprocessing step executes a highpass on the audio stream to isolate the
relevant frequency range. It then normalizes the stream. The intended result of
this step is that messages sent from different distances (and hence arriving with
different volumes) are adjusted to have the same volume, allowing the following
cross-correlation to produce peaks with the same magnitude.
The subsequent beacon detection step begins by performing cross-correlation with
the two possible beacon chirps (up and down) on the complete audio stream. This is
followed by calculation of the stream’s envelope—a curve that follows the extremes
of the signal. Ideally, the resulting curve contains isolated thin peaks that represent
possible messages, and therefore, thresholding and subsequent detection of local
maxima finds these message candidates.
The system then decodes the payload of each message candidate, performing signal
detection (again: cross-correlation and envelope calculation) for each possible
combination of dualbit payload chirp codes. Since the approximate arrival times of
the signals are already known in this case, the detection pipeline only has to run
on short sequences of signal. Once the payload has been decoded, the seven-bit
Hamming code is known and can be transformed into a four-bit speaker ID. In
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Fig. 6.8.: Conceptual signal decode pipeline, evaluated on the mobile phone.

addition, the parity bits present in the Hamming code allow the system to determine
if the ID was transmitted correctly.
At this point, our system performs a number of plausibility checks to ensure that the
distance calculations are performed only with messages that have arrived in Line of
Sight (LOS) conditions and that reflected messages are discarded. First, message
candidates with parity errors are eliminated. Second, the speakers send at regular
intervals. Hence, we can calculate a maximum change in arrival times from one
message to the next given a maximum plausible movement speed of the mobile.
Thus, after the first LOS message from one speaker has arrived, the system calculates
a window of plausible arrival times for this speaker using the previous message’s
arrival time. Messages that fall outside of the time window for their speaker are
discarded as well. Third, if there are several messages for one speaker in a time
window, the second and following must be reflections and can be eliminated.
Each remaining decoded message is used to update the mobile’s position. The
current system calculates the position based on the latest set of arrival times using
a closed-form solution developed by Chan and Ho [CH94]. On the one hand, this
design allows calculating a new position whenever a signal arrives, resulting in a
high update rate. On the other hand, the mobile has potentially moved from one
message to the next, causing errors in the closed-form TDOA calculations. Bordoy et
al. propose an improved solution for a moving receiver using a probabilistic approach
based on an unscented Kalman filter [Bor+13]; integrating this solution into our
system is left for future work.

6.3 Chirp Compression and the Doppler Effect
The cross-correlation used in chirp compression is a sliding inner product of the
received signal and the reference. This has implications if the receiver is moving
relative to the sender, since in this case, the signal’s frequency is Doppler-shifted
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Fig. 6.9.: Cross-correlation with a moving receiver: The blue line is a chirp from fmin
to fmax , Doppler-shifted by fdop . It arrives starting at tstart and is then crosscorrelated with an unshifted reference signal. The purple line shows the reference
signal at the point of maximum correlation with the resulting time shift tshif t .

on arrival. More precisely, given a signal speed c, an emitted frequency f0 , and a
receiver velocity vr , the frequency shift fdop can be calculated as follows:
fdop =

vr
f0
c

This shift in frequency causes the cross-correlation to peak at a different point in
time, which in turn causes an error in the calculated position [Mah00]. Figure 6.9
shows the effect. We assume a chirp that sweeps from the frequency fmin to fmax
and arrives shifted by fdop . This chirp is then cross-correlated with an unshifted
reference signal. As a result, the maximum of the cross-correlation is shifted in time,
in proportion to the signal bandwidth fmax − fmin and its length tlen . The time shift
tshif t is then:
fdop
tshif t =
tlen
fmax − fmin
Intuitively, this is because when shifted by this amount, the samples from fmin + fdop
to fmax have maximum correlation. Multiplying tshif t by the speed of sound in air
at room temperature c ≈ 340 m/s gives the error in distance that this causes. Note
that there is an additional change in the duration of the received signal, which we
ignore since it has no effect on the calculated arrival time [Mah00].
This effect is known in general, but very minor in the case of signals that travel at light
speed (such as radar). To our knowledge, none of the current research on ultrasound
locating of mobile devices mentions it or takes it into account, and unfortunately,
the error is substantial in this case. To estimate its magnitude, we applied the
above formulae to common movement speeds of hand-held devices. We used two
speeds: vr0 = 1.5 m/s, which corresponds to typical walking speed, and vr1 = 5 m/s,
corresponding to fast but realistic hand movements we measured informally using a
hand-held smartphone. Assuming an emitted signal frequency of f0 = 20 000 Hz as
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well as a typical signal length of tlen = 0.04 s (used, e.g., in [JHH15]), the results
are as follows:
Movement Speed vr

Frequency Shift fdop

Time Shift tshif t

Distance Error

1.5 m/s
5 m/s

88.25 Hz
333 Hz

0.88 ms
3.33 ms

0.299 m
1.122 m

We were able to verify these values by simulation using a synthetic Doppler-shifted
signal.
In summary, even in the case of relatively slow movement of the mobile, the Doppler
shift causes errors that are a magnitude larger than those observed for stationary
devices. Fast movement can cause distance errors larger than a meter, making the
resulting position data essentially unusable for many application cases even in the
absence of other errors.

6.4 Prototype Implementation and Test Setup
We fully implemented our concept and built a test infrastructure capable of ultrasound positioning of mobile devices. The following sections describe the infrastructure used and cover implementation details of the decoder.

6.4.1 Infrastructure and Audio Output
Our test setup consists of eight low-cost loudspeakers connected to a standard
desktop workstation via four stereo amplifiers and a consumer 7.1 channel sound
card. Audio output at 48 kHz is realized using standard playback software. The
sound files used are generated using a Python script that can be parametrized with
respect to length of beacon and payload chirps, type of two-bit code used and offset
between successive messages.
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Fig. 6.10.: Measurements showing angular performance of the speakers in the test setup at
frequencies from 18 to 22 kHz.
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Related work by Lazik et al. [Laz+15a] suggests that many loudspeakers are highly
directional at the high frequencies used, and initial measurements using a Teufel
Concept G 7.1 THX consumer loudspeaker system confirmed this (for full measurement data, see [Kal17]). We currently use inexpensive Renkforce PH 5.9 25 W
speakers that have significantly better angular performance (Figure 6.10 shows
measurements) and are thus suitable for laboratory use. Unfortunately, they are not
usable for deployment, since they also produce unwanted audible noises.
Considering infrastructure node placement, the theoretical optimum is an even
speaker distribution in a sphere around the active area [IKH09]. However, additional
considerations complicate speaker positioning: First, the primary orientation of users
in our case is towards the wall display, and the user’s bodies will likely occlude any
speakers at the back of the room. Furthermore, to avoid reflections from the glass of
the wall display, we wanted to avoid placing speakers directly facing it. We therefore
built custom speaker mounts (see Figure 6.11, right) to allow experimentation with
different speaker setups. The speaker locations in the current setup are documented
in Figure 6.11, left (but note that it is likely that these can still be improved).

6.4.2 Decoder Software
The decoder software is an Android application. While user interface and audio
input module are written in Java, the decoding pipeline described in Section 6.2.2
was implemented in C++ for speed reasons. We used fftw [FJ05] for the needed
fourier transforms and the Eigen library [@G+] for vector and matrix math.
The highpass in the preprocessor is realized using a Butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency of 16 kHz. The subsequent normalization step uses a Hilbert transform
to calculate the signal’s envelope, followed by dividing the signal by its envelope.

2.42

Display Wall

2.42

2.26

1.59

1.59

1.94

2.52

2.57

Fig. 6.11.: Left: Speaker locations in the test setup. Numbers are speaker heights in meters.
Right: Renkforce PH 5.9 speaker on a configurable mount.
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Both highpass and Hilbert transform are performed in the frequency domain, and
the results are converted back to the time domain for the division step.
For each reference signal, signal detection begins by cross-correlation with the
respective reference. This is followed by another envelope calculation using a Hilbert
transform. In this case, cross-correlation and Hilbert Transform are performed in the
frequency domain, while thresholding and detection of local maxima are performed
in the time domain. The signal detection step is essentially repeated for each possible
set of payload bits. Finally, Hamming decode, plausibility checks and TDOA position
calculation are performed as described in Section 6.2.2.
While the Fourier transforms used have a runtime performance in the order of
O(n log n), all other steps run in O(n), with n being the buffer size used. We
performed initial profiling on a Sony Z1 Compact smartphone using five recordings
of 10 s length each. Decoding took an average of 42 ms of processing time per second,
with the Fourier transforms taking 18.2 ms of this time. Thus, with a processor load
of under 5%, the decoder’s power requirements should be manageable.
To determine optimal values for the signal length parameters, we reduced beacon
length, payload length, and signal delay individually until the detection rate began
to drop (for full evaluation results, see [Kal17]). Currently, we use a beacon chirp
length of 40 ms (1 920 audio frames), biorthogonal payload chirps, and a payload
dualbit length of 8 ms (384 audio frames). Finally, the inter-message delay is set to
66 ms (3 186 audio frames), resulting in a position update rate of 15 Hz.

6.4.3 Development Tools and Initial Validation
To support quick iterations, we implemented several development and test tools.
The most effective of these was a desktop application that integrated the complete
decoding pipeline. This application uses the same C++ code as the Android application, but takes an audio recording as input. The output consists of detection
statistics, a waveform visualization (Example in Figure 6.12), and a visualization
of the mobile’s trajectory (Example in Figure 6.13). This allowed us to do most
development, including pipeline and NLOS detection debugging, at a desktop, and
using reproducible data gave us a clear indication of the impact of any changes.
In addition, the Android application is also able to work with prerecorded data,
enabling reproducible runtime profiling and allowing us to quickly pinpoint compatibility issues. Finally, several additional smaller tools were developed in an ad-hoc
fashion to test parts of the pipeline.
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Fig. 6.12.: Waveform visualization used as debug tool and for initial validation. The two
line graphs shows the waveform after the signal detection step for up and down
beacons. In the upper rows, message candidates found are shown as colored
dots, along with the results of plausibility checks.

Together, our tools enabled an initial validation of the decoding pipeline’s operation,
since errors in all pipeline stages are visible clearly. Correct functioning of the
preprocessor was validated using a small tool that outputs the preprocessed data.
Beacon detection, payload decode, and plausibility checks are can be verified using
the waveform visualization. This is visible in the example shown in Figure 6.12, in
which almost all eligible beacons are detected. The exception is speaker ID 4 (minor
peak at the far right). In addition, payload decode is successful with the exception
of one signal, and this failure is detected correctly using the Hamming parity bits
(leftmost signal). Additional echos (topmost row) are correctly detected as well.
Finally, TDOA position calculation was validated separately using a small standalone
tool that generates synthetic arrival times and calculates positions based on these.

6.5 Summary
This chapter discussed locating personal mobile devices and using this information
to identify users at a wall display. We reviewed possible locating techniques and
analyzed their suitability for wall display interaction, arriving at ultrasound-based
techniques as a viable candidate. Building upon this, we reported on the design and
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Fig. 6.13.: Example visualization of the mobile’s path as calculated by the ultrasound
positioning algorithm (view from above, positions in meters). The user walked
slowly around the room, holding the mobile at waist height facing the wall. Note
that most calculated positions are within 50 cm of the actual positions, with
some exceptions due to partial signal loss.

implementation of a state-of-the-art ultrasound positioning system. Performance
and error-free operation of the system was validated using a laboratory test setup,
informal positioning tests, and the output of intermediate stages in the signal
detection pipeline. A large majority of reflected signals are detected as such. Current
position estimates are possibly usable for identification of touching users, but they
are not precise enough to allow for more fine-grained cross-device interaction (see
Figure 6.13). Note, however, that this chapter reports on ongoing work: While
the current system likely reflects the state of the art, details (e.g., the speaker
setup) are subject to improvement. For this reason, there are also no reproducible
measurements at the current time.

On the positive side, we have identified two sources of inaccurate position estimates
in ultrasound locating of moving devices:

• Since the signals from different sources do not arrive simultaneously, closedform TDOA calculations are based in part on outdated signals. This effect is
known, and solutions have been proposed in the literature [Bor+13], but our
prototype currently does not implement them.
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• The frequency shift caused by the Doppler effect causes a time shift in chirp
compression, which in turn results in a significant error in the estimated
distance. To our knowledge, this effect has not been taken into account in
other works on ultrasound locating.

6.6 Further Development
Improving ultrasound positioning in the presence of a moving receiver is a worthwhile next step, and detecting and compensating the errors caused by the Doppler
effect is an important future research goal in this context. In general, we see two
possible approaches to detecting and quantifying the Doppler effect: One is to measure the frequency change in the current chirp-based signal, and the other involves
sending additional signals with which the frequency change can be measured. Once
the change in frequency is known, the error can be compensated based on the formulae presented in Section 6.3. In the case of our prototype, a necessary prerequisite
to effective tests with a moving receiver is integration of the probabilistic approach
to TDOA locating presented by Bordoy et al. [Bor+13].
An additional avenue for future work would be to integrate accelerometer data into
the positioning estimates, e.g., using a Kalman filter (c.f. Section 6.1.6).
To apply ultrasound positioning to touch user identification, it is possible to adapt the
TouchProcessor component presented in Section 4.2.2 to use the mobile’s location.
One drawback of this approach is that, in order to have line-of-sight conditions, the
device must be held in the user’s hand. As alternative, using ultrasound positioning
in combination with a wrist-mounted device such as the SleeD presented in Chapter 8
would allow more precise touch user identification of the SleeD hand.
Finally, our current system uses the 18–22 kHz frequency range, and while this is
inaudible to adults, it is within the audible range for children. The small bandwidth
available also limits update speed. However, it is not hard to envision future mobile
devices with a sampling rate higher than 48 kHz and appropriate microphones.
These hypothetical devices would allow usage of a larger bandwidth in a range
inaudible to children.
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6.7 Comparing YouTouch! and Ultrasound Locating
To conclude this part of the thesis, we now compare YouTouch! (Chapter 5) and Ultrasound Locating (current chapter) based on the requirements analysis in Section 4.1.
Both solutions address the essential requirements:
• R1: Both YouTouch! and Ultrasound Locating support a per-interaction user ID
when integrated into the user identification framework presented in Chapter 4.
• R2: YouTouch! supports moving users with only few restrictions; in the case of
Ultrasound Locating, this is the focus of ongoing work.
• R3: Both techniques support distal modalities in addition to touch: YouTouch!
supports body-centric interaction, while Ultrasound Locating supports crossdevice interaction as distal interaction modality.
At the same time, both solutions differ in their support for the secondary characteristics:
• C1: Neither system is particularly expensive, but while YouTouch! only needs a
commodity RGBD camera and easy four-point calibration, Ultrasound Locating
depends on a speaker setup with known and unchanging speaker positions.
• C2: While YouTouch! is a true walk-up-and-use system that needs no registration step whatsoever, Ultrasound Locating requires an application installed
and running on the mobile device.
• C3: YouTouch! is not dependent on worn or carried equipment, while Ultrasound Locating requires the user to have a hand-held or wearable device at
her person.
• C4: Robustness is an issue for YouTouch!: The system has a small but significant
error rate. Ultrasound Locating has the potential to be more robust, but
whether this materializes in practice remains to be seen.
• C5: We did not test whether the systems cope well with interference in realworld usage. In the case of YouTouch!, changes in lighting have the potential
to disrupt operation. The 18–22 kHz band used for Ultrasound Locating is
relatively free of interference in common situations [LR12]. In both cases, a
line of sight is needed, so crowded spaces may cause issues.
• C6: YouTouch! is a pure user differentiation system: User IDs are not unique,
nor are they preserved across sessions. Conversely, Ultrasound Locating delivers a true permanent ID.
The techniques are similar in that they both enable interaction in the context of
physical navigation as well as personalized interfaces with user-specific modes (such
as the example applications presented in 4.5). However, the differences between the
two make them suitable for different application cases. YouTouch! has potential in
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walk-up-and-use scenarios that feature casual use. This includes, e.g., installations
in more public venues such as museum exhibitions or company showrooms. On the
other hand, Ultrasound Locating is likely suitable for more formal scenarios, e.g.,
for different types of company meetings. In these cases, a unique ID is required to
determine access rights, and access to personal data via the mobile device is in many
cases an inherent part of the scenario as well.
This concludes Part II, in which we focused on user identification systems at wall
displays. The interaction techniques in the following part build upon this by assuming
a working user identification system: The HyDAP pointing technique presented in
Chapter 7 requires a position- and orientation-aware mobile, and the SleeD concept
(Chapter 8) assumes that wall touches can be correlated to mobile devices.
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Part III
Interaction Techniques

The prior part of this thesis focused on laying the technological basis for personalized
interaction by associating users with interactions. Building upon this, the current
part asks: What are suitable techniques for personalized interaction at a wall display?
How do we support multi-user interaction and interaction in the context of physical
navigation?
In designing interaction techniques for wall displays, typical usage scenarios and the
affordances of the device need to be taken into account. Examining the research
on application areas (c.f. Section 2.1) from this perspective shows several recurring
patterns:
• Many wall display applications have largely static layouts of information objects
on the wall [AEN10; BNB07; Bea+12; Hal+10; Raj+15], and often, physical
navigation is used to select items of interest. Users work at varying distances,
getting an overview from a distance and moving close for detail work (c.f.
Section 2.2.1).
• Physical items are in some cases an essential part of the interaction and need
to be integrated. Often, this pertains to the integration of paper artifacts
(e.g., [Hal+10; JFW02]), but tangible props such as brain models [Bea+12]
have also been proposed.
• In multi-user interaction, data on the wall is visible to all users and thus
public [Hal+10; TC03b]. One common pattern is that other devices are
used to prepare private data that is then shared for presentation or group
work [Chu+14; Hal+10; Wig+09].

Wall displays show large amounts of data and enable multi-user interaction, and data
shown is inherently public. Contrast this with interaction using the most widespread
type of computing equipment, the smartphone: The device connects users with
their digital ID, is inherently personal, and provides easy access to private data in
everyday situations. Furthermore, personal mobile devices have limited ability to
show large amounts of data—and multi-user interaction is hard at best.
These complementary characteristics have led numerous researchers to combine
hand-held devices with large shared displays in the past (c.f. Section 2.3.2). This
combination has a number of promising properties:
• Hand-held devices can complement touch interaction by allowing personalized
interaction at a distance, e.g., by using pointing to manipulate items on the
wall [Nan+13] or by showing personal views of data [Kis+17].
• The mobile device allows access to private data and data transfer when using
the large display (e.g., [DB08; Sch+12]).
• User interface components such as palettes can be offloaded to the personal
device, reducing clutter on the large display (e.g., [Hal+10; Spi+14]).
However, there are underexplored sectors in this research area. First, as we saw in
Section 2.3, interaction techniques that leverage and support physical navigation
have seldom been investigated (Peck et al.’s work on multiscale interaction [PNB09]
is an exception). In the context of physical navigation, the user’s focus changes with
the distance to the wall [BNB07]: A small distance implies localized and precise
interaction with smaller data items. Conversely, at larger distances, users will work
at an overview scale, interacting with the complete wall. It follows that interaction
techniques should adapt as well, changing the interaction scale with the distance to
the wall. In the following chapter, we present a pointing technique that supports
this by increasing precision as the user approaches the wall.
Second, mobile devices occupy a hand while in use. They are thus slow to activate
if not in hand and hinder the integration of additional analog devices. In addition,
bimanual interaction on the wall is impeded. With the SleeD device presented in
Chapter 8, we therefore examine using an arm-mounted display for wall interaction,
freeing up the second hand and significantly speeding up activation of the device.
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HyDAP: Hybrid Distance-Adaptive
Pointing

The HyDAP and FlowTransfer concepts (but not the HyDAP study) were
previously published as book chapter [Lan+16]. The HyDAP study is
unpublished work by Ulrich von Zadow, Anke Lehmann, Ricardo Langner,
Tom Horak, Aniella Thoma, Annett Mitschick and Raimund Dachselt. Any use
of ‘we’ in this chapter therefore refers to this group of people.
A central mechanism for interaction with wall displays when not in touching distance is distal pointing, since pointing is a natural basis for object selection (and
consequently, manipulation). Also, in conjunction with a mobile device, pointing
is associated with a user ID and thus supports personalized multi-user interaction.
The intuitive solution—ray casting or ‘laser pointing’—emulates the familiar human
pointing gesture and is fast and easy to use, but unfortunately not precise enough
for work on wall displays due to hand tremor [Nan+15]. Conversely, orthogonal
pointing (ignoring angle and distance from the wall) minimizes jitter, making very
precise pointing possible—but performance suffers for overview tasks at a distance,
since users need more physical movement to select an item. In addition, while
there has been much work on distal pointing (c.f. Section 2.3.3), Peck’s work on
Multiscale Interaction is the only one considering pointing in the context of physical
navigation.
Our Hybrid Distance-Adaptive Pointing (HyDAP) is designed specifically for use in
this context. At overview distance, HyDAP uses ray casting for speed (Figure 7.1, a),
and when close to the wall, orthogonal pointing is used for precision (c). At
intermediate distances, we blend between the types of control (b), causing precision
to seamlessly increase as distance decreases. Therefore, the technique is well suited
to application cases involving physical navigation: On the one hand, it supports
projected cursor

projected cursor =
HyDAP

HyDAP

orthogonal
cursor

orthogonal
cursor

A

B

C

Fig. 7.1.: HyDAP (a) at overview distance, (b) at intermediate distance, (c) at close distance.
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casual but quick work at a distance. On the other hand, precise selection when close
is also possible.
We implemented a prototype version of HyDAP using libavg (c.f. Section 3.1) as
user interface framework and User Interface Streaming (c.f. Section 3.2) to support
multi-device interactions. This prototype uses marker-based tracking and a mobile
device for pointing. In deployment, we envision use of one of the less invasive
technologies described in the previous chapter.
We describe the HyDAP technique in detail in Section 7.1. HyDAP was initially
developed and used with success in our work on FlowTransfer, a collection of techniques for cross-device data transfer (described in Section 7.2). For verification, we
compared our technique to both ray casting and orthogonal pointing in a controlled
quantitative study (Section 7.3). The study results suggest that HyDAP indeed
combines the advantages of these techniques. However, the study neither compares
HyDAP to other state-of-the-art techniques, nor does it account for typical workflows
in the presence of physical navigation. The chapter therefore concludes with a
concept for a follow-up study that is left for future work (Section 7.4).

7.1 Hybrid Distance-Adaptive Pointing
With HyDAP, we propose a technique for pointing using a hand-held device. The
technique works using three distance zones (Figure 7.1): At overview distance (when
users can see the complete display), ray casting is used to point directly at a target.
At close range, orientation and distance of the pointing device are ignored and an
orthogonal projection is used to determine the selected position. At intermediate
distances, we interpolate between the two projection methods, thereby ensuring
smooth transitions between the aforementioned zones.
As blend function, we use Spherical Linear Interpolation (Slerp) between the angle of
the pointer and orthogonal pointing. Essentially, Slerp calculates a weighted average
on a great circle between the two angles using quaternion arithmetic [Sho85],
resulting in a smooth transition between device angle and screen position. We
also tested an alternative algorithm that calculates both ray casting and orthogonal
projections and interpolates the results. However, the results become successively less
usable as the angle between pointer and wall gets larger, culminating in undefined
results for angles of 90° or more.
In contrast to many other techniques, HyDAP does not vary the CD Gain (Controldisplay Gain, the ratio between pointing device movement in motor space and
movement of the virtual pointer in display space). Instead, we provide fast and
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precise user interaction by reducing the Degrees of Freedom (DOF) in motor space,
blending from 6 DOF to 2 DOF input. Significantly, HyDAP links scale of interaction
and scale of perception [PNB09]: At a distance—when the user sees an overview
of the data—, it allows quick and intuitive selection of large targets across the
complete interaction surface while standing still. When close and working with
details, orthogonal pointing gives users very precise cursor control by reducing jitter.
Consequently, our hypothesis was that HyDAP should perform well in the context of
physical navigation.
Suitable end points of the blend range are likely dependent on wall size and needed
precision, and therefore context-dependent. Our prototype implementation blends
from orthogonal pointing at 0.8 m to ray casting at 2.3 m.

7.2 Use Case: FlowTransfer
HyDAP originally evolved organically during work on FlowTransfer, a collection of
data transfer techniques between mobile devices and wall displays [Lan+16] that
use pointing to specify the location on the wall to interact with1 .
Data transfer plays a large role in the context of multi-device interaction between
mobiles and large displays, and there are several good techniques for single-item
transfer available (see Section 2.3.2). Starting point for our work on FlowTransfer
was the realization that simple transfer of single data items is not enough. From drag
and drop in desktop devices, we know that data transfer involves more: Techniques
that support multi-item transfer and integrated item layout, while available on the
desktop, had not been proposed in our context. At the same time, we wanted
to take the specifics of the setting into account. This meant supporting physical
navigation and the associated dichotomy of casual versus precise interaction. It
also meant taking into account the costs of gaze switches between the devices (c.f.
Section 2.3.2), and thus, designing techniques that minimize them.
The result of these efforts are five techniques that support a wide range of use cases in
mobile-wall interaction. All FlowTransfer techniques use HyDAP to position a cursor
on the large screen, thus allowing the user to adapt precision by varying distance to
the wall display. We implemented a fully functional prototype for the FlowTransfer
techniques, again using libavg (c.f. Section 3.1) and User Interface Streaming (c.f.
Section 3.2). Furthermore, we verified their usefulness in a qualitative user study.
1

The main author of FlowTransfer is Ricardo Langner. Therefore, only a summary of our work on
FlowTransfer is presented here; interested readers are referred to our book chapter [Lan+16] for
full details.
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Fig. 7.2.: The five FlowTransfer techniques for the transfer of data between mobile devices
and wall displays: FlickTransfer (top left), JetTransfer (top center), LayoutTransfer
(top right), SnapshotTransfer (bottom left), and RevealingTransfer (bottom right).

7.2.1 The FlowTransfer Techniques
FlowTransfer is a set of five bidirectional data transfer techniques which make
use of the mobile phone’s position and orientation (Figure 7.2). In designing
the techniques, we took into account typical wall interaction usage scenarios and
designed our techniques around them.
FlickTransfer, the first technique, is a baseline that supports single-item transfer
using pointing and swiping in the direction of transfer (similar to [Bra+11]) and is
applicable in a diverse set of usage scenarios.
JetTransfer allows users to “spray” items on the large display in quick succession.
It is initiated by a slide and hold gesture on the phone. While holding, selected
items are transferred in quick succession, using the current pointing cursor position
as drop point. The reverse—fast transfer to the mobile using a ‘vacuum cleaner’
metaphor—is also supported. JetTransfer is designed for casual situations, in which
quick, effortless interaction is more important than precision.
LayoutTransfer supports transferring a multitude of items and determining their
layout at the same time. Using a phased gesture design, the user successively selects
the layout type (e.g., a grid of items), the number of items, and layout parameters
(e.g., item distance). An example use case might be a software design review, where
it enables the presenter to transfer multiple items in an orderly fashion.
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SnapshotTransfer allows the transfer of complete layouts from the wall to the
mobile and back, preserving the spatial relationships between the different items
(useful, for instance, after brainstorming sessions). Transfer from the wall to the
mobile is modeled on desktop selection: The user creates a rectangular selection area
by moving the phone cursor while executing a hold. Releasing the finger transfers
the items and their layout as a single entity.
Finally, RevealingTransfer allows the user to select the items to transfer to the wall
based on a map of item locations. In idle state, the positions of (e.g., geolocated)
items are shown on the wall, but not the content. Pointing the phone at the items
shows a preview on the wall, and tapping the mobile initiates the actual transfer.

7.2.2 User Study
We evaluated the FlowTransfer techniques in a qualitative study involving seven students from the local university (one female, one left-handed, on average 75 minutes
per person), which took place in our lab. The techniques were evaluated using a
within-subjects design. We used a standardized procedure for each technique: A
short training phase was followed up by technique-specific tasks, a brief phase of free
exploration, a discussion, and a short questionnaire. About half of participants’ time
was spent on the actual tasks. We logged phone motion data, recorded the sessions
on video and asked participants to think aloud. Each session was accompanied by
two researchers, with one exclusively observing behaviors of participants and taking
notes.
User comments as well as the results of the questionnaire indicate that the techniques
were well-usable in general. Participants were intrigued by the techniques and with
few exceptions able to use them effectively to achieve the goals. Participants realized
the effects of physical navigation. This was evidenced in comments implying, e.g.,
that they could gain an overview by stepping back and that walking around took
time. However, we also observed—and the motion data confirmed—that moving
was generally avoided when possible. Users often moved closer to gain precision
only after they had committed errors. The distance-dependent pointing cursor was
commented on favorably by four participants. Interestingly, most participants did
not notice the interpolation as such; instead, the increased precision at close distance
was observed.

7.2.3 Summary
This section summarized FlowTransfer, a set of five novel interaction techniques
that allow users to transfer data between mobile devices and large displays. For
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a full description, the reader is referred to our book chapter [Lan+16]. These
techniques are interesting for personalized interaction, because they enable access
to and transfer of personal data to the public space of the wall. In the context of
HyDAP, they serve as initial validation for the distance-dependent pointing cursor:
User observations and comments suggest that HyDAP is easy to learn and integrates
seamlessly into more complex interaction techniques.

7.3 User Study: Comparing HyDAP to its Constituent
Techniques
Based on the encouraging results of our work on FlowTransfer, we conducted an
initial quantitative user study comparing HyDAP to ray casting (RC) and orthogonal
pointing (OP) in a laboratory setting. Our hypotheses were: (H1) for small targets,
users are more effective (smaller error rate and lower task completion time) using
OP and HyDAP than with RC and (H2) for large targets, users are more effective
using RC and HyDAP than with OP.

7.3.1 Method
The study took place in our laboratory (Figure 1.3). Participants used a touchscreen
phone (Samsung Galaxy S3) to point at targets of varying size displayed on the wall,
using marker-based tracking to record phone positions (Figure 7.3). Room size and
tracking volume gave us a maximum interaction distance of 3.4 m, sufficient to give
users an overview of the complete wall display. The study was conducted with 15
unpaid participants (4 females, aged 19–50, mean age 29, 158–192 cm tall, all with
normal or corrected-to-normal vision). All participants but one used a touchscreen
phone frequently; 3 participants had experience with interaction in large display
environments.

Fig. 7.3.: HyDAP study setup
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The experiment used a within-subjects factorial design. Independent variables were
technique (RC, OP, HyDAP) and target size (5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 mm radius). The
minimum target size was chosen based on initial user tests, in which we found that
5 mm targets are very hard to select for most people using RC. The targets were
combined in sets of 12 positions, with each target size appearing twice in a set. We
created 4 sets of targets in advance that randomly alternated between the conditions.
Targets were placed randomly at heights from 90 cm to 230 cm, thus reachable with
all pointing techniques.
Participants were given a brief introduction followed by a practice session. The
actual task consisted of 4 trials per pointing technique, with each trial consisting
of selecting the 12 targets in a set and the first trial discarded as a hidden practice
session. The targets in a set appeared one at a time. The order of all conditions
was randomized in order to reduce learning effects. In summary, the design of
the experimental tasks (excluding the practice trial) was as follows: 3 techniques ·
3 trials · 6 target sizes · 2 targets per size = 108 selection tasks per participant. The
participants filled out a questionnaire reporting demographic information (before
the experiment) and subjective data on their preferences (after the experiment).
Average duration per participant was 45 minutes. We measured task completion
time and number of timeouts.
For each target, the task consisted of a hold and a click phase. Participants were
asked to keep the virtual pointer within the target area for 1 s in the hold phase,
with the target switching colors when done. In the subsequent click phase, the
participants were asked to tap the phone while the pointer was within the target,
causing it to disappear. For all selection tasks, participants were asked to start by
standing at a predefined position 3 m from the wall but were free to move during
the task. We triggered a timeout 7 s after the first time the cursor entered the target
area to reduce frustration.

7.3.2 Results
The statistical analysis was done in collaboration with Marie Grimmelsmann.
We analyzed the task completion time (Figure 7.4) according to target size and
technique (6 · 3 conditions), eliminating 17 selection tasks (1%) for technical reasons.
Shapiro-Wilk tests for normality failed for 5 of the 18 conditions. We nonetheless performed a two-factor repeated measures ANOVA, since normality was given for most
conditions and the test is robust towards violations of this precondition. We found
a significant main effect (Greenhouse-Geisser F (2.77, 38.82) = 6.18, p = 0.002) for
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Fig. 7.4.: Mean task completion times. Bars show standard deviation.

the interaction of technique and size and performed planned comparisons to test the
hypotheses (H1) and (H2) as follows (p values with Bonferroni adjustments):
• (H1): We compared OP and HyDAP to RC for target sizes of 5 and 10 mm. For
a target size of 5 mm, the completion times for OP (M = 7.75 s, SD = 0.59 s)
and HyDAP (M = 9.04 s, SD = 2.58 s) were significantly smaller than for
RC (M = 10.74 s, SD = 1.53 s), with an average difference of 2.35 s and
p < 0.01. For a target size of 10 mm, the completion times for OP (M = 7.05 s,
SD = 0.70 s) and HyDAP (M = 7.69 s, SD = 0.79 s) were significantly smaller
than for RC (M = 8.71 s, SD = 0.73 s), with an average difference of 1.34 s
and p < 0.01.
• (H2): We compared RC and HyDAP to OP for target sizes of 80 and 160 mm. For
a target size of 80 mm, the completion times for RC (M = 4.78 s, SD = 0.38 s)
and HyDAP (M = 4.78 s, SD = 0.32 s) were not significantly different from
those of OP (M = 5.00 s, SD = 0.38 s). For a target size of 160 mm, the
completion times for RC (M = 3.88 s, SD = 0.53 s) and HyDAP (M = 3.88 s,
SD = 0.40 s) were not significantly different from those of OP (M = 4.10 s,
SD = 0.55 s).
Post-hoc pairwise comparisons of the techniques according to size revealed several
additional significant differences. While they do not affect the study results, we
document them in Table 7.1. Of 33 timeouts observed, fully 22 (67%) were in the
RC, 5 mm condition, with the other conditions having uniformly low timeout rates
(Figure 7.5). Finally, user comments hint at a learning curve: One user mentioned
that the HyDAP transition “takes getting used to”, another “at the end of the study, I
finally felt efficient”. This may mean that (contrary to our initial assessment in the
context of FlowTransfer) estimating the optimal distance for pointing using HyDAP
does in fact require some experience.
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Fig. 7.5.: Number of timeout errors.

7.3.3 Discussion
The study clearly confirms (H1): OP and HyDAP outperform RC for small target sizes,
both in terms of task completion time and with regard to error rate. In particular,
the timeouts show that RC essentially becomes unusable for very small targets,
conforming to Chapuis and Dragicevic’s observation that performance degrades “very
rapidly when the target size falls below a certain threshold” [CD11]; furthermore,
the minimum feasible target size is different for RC (with 6 DOF) and OP (with 2
DOF). The study does not confirm (H2): Given the present study design, OP is not
necessarily slower for large (80 and 160 mm) targets.
While these results are encouraging, we see several shortcomings in the current
study:
• Workflows involving physical navigation often include phases of work at
overview distance interleaved with phases of localized detail work (c.f. Section 2.2), and HyDAP is designed for this. Instead, our study randomly
interleaved targets of different sizes, and the subjects started each task at a
fixed position. As a result, task completion times were in most cases dominated
by the movement from the starting position to a pointing position, calling into
question the ecological validity of the study.
Target
Size

Technique 1

Technique 2

Average
Diff.

p

5 mm

OP (M = 7.75, SD = 0.59)

RC (M = 10.74, SD = 1.53)

2.99

< 0.01

OP (M = 7.05, SD = 0.7)
10 mm OP (M = 7.05, SD = 0.7)
RC (M = 8.71, SD = 0.73)

RC (M = 8.71, SD = 0.73)
HyDAP (M = 7.69, SD = 0.79)
HyDAP (M = 7.69, SD = 0.79)

1.66
0.65
1.01

< 0.01
= 0.029
< 0.01

20 mm OP (M = 5.71, SD = 0.47)

RC (M = 7.74, SD = 1.38)

2.00

< 0.01

40 mm OP (M = 5.20, SD = 0.54)

HyDAP (M = 5.74, SD = 0.39)

0.55

= 0.029

Tab. 7.1.: Results of additional post-hoc pairwise comparisons with significance. Mean,
standard deviation, and average difference values are in seconds.
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• There is no comparison to a state-of-the-art pointing technique such as those
reviewed in Section 2.3.3. Thus, it is unclear how HyDAP performs relative to
the state of the art.
• The distance between successive targets was not controlled for. Doing so
would enable comparisons to other techniques based on Fitts’ Index of Difficulty [Fit54].
At the same time, informal tests at our lab did indicate that overview work involving
multiple successive selections of large objects is very fast when using HyDAP or RC
because the user does not need to move at all. Conversely, selecting several localized
small targets at close range appears efficient using OP and HyDAP.

7.4 Summary and Outlook
We presented HyDAP, a pointing technique for wall-sized displays that combines
ray casting and orthogonal pointing. Using ray casting at overview distance makes
targeting large objects fast, while precise interaction is possible using orthogonal
pointing close to the display. We seamlessly blend between the two techniques at
intermediate distances. HyDAP is thus designed specifically for use in the context of
physical navigation. In other situations, for instance when users wish to target small
objects from a distance, we assume that other state-of-the-art techniques (e.g., the
combination of head direction and drag on a mobile device proposed by Nancel et
al. [Nan+13]) will likely be more efficient.
Qualitative results from using HyDAP to control a cursor for the FlowTransfer
techniques were positive and showed the potential for seamless integration into
more complex interactions. Our main study provides evidence for the effectiveness
of HyDAP when compared to ray casting and orthogonal pointing, but has several
shortcomings. As follow-up, we therefore suggest a study in the context of physical
navigation. The study design should:
• Interleave phases with targets at different distances: Periods with small, localized targets should follow periods with larger, more spread-out targets to
conform to workflows that involve physical navigation.
• Compare HyDAP with a state-of-the-art technique (e.g., [Nan+13]).
• Control for distances between the targets and thus Fitts’ Index of Difficulty.
We hypothesize that in this study, the actual pointing time will take up most of the
task completion time, and therefore, HyDAP should be an effective technique in this
context.
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SleeD: Using a Sleeve Display for
Wall Display Interaction

8

This chapter contains material previously published as Full Paper at
ITS’14 [Zad+14]. Any use of ‘we’ in this chapter therefore refers to Ulrich von
Zadow, Wolfgang Büschel, Ricardo Langner and Raimund Dachselt.
In the previous chapter, we examined HyDAP and FlowTransfer, distal interaction
techniques that are designed to exploit physical navigation. This work, as well
as the related work summarized in Section 2.3.2, provide strong evidence that
the combination of mobile devices with large displays has numerous benefits and
application cases. The large number of works that integrate personal devices in
meeting scenarios (c.f. Section 2.1.1) also show that mobile devices are useful to
allow personalized interaction in a multi-user context [Bra+11; Hal+10]. However,
hand-held devices have a fundamental issue: One hand is occupied while the device
is in use. This precludes bimanual interaction on the wall display. It also makes it
hard to use additional objects such as paper [Hal+10; JFW02] or props [Bea+12].
Furthermore, while hand-held devices can be put away (e.g., into a pocket) when
not in use, it takes some time to activate them again.
Issues such as the above led to the development of devices such as the Motorola
WT4000 arm-worn terminal used by warehouse workers [Ste+98], and the recent
trend towards smart watches (such as the Sony SmartWatch and Apple Watch series)
points in the same direction. These devices have the benefits that both hands are
free and that device activation is quick and effortless.

Fig. 8.1.: SleeD prototypes: e-Ink mockup (left) and smartphone-based prototype showing
tool palette (right).
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We therefore propose combining wall displays with a touch-enabled Sleeve Display—
the SleeD. Using an arm-mounted device in combination with a wall-sized display is
novel and provides unique additional benefits. First, touch interaction with a wall is
one of the situations in which having both hands free is advantageous, because it
allows bimanual interaction. Second, interaction becomes seamless and facilitates
a quality of flow: When the user touches the wall, the hand assumes the role of
conduit between personal data on the SleeD and public data on the vertical display
(see Figure 8.1). Third, arm-worn devices support effortless activation [Ash+08]:
While hand-held devices must be retrieved from pockets or other storage, the SleeD
is available at the flick of a wrist, making it much easier to integrate the device into
other activities.
This chapter contributes:
• The SleeD concept: This includes physical considerations such as placement
and properties of the display as well as an analysis of different levels of coupling
between SleeD and wall. We also present a range of novel UI techniques for
personalized interfaces. These include modal interfaces, provide personal
storage as well as data transfer, and support personalized views.
• Two wearable hardware prototypes: The first one is non-interactive and based
on a bendable e-Ink display, while the second is realized using a conventional
smartphone attached to the arm. In addition, we present several software
applications based on the second prototype that showcase the concepts and
techniques described.
• A user study: We report on an observational user study that shows the high
potential of the concepts and techniques.
In the following two sections, we present the proposed SleeD device (Section 8.1) and
two scenarios illustrating typical usage (Section 8.2). We then discuss related work
specific to wearable computing (Section 8.3). Underlying concepts are described in
the subsequent Section 8.4, followed by a description of the prototype hardware and
software (Section 8.5). Finally, we report on the conducted user study (Section 8.6)
and discuss implications (Section 8.7).

8.1 The SleeD Vision
We envision a wearable arm display covering most of the forearm in length and
circumference (see Figure 8.2). The device is an unobtrusive, lightweight system
with a touch-sensitive high-resolution color display. It otherwise has the input and
output capabilities of today’s smartphones, including accelerometers and vibrotactile feedback as well as audio in- and output. SleeD is not significantly more
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cumbersome than normal clothing, allowing everyday use. We see it fulfilling several
roles.
First, SleeD is a personal device that provides arbitrary applications and allows access
to personal data, similar to today’s smartphones. Following Martin [Mar02], the
development of smartphones could well mimic wristwatch development: Once
the weight of the device is reduced sufficiently, the benefits of effortless activation
and hands-free usage come to the fore. A second role—again, hinted at by the
development of the wristwatch [Mar02]—is that of a fashion accessory.
In addition, we foresee a third role: Similar other personal mobile devices, the SleeD
can greatly enhance interaction with other devices, among them large interactive
displays. It serves as a conduit between personal and public data. Furthermore,
it can provide a personal clipboard and user-specific tool palettes as well as show
contextual information—all while allowing bimanual interaction on the large display.
In this thesis, we concentrate on the third role.
While the envisioned device cannot be built entirely in a research lab using current
technology, ongoing research in the area of flexible displays and circuitry will likely
provide the means for such a device in the near future [Gel11].

8.2 Walkthrough
In the following, we present two scenarios of typical uses of our envisioned system
to illustrate our concept.
I. Jane works in the field of geoinformatics, often analyzing large geographical datasets.
She stands in front of a wall-sized interactive display that shows a map. A SleeD is
attached to her left forearm, showing an overview of the entire map. By touching the
map on the SleeD, Jane selects the part of the map to be shown on the vertical display.

Fig. 8.2.: SleeD concept: Use in a geographical application
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Thus, she can quickly zoom in on an area of interest, benefiting from the high-resolution
wall display.
She then approaches the wall to see more details. When she touches it, the wearable
switches to a detail view of the area touched (see Figure 8.2), leveraging the higher pixel
density of the SleeD. Probing is also supported. In this mode, the arm display shows
additional data on the current touch point, preventing clutter on the vertical display.
These personal views are especially useful when John, a colleague of hers, arrives and
they work on the dataset in collaboration: By zooming and filtering their personal
views, they avoid disrupting the view on the wall. When Jane is ready to share insights,
she transfers her personal view to the wall and they discuss the results together.
II. Mark and Jennifer work for a media company. They use SleeDs in combination
with a wall display for selecting and annotating photos. When Mark finds interesting
pictures, he touches them with his SleeD hand and uses the other hand to quickly drag
them to his personal display. To copy the photos to a different location in the shared
workspace, he simply flicks them from the wearable back to the wall. Since the SleeD is
mounted on his arm and not a hand-held device, he can seamlessly switch to working
with paper artifacts such as printed magazines and photos.
His colleague Jennifer can quickly change between different editing modes, such as
annotating or image manipulation using a tool palette on the SleeD. Still, her hands
remain free for bi-manual work on the larger display. Tool palettes and other contextand mode-sensitive user interface elements are displayed on the SleeD, staying with
her as she moves along the wall. Just as importantly, the tool configurations are her
personal configurations: When she switches to a tool for color correction, she doesn’t
interrupt Mark’s ongoing work.
These scenarios highlight how the proposed system can be integrated in an end-user
condext to provide personalized interfaces. They showcase several important aspects: Effortless activation; quick, lightweight, user-specific mode switches; personal
display and storage spaces as well as clipboards; overview-and-detail support; and
hands-free interaction on the wall. In comparison to hand-held mobile devices,
changing the focus between vertical display and personal device is less cumbersome,
because the SleeD does not have to be put away when not actively in use.

8.3 Related Work: Wearable Computing
The SleeD concept builds upon a number of works in the area of wearable computing.
Closest to us is Olberding et al.’s work on display-enhanced forearms [Olb+13]: they
suggest a display on the upper side of the forearm and explore the interaction space,
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using the user’s sleeve to control visibility of display portions to the public. With
Facet, Lyons et al. [Lyo+12] present a multi-display system circling the wrist. Tarun
et al. [Tar+11a] proposed using flexible display devices that could be used both
hand-held or as a wristband, adapting its user interface to the current configuration.
These papers did not consider multi-device interaction, something that we focus
heavily on in combining the SleeD with an interactive wall-sized display.
An early precursor to our body-centric approach to interaction with the SleeD is
found in Pierce et al.’s work on Toolspaces [Pie+99], where tools in a virtual world
are placed in fixed positions relative to the user’s body. More recently, Harrison et
al. [HTM10] used the skin of the arm as a touch input device, combining it with a
pico-projector to project a user interface.
Several recent works also discuss cross-device interaction with an arm-worn device.
Chen et al. [Che+14] used a smart watch in conjunction with a smartphone. While
our approach considers a very different setup, some of their techniques could
potentially also be included in our system. Houben and Marquardt [HM15] present
a toolkit for the development of watch-centric cross-device applications, and very
recently, Horak et al. [Hor+18] combined a smartwatch with a wall display for
information visualization1 .

8.4 Concepts
In this section, we delineate the proposed SleeD concepts in more detail. We
identify basic physical considerations and analyze the levels of coupling available
when combining the two devices. Furthermore, we propose a number of novel UI
techniques that support multiple users, personal storage and the ability to display
additional personal views.

8.4.1 Physical Considerations
In general, we assume that SleeD will be worn on the non-dominant arm, allowing
the dominant hand (DH or non-SleeD hand) to interact with it. Both hands are
free to interact with the wall; in particular, touches with the non-dominant hand
(NDH or SleeD hand) can be used as a frame of reference for interactions on the
SleeD [BH99]. Possible configurations are devices that are worn below, above, or as
part of the clothing.
1

Houben and Marquardt’s as well as Horak et al.’s works were published after the original SleeD
paper
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We find Wagner’s distinction of interaction into the categories relative to the body
and fixed in the world [Wag+13] to be useful in describing interactions involving
the SleeD and another device. Accordingly, we use a body-centric reference frame to
describe positions on the arm-mounted display, with the proximodistal dimension
along the arm and the axial dimension around it (Figure 8.3) and propose using a
separate wall-centric reference frame that is fixed in the vertical display. We suggest
using the arm’s proximodistal dimension to signify connectedness with the wall: The
distal region (near the hand) shows data or widgets with a strong relationship to
the wall, while the proximal region can show SleeD-specific items such as personal
data or general menus. Additionally, it may be advantageous to offer a user interface
that allows users to rotate its contents in the axial direction. This is particularly
interesting for vertical menus, where the curvature of the arm provides a natural
focus and items on the top and bottom serve as context.

Also, in contrast to conventional displays, only parts of the SleeD are visible to the
user at any point in time. In particular, the anterior region (inner side of the arm)
will generally be inaccessible when the SleeD hand is touching the wall. There are
other differences between the posterior (outer side of the arm) and anterior regions
as well: The anterior region is less visible to others; also, more physical effort is
required to view and interact with its contents. This should be taken into account
when designing interactions.

As discussed in Section 2.3.2, an important consideration in multi-device interaction
with large displays is minimizing the number of gaze shifts [RNQ12a; RNQ12b]. The
associated trade-off between placing UI elements on the wall or the SleeD should be
carefully considered. Since the SleeD’s position on the user’s arm is fixed, we can
leverage proprioception (the perception of the position of one’s own body parts) to
enable eyes-free interaction on the SleeD. For absolute positioning, we can exploit
the fact that users are able to reliably discriminate and touch up to six different
points on their forearm [Lin+11]. Precise relative positioning is possible without
restrictions [Tho+02].

Fig. 8.3.: Body-centric view of the SleeD
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Fig. 8.4.: Logical Coupling: Interaction from a distance

Multi-device interaction also needs to allow for differences in the capabilities of the
displays. Most importantly, resolution differences need to be taken into account. In
our case, this means that the SleeD will be able to display a comparatively large
amount of data despite its small display size. An additional consideration is color
reproduction: Displays often have very different color fidelity, making it hard to
compare two views on different devices.

8.4.2 Coupling Modes Between SleeD and Wall
Focusing again on the combination of a wearable display with a wall display, we
identify different levels of coupling between these devices. They are characterized
firstly by the physical and logical distance between wall and SleeD. Second, it
matters whether touch interaction with the vertical display uses the SleeD hand or
the other. We propose distinguishing between decoupled, where the SleeD is used
independently of other devices; logical coupling, signifying wall interaction from
a distance; loose physical coupling, where only the non-SleeD hand interacts with
the wall; and close physical coupling, meaning that the SleeD hand touches the wall
as well. We expect that all four coupling modes will play a role in the context of
physical navigation. However, close physical coupling is the most interesting to us in
this chapter, because it brings forth many of the unique advantages of the envisioned
device combination.
Decoupled
In the most basic setup, the SleeD is used in a stand-alone fashion. As described
earlier, it replaces or augments today’s smartphones and offers much of the same
features in this usage scenario with the additional benefits of hands-free operation
and near-instantaneous activation as well as being usable as a fashion accessory
when not in use.
Logical coupling
When the user approaches a wall-sized display withing viewing range, it becomes
possible to use the SleeD to interact with it (Figure 8.4). At this point, the SleeD is
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used in a fashion that is similar to a remote control (with the difference that both
hands are free when not directly interacting). Among others, distal pointing (like
the previous chapter’s HyDAP), and data transfer (like FlowTransfer) techniques
become available. However, since the hand joint cannot be used for positioning, we
expect pointing with an arm-mounted device to be less precise.
In logical coupling, body-centric and wall-centric reference frames are not fixed with
respect to one another, since the user’s mobility is unrestricted. Logical coupling
is also the situation in which frequent gaze shifts between devices were found to
impair interaction [RNQ12a], making support for eyes-free interaction important.
Furthermore, in interaction involving physical navigation, the ability to step back
and get an overview of the display is important—and this level of coupling then
allows quick and casual, but possibly imprecise, interaction.
This is also the state in which interaction can be enhanced significantly if the device’s
position is known (e.g., using ultrasound positioning).
Loose physical coupling
In this and the following state, the user is able to physically touch the wall (Figure 8.5). While the user cannot see the complete wall, she can perceive all information in her field of view. In loose coupling, the DH interacts with the vertical
display, while the NDH with the SleeD does not. This allows the user to rotate her
arm, providing access to all parts of the display and maximizing available screen
space. Body-centric and wall-centric reference frames are less independent of one
another than in the logical coupling state, since the user’s movement is restricted
with respect to the wall to a certain degree.
Close physical coupling
In this state, the user is touching the wall with the SleeD arm. Body-centric and wallrelative reference frames are fixed in relation to each other; the wearable is easily
positioned in relation to the screen. This creates a classic kinematic chain [BH99]

Fig. 8.5.: Loose (left) and close (right) physical coupling
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in that the SleeD hand serves as a frame of reference for the non-SleeD hand. For
closely coupled touch interaction on the wall, the user’s arm rotation is largely given
by human anatomy, limiting access to the anterior region of the device.
In contrast to interaction with a hand-held mobile device touching the wall, the display contents remain easily visible in close physical coupling, and direct interaction
with the SleeD remains possible (see Figure 8.5, right). This provides an inherent
quality of pointing: The SleeD’s distal end points at the wall, and the hand can be
seen as an extension of the device. Additionally, movement along the proximodistal
axis produces a flow towards or away from the wall. This can be used in user
interface design, for instance by using swipe gestures to move items to and from the
wall. We also support this by placing interface elements that are semantically closely
related to the wall (e.g., clipboards to transfer data) spatially near the wall as well,
in the distal region of the SleeD.

8.4.3 User Interface Techniques
Based on the preceding considerations on physical aspects and modes of coupling, we
propose a number of specific user interface techniques that leverage the advantages
of both devices. These coexist easily in applications and span a number of use cases,
among them personal storage and data transfer, user-specific interfaces and personal
views. Many of the use cases have been explored before in the context of cross-device
interaction between hand-helds and large displays (e.g., Schmidt et al. [Sch+12]);
we contribute specific, novel interface techniques. Many of them exploit the fact that
the SleeD’s display is easily visible in close coupling scenarios to enable a natural
flow of interaction.

Fig. 8.6.: Transfering data between wall and SleeD using SleeDTransfer.

Local Storage: SleeDTransfer
Since data visible on a SleeD is implicitly personal, we can use it as an interface to
personal data collections. In this context, we contribute SleeDTransfer, a technique
for data transfer between the devices that uses a drop zone at the distal end of the
SleeD (Figure 8.6). Following flow principles, users can drag an item to the drop
zone in close coupling to transfer it from the SleeD to the wall. Conversely, touching
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an item on the wall causes a proxy to appear in the drop zone; dragging the proxy
from the drop zone transfers the item. Additionally, in loose coupling, items can be
dragged to the drop zone to preselect them for transfer. The actual transfer is then
initiated with a touch on the wall. Both move and copy operations can be realized
and distinguished, e.g., by using a two-finger drag to signify a copy operation.
The same interaction technique can be used to enable user-specific multi-item
clipboards, in effect making it possible to efficiently move items from one position
on the wall to another—even when other users are blocking the path. Additionally,
the preselection technique allows for a number of items to be made public efficiently
with one touch; it also preserves privacy, since the selection happens on the personal
device and not on the public display.
User-specific Interfaces: SleeDPalettes and SleeDMenu
A SleeD can be used to present tool palettes (Figure 8.7) or other arbitrary interfaces
that control the application on the wall. These SleeDPalettes have several advantages:
They free shared screen space and minimize visual clutter. They can also take a
user-specific application state into account, be personalized for their users and show
information that should not be visible to others (e.g., PIN code input). Furthermore,
they allow user-specific modes. Unlike most palettes on hand-held mobile devices
(and, incidentally, traditional painter’s palettes), SleeDPalettes are always reachable
and still allow the user to interact bimanually with the large display, making fast and
seamless mode changes an important advantage of wearable interfaces. Similar to
the tool palettes, the SleeD can also show a context-sensitive menu—the SleeDMenu—
when the wall is touched. It activates on the SleeD, its content depending on the
touch position’s underlying data.

Fig. 8.7.: SleeDPalette (left) and SleeDProbe (right)

Personal Views: SleeDDetail, SleeDLens and SleeDProbe
The wearable provides the user with an additional screen that generally remains
visible when the SleeD hand is touching the wall in a close coupling scenario. This
enables a range of techniques that particularly benefit collaborative information
visualization applications. In particular, we can show arbitrary personal views that
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change based on the current touch point. In this context, we propose several novel
techniques.
With SleeDDetail, we contribute an adaptation of Overview and Detail techniques
(Figure 8.2). While the wall shows an overview of an area (e.g., in a map), the SleeD
shows an enlarged view of the area around the touch point. SleeDLens generalizes
this: We propose showing an arbitrary modified view of the area around the current
touch position on the arm display. A touch-based UI on the SleeD allows the user to
adjust view parameters. This is novel in that it moves Bier’s Magic Lenses [Bie+93]
to a separate display while still retaining the immediate connection between lens
and context through close coupling. In addition, we propose using the personal
display for probing in SleeDProbe. While exploring a visualization at close range,
additional data can be shown specifically for the current touch position (e.g., a
country’s demographic data, Figure 8.7, right), and corresponding audio or haptic
feedback is possible as well. Snapshots of this data can be saved to compare different
positions.
All the personal view techniques have in common that they avoid cluttering the
shared view and allow multiple users to work on the wall without interfering with
each other. Working with private data is also possible.

Remote Control: SleeDOverview
In loose coupling, SleeD can be used as remote control. We contribute SleeDOverview
in this context: While the SleeD shows an overview of available data, the wall shows
a detail view. Interaction on the wearable changes the view on the wall. This gives
users a powerful way of quickly selecting the data window they would like to work
with. This technique also combines very well with the inverse scenario described
above: A user can select a detail view from afar, approach the wall to work on this
detail view and then show an even smaller part of the data on the SleeD for close
inspection.

Precision Input: SleeDCursor
A variation of the SleeDDetail technique above provides us with a natural workaround
for the well-known fat finger problem: We propose SleeDCursor, where the wearable
shows an unoccluded view of the area touched on the wall in close coupling. Even
the effects of minimal changes in touch position are clearly visible on the arm display,
allowing precise positioning in an intuitive way. Moreover, since both hands are free
to interact, touch precision can be improved drastically by using the wall touch for a
coarse preselection and the SleeD for the actual selection task.
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Fig. 8.8.: Prototype I (Wizard-of-Oz) using a Plastic Logic e-Ink display.

8.5 Implementation
We developed the SleeD concept and the associated software in an iterative fashion.
Initially, we built several cardboard mockups of arm-mounted displays and solicited
comments from in-house HCI experts. Many of the initial concepts and ideas for
UI techniques stem from these discussions. We followed up on this by building two
hardware prototypes and several small applications in order to further refine the
SleeD concept and to verify it. We do not track user IDs in the prototype setup,
making it single-user-only at the moment. However, localizing the phone using
ultrasound locating (or an alternative locating technology—c.f. Section 6.1) would
enable true personalized interaction.

8.5.1 Prototype I
In the early stages of our work, we built a prototype based on a 10.7" bendable
display—a Plastic Logic organic e-Ink display [@Log]—with at 4:3 display ratio
(Figure 8.8). With a size of 216x163 mm and a specified bend radius of 15 mm, it
fits comfortably on an adult forearm when bent around its longer side. The display
is lightweight enough to be carried for extended amounts of time. However, the
update speed of current e-Ink displays (> 300 ms in our case) severely limits possible
interactions and touch functionality is not readily available.
Still, since the display’s dimensions are very close to the envisioned form factor, the
prototype allowed us to conduct initial experiments concerning functionality and
placement of UI elements using Wizard-of-Oz-type mockups that heavily influenced
the concepts described above. One interesting result of the tests was that, similar
to a watch, the SleeD needs to be at least semi-fixed near the wrist for the zone
underneath the arm to be usable. The reason lies in human anatomy: Since the
forearm’s bones twist around each other, a device fixed only at the proximal end of
the forearm will not move when the forearm is turned around its axis.
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Fig. 8.9.: Prototype II based on a Samsung Galaxy S3 phone (left). The map viewer, using
the second prototype to show an overview (right).

8.5.2 Prototype II
For Prototype II, we used a 4.8" 16:9 cellphone—a Samsung Galaxy S3—and added a
forearm mount (see Figure 8.9). We decided upon this form factor after experiments
with a cardboard model of a 6.1" phone: The larger phone is too wide to be used
comfortably when attached to the arm. The cell phone hardware, while being
smaller and heavier than the envisioned display, allowed us to quickly develop
actually usable high-fidelity software prototypes, although we could not test the
specifics of a curved display.

8.5.3 Applications
We built three applications to verify the user interface concepts. The first is a
showcase graphics editor/picture viewer; the others are two map viewers that
implement the personal view techniques described above. All software runs on
Prototype II, and all applications were built to support left- and right-handed usage.
Some of the interface concepts needed to be adapted to the smartphone form factor:
The display is smaller and planar, providing less room for output and exacerbating
the fat finger problem. However, it still allowed us to test most of our concepts with
today’s hardware. All applications were implemented using libavg (c.f. Section 3.1)
and user interface streaming (c.f. Section 3.2). All application-level code was written
in Python.

Fig. 8.10.: Using the drop zone to move an image to the SleeD.
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Fig. 8.11.: Fingerpaint mode (left) and its tool palette (right).

Graphics Editor/Picture Viewer
The first application integrates two distinct modes and explicitly supports the quality
of flow, mentioned earlier. In the first mode, it acts like a typical multi-touch
picture viewer with additional private multi-item clipboard support on the SleeD.
SleeDTransfer is fully implemented: Transfer to and from the wall using the drop
zone at the distal end of the device as well as preselection functionality are available
(Figure 8.10).
In the second mode, a vector drawing program similar to the user ID sample program
described in Section 4.5.1 is available. This mode allows painting by touching the
wall (Figure 8.11). The brush selection dialog is moved to the SleeD and thus does
not clutter the large display. A vertical menu at the proximal end of the SleeD allows
switching between the two modes.
Map Viewers
In the two SleeD map viewers, we implement the Personal View techniques presented
above. We used gigapixel-sized NASA Blue Marble images [@NASb] for the maps;
additional data came from NASA Earth Observatory [@NASa] images. To show the
gigapixel images, we built a libavg plugin that handles image pyramids. It loads
the tiles needed on-demand using a thread pool of jpeg loaders and uses an LRU
cache to avoid reloading when possible. Specifically, when new image tiles become
visible, the main application thread puts requests for these tiles into a thread-safe
queue. Worker threads read this queue, load and decode the requested tiles, and
place the decoded tiles into a second thread-safe queue, where they are read by the
application thread. At all times, all lower-resolution tiles are loaded and displayed as
well. To handle this, the request queue is sorted by tile resolution, and low-resolution
tiles thus get loaded first. The end result is that in some cases, blurry images are
displayed for a moment before the high-resolution tiles have been loaded. In normal
operation, this is fast enough to be nearly imperceptible.
The first map viewer shows a world map on the SleeD and a detail view on the
wall (Figure 8.9, right). It is designed to be used in logical coupling mode, at a
distance from the wall. The wall view can be configured by interacting with the
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Fig. 8.12.: SleeDDetail (left), SleeDLens (center), and SleeDProbe (right).

SleeD; the interaction techniques used in this case are carefully tailored to avoid
gaze switches where possible. A double tap sets the absolute position, while drags
and pinch gestures can be used for relative positioning and zoom. Thus, while coarse
initial positioning is done by looking at the SleeD, precise relative positioning and
zooming mimics gaze-free touchpad operation. Additionally, the two techniques can
be combined: An initial down-up-down sequence (i.e., an unfinished double tap)
can be followed by a drag. This allows coarse absolute positioning to be followed
seamlessly by a precise adjustment step.

The second map viewer shows the world map on the wall and implements SleeDDetail,
SleeDLens and SleeDProbe functionality in three separate modes. In all of them, the
data displayed on the SleeD changes based on the geographical location touched on
the wall. In SleeDDetail mode (Figure 8.12, left), the SleeD displays a detail view
of the world map. In SleeDLens mode (Figure 8.1, right), it displays a map with
global temperature data localized on the touch point. In this mode, the mobile is
interactive as well: Using a slider, users can select which year of temperature data
to display. Finally, in SleeDProbe mode (Figure 8.12, right), the SleeD displays a
bar chart with data (cloud fraction, vegetation and vegetation CO2 intake) for the
current touch point.

8.6 User Study
To verify the SleeD concept, we ran an observational study in a laboratory setting
using the phone-based prototype and our wall display. The study was designed to
investigate a broad range of user interface techniques and concepts, thus providing
maximum insight into their usefulness and acceptance. Due to the large numbers of
variables involved, we were mainly interested in qualitative feedback. Seven unpaid
participants (all male, aged 23–40) volunteered for the study. Two of them had
minor experience with an interactive wall display. One had used a smart watch, and
the others had never used wearable computers before.
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8.6.1 Procedure
The study consisted of individual sessions of about 45 minutes per participant. We
videotaped the study and took notes. After obtaining informed consent, we gave each
participant a short introduction to the SleeD concept and let them fill out an initial
questionnaire about their background. The interaction with the prototype itself
consisted of a diverse selection of the most important tasks, with a short explanation
of the available functionality and usage given before each task:
• SleeDTransfer: Participants were asked to sort around 20 photos on two axes
using the clipboard functionality. Sort criteria were lightness for the horizontal
axis and the amount of water displayed in the image for the vertical axis. Since
we wanted to focus solely on the new functionality, we asked the participants
not to drag the images on the wall directly.
• SleeDPalette, SleeDMenu: We asked users to switch to drawing mode, trace an
image displayed on the wall using the arm display to change colors, switch
back to picture viewer mode, and move the image away.
• SleeDOverview: Using an overview map on the SleeD and a detail image on the
wall, participants had to navigate to three self-chosen places.
• SleedDetail, SleeDCursor: Participants were asked to follow the river Nile from
its mouth to Lake Victoria using the second map viewer (overview on the wall).
In order to verify our ideas on usage of DH and NDH as well as SleeD arm
placement, we asked users to repeat this task four times in counterbalanced
order, once for each combination of possible SleeD arm and active hand.
After each task, we solicited comments and initiated a discussion about the tested
functionality. Finally, we asked each participant to fill out a second questionnaire
containing 16 five-point likert scale questions and free-form comment fields concerning NASA TLX-based task load, the concepts, and the realization of the prototype. In
the comment fields, participants were asked to list positive and negative aspects of
both concept and prototype. The full questionnaire is documented in Appendix A.

8.6.2 Results
In general, the feedback we received was very encouraging (Figure 8.13). The
quantitative questions on the concept all had an average rating of better than 2
(1=very good, 5=very bad). In particular, participants thought the concepts were
very useful (1.29). Physical demands were rated at 1.86 on average (1=very low,
5=very high). The answers on prototypes ranged on average from 1.9 to 2.7 (1=very
good and 5=very bad). These quantitative results were very promising but should
not be over-interpreted due to the small sample size. More importantly, we collected
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rich qualitative feedback by evaluating the videos, the questionnaires and the notes
taken during the sessions.
With very few exceptions, interfaces were usable on the first try (after a short
explanation, but without live demonstration). Three participants made explicit
positive comments on the smoothness of the prototype interface (Participant S3:
The prototype “felt real and natural, very smooth interaction”). S6 noted that the
“interaction techniques were very well designed” and S4 spoke of a “very cool concept”
in general.
In the photo sorting tasks, SleeDTransfer, the natural flow and the concept of the
drop zone were commented on favorably (e.g., S5 spoke of a “seamless transition
between personal space and wall”). Private storage was used extensively, with many
participants picking up a number of similar images and dropping them sequentially in
the destination area. S6 remarked that preselection “made it really easy to move a lot
of objects at once, especially if I had to place them far away.” S2 and S3 found sorting
on the SleeD to be hard because of the small display, pointing to the advantages that
an arm-sized device would have. S6 would have liked the ability to pre-sort items
on the SleeD, then drop the finished layout on the wall.
In the SleeDDetail task (Nile tracing), preferences for the different configurations
were not very strong: Three subjects preferred loose coupling with the dominant

Fig. 8.13.: Results of the questionnaire. The plot shows answers to the likert scale questions
as a diverging stacked bar chart [HR14]. Possible answers ranged from 1 (“very
good” for concepts and prototype, “very low” for NASA TLX) to 5 (“very bad” or
“very high”).
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hand touching. The other three combinations of touching hand and coupling
were each preferred by one participant, and one participant was undecided. S2
commented that it was easier to hold the arm display steady in loose coupling
configurations.
SleeDCursor remains unimplemented. However, S5 commented that showing detail
on the SleeD solves the occlusion problem while using the map viewer. Also, two
participants were surprised by the ease with which precise positioning was possible
by rolling the finger, while three participants that did not discover this technique
commented on imprecise positioning, and one participant changed his mind midtask. Hence, it seems probable that the technique is very effective but has a small
learning curve.
Issues of Perceptual Transition
In the drawing task, participants found it difficult to choose the right brush parameters on the SleeD, since the displays had differing sizes, resolutions and color
reproduction. Thus, the typical emerging workflow involved trying out different
settings. Placing the preview on the wall would solve this issue, but it would also
lead to additional gaze switches.
For both map tasks, gaze direction became important: S1 and S2 commented that
gaze switches were an issue for the SleeDDetail task, and this was easily visible in the
videos as well. In the SleeDOverview task, participants needed to look at the SleeD to
set the initial touch point, then switch their gaze to the wall to fine-tune the touch
location to get optimal performance. Instead, several participants continued looking
at the SleeD for some time.
Hence, we concur with Rashid et al. [RNQ12b] that issues of perceptual transition
need to be considered: Different sizes, pixel densities and color reproduction of the
displays, gaze shifts and the changing orientation of the SleeD with respect to the
wall all need to be accounted for when designing user interfaces for this combination
of devices. This is clearly an area that warrants further investigation.
Physical Considerations
In spite of the positive quantitative rating for physical demands, fatigue due to the
prototype’s weight was mentioned several times as a potential problem in case of
prolonged usage. This was most noticeable in the SleeDDetail tasks when the SleeD
was mounted on the arm touching the wall (close coupling) and may have been a
consequence of the high weight (133 g) of the cellphone-based prototype.
S4 and S5 mentioned that the SleeD is hard to use for very high or low wall
positions, because the display orientation changes with the arm position. However,
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the participants were picking up and releasing photos over the complete height
of the wall (from 40 cm to 250 cm) and interaction at very high or low heights is
uncomfortable for other reasons as well. Furthermore, a SleeD that actually encircles
the arm has more visible regions and thus will support more arm positions.

8.7 Discussion
The study strongly suggests that the concepts used are sound. We investigated
a diverse selection of interaction techniques and application areas, showing that
the general idea is versatile and widely applicable. Importantly, nearly all study
participants asked for more features, e.g., pinch to zoom in the map application,
erasers and an eye dropper to choose color in the drawing application. We believe this
is a very positive sign, since it shows that the concepts were clear to them and they
were envisioning actual usage. Furthermore, it points to the possibility of creating
complete coherent application user interfaces using this hardware combination.
Unfortunately, the current state of hardware development prevented a study with
the envisioned hardware. Accordingly, we could not test features that depend on a
larger, curved display, among them rotating menus and interaction on the posterior
of the arm. However, we could test most concepts individually and in combination
in our study. Furthermore, the study results point to several shortcomings of the
current prototype that a full SleeD has the potential to solve. Among these are the
weight of the device (leading to fatigue) as well as the smaller, flat display that
impedes interaction on the device itself and is only visible in certain arm positions.
Concerning practical realization, the emergence of flexible OLED display prototypes
makes it likely that the hardware restrictions of the current prototypes will be lifted in
the foreseeable future. OLEDs need no backlight and therefore draw much less power.
The corresponding reduction in display and battery weight should alleviate the issues
with physical fatigue. Furthermore, the prototype does not use any mechanisms
for identifying users, in part because it was developed before the work on user
identification described in Part II took place. However, the architecture proposed in
Chapter 4 should make integrating ultrasound positioning or an alternative user ID
system with SleeD straightforward.
SleeD also has multiple benefits in comparison to concepts based on hand-held
devices. Many of our techniques leverage the fact that the mobile device’s display
is visible and can be interacted with in close coupling situations. This applies to
context-sensitive menus, seamless interaction including the drop zone and the flow
concept, personal views, precision input and probing. We believe that combined
with effortless switching to bimanual interaction with the wall (or with other objects
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such as pen and paper), this points towards powerful and truly seamless interaction
using both devices.
Finally, the combination of the SleeD form factor with the distal transfer techniques
we presented in FlowTransfer is interesting. While most of the SleeD techniques
address interaction close to the wall, FlowTransfer is designed for logical coupling
situations (in which the user is not in touching distance). Consider, e.g., an adapted
FlickTransfer (c.f. Section 7.2.1): Pointing at the wall using the SleeD hand and
subsequently flicking content in the wall’s direction is very similar to SleeDTransfer
and invokes the same quality of flow.

8.8 Summary
In this chapter we presented SleeD, a novel approach that combines arm-mounted
touch devices with wall displays. We contributed the SleeD concept, including
physical considerations, an analysis of the forms of coupling between the wearable
and the wall, and a diverse range of user interface techniques. Our iterative design
process also yielded two hardware prototypes based on a bendable e-Ink display and
a conventional smartphone. The presented sample applications further illustrate our
concepts and underline the envisioned usage of this type of future devices.
Finally, we also reported on an observational user study that covers a broad range
of the envisioned interaction. The valuable feedback that we received shows the
high potential and broad applicability of our proposed concepts—as well as pointing
towards future work in the area. One missing piece is a study of personalized
interaction in a multi-user context: While the concepts are geared towards usage in
group situations, we did not have a way to associate touches with user IDs at the time
we worked on SleeD. Furthermore, a true curved, high-performance SleeD prototype
is an important piece of future work when the hardware reaches maturity.
In the preceding two chapters, we presented interaction techniques that combine
mobile devices with wall displays, covering support of physical navigation (HyDAP
and FlowTransfer), fast activation of the device and integration of physical items
(SleeD), integration of private data (FlowTransfer and SleeD), and private views
(SleeD). Together with technologies that determine the location of the device (see
Chapter 6), interaction techniques such as these lay the basis for personalized
interaction.
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Part IV
Analyzing and Understanding Interaction

In the previous part of this thesis, we presented individual techniques that support
personalized interaction at wall displays. Developing these and observing their use
enables new usage scenarios and may give us important low-level insights on wall
interaction, but to gain a more holistic view, it is important to observe real-world
usage in a variety of application scenarios (c.f. Section 2.1) and analyze interaction
in controlled laboratory studies (c.f. Section 2.2) as well. In this part, we therefore
turn towards analyzing the interaction at wall displays. The next chapter presents
a study on Miners, a cooperative game featuring pre-determined user roles and
thus personalized interaction. The setting is casual, fast-paced interaction at close
proximity to the wall, and we focus on awareness and communication in our analysis.
Following that, we take a more general view of the analysis process: Chapter 10
presents GIAnT, a toolkit for the visualization of interactions at wall displays. GIAnT
that speeds up analysis by allowing work with data aggregated in time; it also makes
video coding superfluous in many cases.

Case Study: Miners

9

This chapter contains material previously published as Full Paper at
ISS’16 [Zad+16b]. Any use of ‘we’ in this chapter therefore refers to Ulrich
von Zadow, Daniel Bösel and Duc Dung Dam, Anke Lehmann and Raimund
Dachselt. The original Miners game was a student project by Daniel Bösel and
Duc Dung Dam, and Duc Dung Dam did an initial evaluation of the game in
his Bachelor’s Thesis [Dam14].

There have been a number of studies on collaboration at wall displays, with focus
on a diverse set of research questions. However, in our analysis of previous work
(c.f. Section 2.2), we also found gaps: Studies that investigate touch interaction are
rare, as is in-depth analysis of collaboration with more than two users. Furthermore,
there is little work on awareness. These aspects are nonetheless important, since
touch is a common interaction modality and collaboration at wall displays often
involves more than two users (see, e.g., the research on meeting support presented
in Section 2.1.1). Furthermore, several publications hint at awareness issues when
interacting close to a wall display [And+11; JH14], and an in-depth look at this
topic is therefore warranted.

At the same time, it is reasonable to assume that broader usage scenarios and more
informal use will become feasible as equipment prices decline. We therefore address
the gaps above using Miners (Figure 9.1), a fast-paced collaborative multi-player
game for a wall display. Our game Miners uses a bimanual, combined tangibletouch interface incorporating physical navigation, where players interact in a game
world similar to the game Lemmings. The game interface is personalized: Each
player has a distinct role and access to a corresponding tool. With Miners, we
additionally contribute novel game mechanics and an interaction concept which—to
the best of our knowledge—has not been described before. To investigate aspects of
collaboration and awareness in this exemplary setting, we conducted an exploratory
observational study using this game. While players enjoyed the game and showed
very high engagement, we also found a number of awareness, communication and
occlusion issues which we believe are relevant beyond our specific application case.
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Fig. 9.1.: Typical Miners gameplay scene.

9.1 Game Concept
Miners is a game for four players that revolves around rescuing miners from a
cavern displayed in cross-section on a wall display (Figure 9.1). Injured and initially
immobile miners are dispersed through the dark cavern, and the goal of the players
is to rescue them by sending additional miners down from the surface given limited
time. Each of the players has a different tool to interact with: One player can
build bridges, another ladders, the third has a pickaxe to remove obstacles, and
the last can place lights. Hence, players need to cooperate to succeed. Our game
development was iterative, user-centered, and involved regular tests by new users to
ensure easy learnability. To identify users (and thus determine the tool in use), we
use tangible markers. These are held in one hand and open up a circular interaction
lens when they touch the wall (Figure 9.2). The player can then touch inside the
lens to activate the tool (and, e.g., build a ladder).
Each game level starts with a 30-second Planning Phase in which the mine is lit in its
entirety, allowing the players to orient themselves. In this phase, no interaction with
the game world or the miners is possible. In the following five-minute Interaction
Phase, the mine is completely dark and lit only through player actions. To win,
players need to bring all miners to the surface. Miners follow simple rules while
moving: They walk in one direction, turning around when they reach an obstacle.
They can fall without hurting themselves, but there are lava pits that injure them.
When they meet a regular miner, injured miners in the caverns start walking as well.
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Fig. 9.2.: Miners interface: The player opens an Interaction Lens using the tangible in his
left hand. Touches in this lens then activate his tool.

Significantly, the size of the wall display allows us to show the complete game board,
making a minimap superfluous.
For robustness reasons (and because it was implemented before our work on user
identification), personalized and player-specific interaction is supported using tangibles to open an Interaction Lens specific to that player (Figure 9.2). The lens
temporarily lights up the immediate surroundings, and touches inside the lens
trigger actions. When two interaction lenses overlap, the area of overlap turns
red and interaction becomes impossible in this area. This constitutes a convenient
means of bimanual interaction: In general, the user’s non-dominant hand creates an
interaction zone, allowing the dominant hand to interact. To our knowledge, using
tangibles for this purpose, while similar to, e.g., Schmidt et al.’s IdLenses [SCG10b]
and Kister et al.’s BodyLenses [Kis+15], is novel in a game context.
Bridge and Ladder components have a limited lifetime, so they need to be placed
shortly before miners arrive. Furthermore, the number of concurrently placed Bridge,
Ladder and Light components is limited, with the current use count displayed at the
top of the Interaction Lens. Besides removing obstacles, the Pickaxe can also be used
to destroy placed components. While any tool produces a small, temporary light,
only the Light tool can place permanent lamps that illuminate a larger area.
Our game is designed to put a focus on teamwork and communication and clearly
requires a group effort to succeed. It therefore implements typical cooperative
game mechanics such as heterogenous resources, common goals and collaborative
tasks [RMP08; Sei+10; Wen+13]. At the same time, it is interesting because it
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enforces physical navigation close to the wall display, uses bimanual tangible+touch
interaction, and thus has the potential to significantly change mechanisms for
collaboration.
As with our other software, Miners is implemented in Python using libavg (c.f.
Section 3.1).

9.2 User Study
The Miners user study was exploratory and largely qualitative, and focused on
two major research questions: First, how do the physical environment (a wall
display) combined with the interaction modality (tangible+touch, interaction close
to the wall) impact collaboration? Second, do the insights from prior work on wall
displays—especially those pertaining to awareness and collaboration—hold in a
casual, fast-paced game environment?

9.2.1 Method
Our study involved four groups of four players each (recruited from the local university, ages 19–30, 25% female, avg. 45 min per group, various levels of acquaintance
within the groups), with an additional two groups in a pre-study to adjust study parameters. Subjects are designated using the identifiers 1A–4D in the following, with
the initial digit signifying the group and the letter indicating a specific group member.
After an explanation of the game and signing informed consent, subjects played a
total of five levels: A tutorial level, three levels with increasing difficulty, and a final
level with intermediate difficulty in which speaking was prohibited to provoke use
of non-verbal communication. We conducted a semi-structured interview with each
group, each participant answered a short questionnaire (fully documented in Appendix B, result excerpts in Figure 9.3), and we video-taped the sessions. Finally, we
recorded head position and direction of the participants using an Optitrack system,
which later enabled us to use GIAnT to analyze player movements and approximate
gaze directions (Chapter 10). There were at least three observers per group, which
discussed and compared notes immediately after each session to iteratively build
understanding.
Based on these observations and related work [KIP07; Sei+10], one person conducted a video analysis, with the results again discussed among all researchers.
During analysis, we looked for interaction and awareness issues as well as observing
players’ focus of attention and mechanisms for communication (verbal, gestural, eye
contact). We further analyzed communication content and studied the movement of
players in front of the wall.
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9.2.2 Findings
In general, subjects enjoyed the game very much, with two of the groups asking to
play again post-study without being prompted. This was visible in high engagement
and motivation, as well as bodily involvement such as running or kneeling down to
interact or to get out of the way. It was also reflected in the questionnaire results
(Figure 9.3): The game was rated very highly for fun, with an average of 6.125
(SD: 0.806) on a 7-point scale. In interviews, several players commented that
they particularly liked the physical aspects of the game, including the whole-body
movement needed, and that the sheer size of the wall helped immersion. The
Interaction Lens-based interface as well as the basic game mechanics were generally
understood during the tutorial level, but some specifics (e.g., the minimum tunnel
height above ladders) took longer for players to grasp.
Note that given the limited number of study participants, the quantitative results
should not be overinterpreted and are therefore only reported in excerpts. On the
other hand, the qualitative results were largely uniform across the four groups, so
we assume that additional participants would not have yielded additional insights.

Positioning and Locomotion
During the planning phase, players generally stood at an overview distance from
the wall and discussed possible interactions, while respecting others’ personal zones.
This changed in the interaction phase: When players cooperated well, they stood in
a group close to the wall, sharing a focus of attention and following miners moving
through the caves. Interaction proceeded in turns, with the Light tool often scouting
the way. However, there were frequent departures from this ideal: Players would
often break off of the group to pursue individual goals or scout ahead.

Fig. 9.3.: Excerpt of the questionnaire results as a diverging stacked bar chart [HR14]. The
questionnaire used a 7 point Likert scale, with 7 signifying strong agreement, 1
strong disagreement.
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Through video analysis, we found three possible states for players (with many fluid
changes between states as well as between shared and individual foci of attention):
• Active: Directly interacting. Close to the wall and generally focused on their
Interaction Lenses. Generally, no more than two people could interact at once.
• Ready: Still close to the wall, but focused on the active players’ interaction
lenses. Ready state players were able to interact at moment’s notice.
• Observing: One or two steps behind the Active and Ready state players. Observing players hovered on the periphery, getting an overview of the other
players and the game state but unable to interact immediately. In general,
occlusion by other players caused Observing state players to keep changing
their viewpoint by moving. These players were also most likely to take on
leader or coordinator roles.
A typical configuration can be seen in Figure 9.1: The two center players are in
Active state, the left player is Ready, and the right player is Observing. Note that
states are closely related to the role the players take on as well as their physical
distance from the wall and the observed center of interaction.
Significantly, no more than three players could share a focus of attention in Active
or Ready states at once for space reasons. This is visible in Figure 9.1, where
the Observing player would have had a hard time interacting without physically
displacing one of the other players. In the Active and Ready states, there was also
no evidence of territoriality [Aza+12] and much interaction in very close proximity
(Player 4B: “Twister-like”)—even among strangers. Players regularly got in each
other’s way physically, but several players stated in the interview that this actually
added to the fun.
Awareness
We observed many instances of tunnel vision, where players were unaware of the
game state or other players’ actions. In addition, the corresponding questions in
the survey (Figure 9.3, Q3 and Q4) got much less positive results than the other
questions. This was less an issue when players shared a single focus of attention.
Conversely, it was most severe when players interacted apart from the group close
to the wall (e.g., Figure 9.4), where only the game state in the player’s immediate
center of attention was seen. In some instances, players missed changes directly
outside their respective Interaction Lenses. Global game state such as the time left
was in most cases ignored completely, with players acting surprised when the time
was up. Interestingly, even the ’Game Over’ state, where the complete wall darkens
and a corresponding text is displayed that spans several displays, was ignored once
in the study (Player 3B continued interaction attempts for more than 5 seconds after
the game ended) and several times during playtesting.
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In Observing state, players were in most cases aware of the events in their general
area. This was visible in the videos and commented on several times in the interviews
(2B: “I could get an overview by stepping back”, 2C: “Stepping back worked, but there
were occlusion issues”, 4C: “I had the choice to either interact or get an overview”).
Also, Observing players were sometimes able to help with awareness issues that
the immediately involved players had. One example of this would be the display of
a tool usage count which was missed by the interacting player, with the observer
pointing out the issue.
Communication
Communication in Miners was generally used to to tell a player to use his or her tool,
to explain game mechanics, or to discuss strategy. As mechanisms, we observed:
• Verbalization: Often short and in command form (“Ladder here!”), with very
context-dependent content.
• Pointing: Generally using the complete arm. Pointing was mostly seen in the
planning phase, less often during hectic gameplay.
• Interaction Lens: Players would place their tangible on the wall to show
locations, sometimes moving it around to mark an area.
• Bodily contact such as a tap on the shoulder, usually to gain someone’s attention.
In the planning phase, verbalization and pointing were commonly used. There
were no issues with getting other players’ attention. Again, this changed during the
interaction phase, where getting other’s attention was an issue, and, in consequence,

Fig. 9.4.: Awareness issues: The player at the right cannot see what the other players are
doing.
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players ignored other’s needs regularly. Notably, there was very little eye contact
between players, since players mostly focused on the wall and the game state. Eye
contact was also not used as often as expected when asking for attention (e.g., when
action by another player was needed), and co-verbal gestures were seldom used for
communication.
There were issues with getting attention in all groups, with repeated and in some
cases drastic measures taken to resolve this. In approximate order of urgency, we
observed the following methods of getting attention:
• Calling the player’s or the tool’s name.
• Repeated tool names (e.g., 1C: “Pick, pick”, 3B: “Light light light”), louder
words and commands (e.g., 1A: “Get going!”, 3B: “Quickly!”).
• Light bodily contact.
• Exertion of force: We observed one case where a player didn’t react to other
cues and was forcefully pushed in the direction required.
In addition, when getting attention failed, other players would often intervene.
Not surprisingly, in the level without speaking, communication became even harder
and getting others’ attention was very difficult. In many cases, gestures were used to
communicate intent (e.g., “ladder” indicated by an up-down hand movement.), but
this was often ignored since the intended recipient’s attention was elsewhere.

9.3 Discussion
Our case study describes interactions and behavior specific to one game, and by
themselves it is not clear to what degree the findings can be applied to more general
cases. However, some of our results are interesting because they confirm and
emphasize findings by other researchers in a new usage context. In addition, several
aspects have been seen in other areas but not put into a broader perspective—the
most important of these being that social awareness is likely limited when interacting
close to a wall display.
Awareness
One fundamental fact about wall interaction is that when users are close to the wall,
they see only a small part of the interface. It is clear that this is a potential cause
for blindness to changes in the display contents, and findings by other researchers
support this: Among others, Sabri et al. [Sab+07] observed issues with awareness of
peripheral information with larger displays in a single-user game played on differentsized displays, Andrews et al. [And+11] hypothesize that change blindness will
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become an issue when interacting at close proximity to wall displays, and Bezerianos
et al. [BI12] find that content further away is hard to perceive because of reflections,
low contrast, and distortions when users are close to the wall. In the case of our
game, where people can only interact when close to the wall, these findings become
even more evident.
Additionally, our observations show a related but separate issue: Users interacting
within touching distance of the wall suffered from limited awareness of other users.
This pertains to awareness of other’s interactions with the software as well as
awareness of social cues such as gestures, body posture, facial expressions and eye
contact. There are some hints at similar issues in related work. E.g., Jakobsen and
Hornbæk [JH16] found more “negative signs of awareness” when interacting close to
a large vertical display, and Hawkey et al. [Haw+05] found similar awareness issues
at a vertical display when one participant was further away than the other.
However, the issues we observed were much more pronounced. High engagement
with the game world and stress caused by the time-critical interaction, as well as the
Interaction Lens concept probably contributed to this. Also, Miners only supports
interaction when in direct proximity to the wall. Still, we assume that awareness
issues will appear elsewhere: If users remain close to the wall, the wall takes up the
complete field of view, preventing users from perceiving social cues (gestures, body
posture, facial expressions, eye contact) of others in addition to causing blindness to
interface changes. In contrast, consider the other main collaborative single-device
setting, the tabletop: Tabletop users can see each other’s arms, so pointing and
touch interactions remain visible. In addition, body posture and gestures can be
observed through peripheral vision and eye contact can be established more easily
(see, e.g., [Xam+13; Zad+13]). These mechanisms facilitate collaboration and
are missing in our as well as likely most other wall-based scenarios with direct
interaction. A further contributing factor may have been that our wall is significantly
larger than in many other studies (e.g., [Cla+16; Gra+13; Haw+05; JH16]) and
thus allowed for multiple foci of interaction and true physical navigation.
In a game such as Miners, the issues observed add to the challenge and don’t
necessarily detract from the players’ enjoyment. However, we can assume that
this will be different in most professional situations, and in environments such as
the traffic control centers observed by Prouzeau et al. [PBC16b], lack of situation
awareness can cause fatal errors. Therefore, a challenge in wall interaction will
probably be to design interaction mechanisms that counteract change blindness
and social awareness issues. Others (e.g., [BNB07; Sab+07]) have suggested
moving information closer to the respective user, and this does help in the case of
blindness to interface changes. However, we also see two potential drawbacks in this
suggestion: It does not alleviate social awareness issues, and moving information
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may disrupt the spatial memory that is a prerequisite for effective physical navigation
(c.f. Section 2.2.1). Instead, we believe that one important tool here is to allow
interaction when at a distance from the wall, e.g., using freehand gestures [Nan+11],
body movements [Kis+15], or multi-device interfaces like those discussed in Part III
of this work.
Positioning and Locomotion
Some of our findings regarding positioning and locomotion were likely the result
of our specific scenario—including, e.g., the lack of territoriality and work in close
proximity.
On the other hand, the observation that no more than three players were able use
touch interaction with a single center of attention at once in Miners probably applies
to other scenarios as well, since it involves natural physical limits. Additional users
would have had a hard time reaching the display, even when interacting in very
close proximity (cf. Figure 9.1). In fact, the issue can be seen in other work as well
(e.g., Clayphan et al. [Cla+16], Figure 9, though it is only hinted at in the text).
Finally, we believe that our observations of occlusion issues for players at a distance
are important. Others have found similar issues as well [JH16; MAN09], so this is
probably a general phenomenon when users interact at differing distances. Consequently, when designing a system involving interaction at differing distances to
a wall display, occlusion needs to be taken into account. In fact, since there was
nearly always someone in the way, occlusion issues should be treated as a rule, not
an exception. As one solution, we propose displaying additional overview content
above user’s heads when appropriate, where they can be seen even if others stand in
front of the wall.

9.4 Summary
This chapter presented an exploratory study on close-range multi-user interaction
at a wall display in a casual context, investigating communication, awareness, and
locomotion. The study used Miners as context, a fast-paced game that employs
a novel bimanual tangible+touch interface to facilitate personalized interaction;
players have different roles that force them to collaborate. To our knowledge, Miners
is the first cooperative multi-user game for a touch-sensitive wall display. Our
study revealed substantial awareness issues for users interacting close to the wall:
Not only changes in display contents, but also others’ interactions and social cues
were often ignored. Furthermore, players that stepped back to get an overview
experienced occlusion issues. In our opinion, it is probable that both awareness and
occlusion issues are applicable to more general use cases. Therefore, for further
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work, we propose additional comparative studies to isolate dependent variables,
e.g., by comparing touch-only with touch and distant interaction for collaborative
work.
To analyze the interaction in Miners, we observed users and conducted video analysis.
This was a manual and time-intensive process with little available tool support, and
led directly to the work presented in the following chapter: A toolkit that adaptively
visualizes user behavior at wall displays.
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This chapter contains material previously published as Full Paper at
CHI’17 [ZD17]. Alexandra Weiß contributed initial visualization ideas in her
Diploma Thesis [Wei15], and the initial toolkit implementation was part of a
student project by David Stolze and Gustav Hahn. Any use of ‘we’ in this
chapter therefore refers to Ulrich von Zadow and Raimund Dachselt as well as
the aforementioned students.
The previous chapter covered an analysis of personalized interaction at a wall display
using an example application case. As with other work in this area [Bir+07; JH14;
KJH12; Raj+15], much of our understanding is based on video analysis. In our work
on Miners, we experienced two issues with this approach:
• Video analysis and coding is very time-intensive. For example, Jakobsen and
Hornbæk [JH14] manually coded a total of 24:27 hours of video, in addition
to using custom analysis software and computer vision.
• In videos, aggregate data is not visible, so it is easy to miss some aspects of
collaboration.
In this chapter, we present the Group Interaction Analysis Toolkit GIAnT (Figure 10.1)
that aims to fill this gap. GIAnT provides a rich set of visualizations supporting
investigation of multi-user interaction at wall displays. The focus is on visualizing
time periods, making it possible to gain overview-level insights quickly. Our toolkit
is designed to be extensible and features several carefully crafted visualizations: A
novel timeline visualization shows movement in front of the wall over time, a wall
visualization shows interactions on the wall and gaze data, and a floor visualization
displays user positions. In these visualizations, individual users are color-coded and
thus remain discernible. Thus, it is possible to see how individuals act in a group
situation, a factor that is important in the context of personalized interaction. In
addition to the visualizations, GIAnT shows the captured video stream along with
basic statistics.
Development was driven by our experience with Miners as well as the analysis of
existing research in collaborative wall display interaction presented in Section 2.2.
The categories found during this analysis give us a list of specific research topics that
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could potentially benefit from tool support (referenced as T1–T6 throughout the
chapter):
• T1: Physical navigation and other locomotion. How do users move in front of
the large display? How is movement used to access information (e.g., [AN13;
BN08; JH15])? Under which circumstances do users change positions or
switch places [JH14; JH16]? How often and in which situations do users
switch between working close to the wall and at overview distance [BN08]?
• T2: Territoriality [Bir+07; JH14] and social proxemics [Hal66; Cla+16]. At
what social distances from each other do users interact? Is there (transient or
permanent) territoriality?
• T3: Equality of participation [Bir+07; Cla+16]. Are there dominant users or
users excluded from participation?
• T4: Coupling styles [Ise+12]. Are users collaborating closely or working
side-by-side?
• T5: Awareness [GG02]. Do the users have a clear mental picture of the state of
the interface? Of collaborators’ actions?
• T6: User roles. Are there (perhaps application-specific) user roles [Gra+13;
JH16])?
GIAnT supports analytical studies at large wall displays by providing innovative
and focused visualizations that show aspects of multi-user interaction relevant
to the above topics. In contrast to video annotation systems that generally only
allow analysis of one point in time at once, GIAnT additionally supports working
at an overview level, with aggregated data. The toolkit focuses on visualizing time
periods of interaction data, allowing users to see information about complete or
partial interaction sessions at a glance and thus speeding up analysis significantly.
Additionally, GIAnT supports flexible zooms into shorter time periods, supporting
seamless transition to a detailed analysis for periods of time where this is needed
(details on demand [Shn96]). Furthermore, researchers can switch to video analysis
when appropriate as well.
GIAnT is a standalone application and extensible on several levels: It supports
adding new data sources, derived data sets, and visualizations. It also includes a
number of carefully designed visualizations that support work on a diverse set of
research topics. We initially validated GIAnT by analyzing how it supports work on
the research topics T1–T6 and by using it to evaluate the Miners game presented
in the previous chapter. In addition, GIAnT is currently being used to evaluate a
qualitative study on wall display interaction by other researchers at the IMLD (c.f.
Section 10.6). This practical use reinforces our statements on extensibility and the
benefits of our toolkit.
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Fig. 10.1.: GIAnT user interface showing 15 seconds of interaction: (a) Timeline showing
user movement across the wall (distance to wall coded as line width), touches
(white dots) and current time (vertical line), (b) Wall visualization showing
heat map of gaze points as well as touches (small dots), (c) Floor visualization
showing heat map of positions in addition to current user positions (circles) and
gaze direction (colored lines), (d) current video frame, (e) parallel coordinate
plot of statistics on current time period, (f) play button that toggles realtime
playback of the video and statistics, and (g) time slider showing current time
range (light grey block) and timepoint (white vertical line).

GIAnT is freely available under a GPL license [@Foua] and downloadable via
github1 .

10.1 Related Work: Tool Support for Collaboration
Research
There are a number of related publications that focus on analysis tools for multidevice and multi-user interaction. VisTaCo [Tan+10] visualizes touches on a tabletop,
using user-coded touches as main data source. CollAid [Mar+11] expands upon
this by supporting user-specific audio using a microphone array. Marquardt et al.’s
Excite [MST15] supports analysis of proxemics information in conjunction with video
coding, in effect automating the video coding process to a degree through queries in
a proxemics database. Furthermore, VICPAM [MB11] supports analysis of interactions with multiple desktop computers, visualizing application-specific data such as
window activations on a multi-user timeline. Thus, while analysis tools in related
1

https://github.org/imldresden/GIAnT
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fields have been developed, they are not designed to handle wall display-specific
aspects. In particular (and in contrast to, e.g., desktop or tabletop interaction), user
movement is an integral part of wall interaction, and visualizing this movement in
space and time is thus important for interaction research. GIAnT visualizes user
movements in addition to interactions, allowing analysis of locomotion (T1), social
proxemics (T2) and coupling styles (T4), as well as adapting analysis support to
wall displays and corresponding user motions.
Tool support for interaction research also includes a number of video annotation
and analysis tools. Among them are Hagedorn et al.’s VCode and VData [HHK08]
as well as Burr et al.’s VACA [Bur06], which both focus on traditional video coding,
supporting multiple video streams and a timeline with events as well as generic sensor data. Hofmann et al. [HHF09] focus on collaborative annotation in educational
settings. Further, Lasecki et al. [Las+14] crowdsource the video coding process,
using paid remote workers to code in parallel and thus significantly reducing the
time needed. All of these focus on the video coding process; at the same time, none
of them show visualizations that include time periods or aggregate movement and
interaction data over time. One work that does show time period visualizations is
Chronovis [Fou+11], which supports overlays on maps to visualize paths but focuses
on airplane pilot interfaces.

10.2 GIAnT System Design
GIAnT is a standalone visual analysis application that is based on an extensible
architecture. The system design is built around three major layers: 1) abstract and
concrete sources of data, 2) derived data calculated from the data sources, and 3)
visualizations that can access all data sources and derived data. It works with a
rich set of input data, including user position and gaze direction, video and audio
feeds, and touches on the wall. From this, derived data items are calculated. These
include estimated gaze points on the wall as well as statistics such as the user’s
movement speed, distance from the wall and touch frequency. Finally, the set of
current visualizations includes a timeline view showing user movement and touches,
heat map views of wall gaze points and floor positions, and a parallel coordinate
plot that shows basic statistics. In the following, we describe the support for data
sources and derived data in detail.

10.2.1 Data Sources
In order to incorporate diverse sources of interaction and movement data in a
structured fashion, GIAnT works with the concept of abstract data sources—types
of data that it uses for visualizations. Specifically, we currently support the user
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position and gaze direction, video recordings, and user-coded touches on the wall as
abstract data sources.
Each of these abstract data sources may be associated with one or more concrete
data sources. Specifically, one source for the user positions can be a motion tracking
system, requiring the users to wear instrumented caps (Figure 10.1d) or similar.
Alternatively, cameras could be used to track the users, with user differentiation
realized, e.g., through a system such as YouTouch! (c.f. Chapter 5). The users’ gaze
directions could be measured either through mobile gaze trackers or approximated
through the head direction (acquired using a motion tracking system). Furthermore,
a per-user visualization of touches requires a source of touches that includes user IDs,
and since user position is part of the abstract data as well, using the user position to
correlate touches with users (as described in Chapter 4) is a practical option.

10.2.2 Derived Data
From the input data, GIAnT calculates a set of derived data and statistics. Currently,
this includes gaze points on the wall (calculated from the users’ positions and gaze
directions), as well as per-user statistics such as the distance travelled, the average
distance from the wall, and the number of touches. Additionally, we expect that
support for new sets of secondary data will be added for concrete analysis tasks. As
an example, detection of F-Formations [MHG12] or touch zones would be possible.
Further possibilities include calculating additional statistics: the average distance to
collaborators (T2, T4) and the number of position swaps (T1) are examples. Finally,
if awareness of collaborators’ actions (T5) is a research topic, it would make sense
to calculate the average number of users who were able to see a touch.

10.3 GIAnT Interface
At the core of GIAnT is a set of visualizations that display a large variety of data in
several view panes (Figure 10.1, (a)–(c)). The challenge here was to visualize user
positions, gaze directions and touches, as well as associated changes over time in a
way that supports effective analysis of the interaction. In particular, time-dependent
user positions are trivariate data, which we needed to display on a two-dimensional
screen. We thus show user positions in two of the three views: While the Timeline
view (a) displays position changes across the wall over time in a line graph, the
Floor view (b) displays a heat map of positions. Additionally, the current point in
time as well as time range can be changed interactively. In combination, this allows
effective analysis of the dynamics of a situation.
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In general, visualizations have access to all of the input data and derived data
available to the system, and the set of visualizations is designed to be extensible.
The interface also shows a video of the interaction (d) and a statistics pane (e). All
data shown is based around the concepts of a current time interval and a current
point in time and updated synchronously. The time slider (g) shows the current
interval and timepoint, and dragging shifts both. Further, moving the mouse over
the timeline visualization changes the current point in time, and the mouse wheel
can be used to quickly zoom in and out in the time dimension at this point. Finally,
realtime playback is supported by the play button at the lower left of the interface
(f). In playback mode, all visualizations are updated synchronously with the video
display, giving an integrated view of changes in the users’ behavior.
The system shows all participating users by default, but individual users can be
shown or hidden using the interface (currently implemented through keyboard
commands). Users are color-coded; care was taken to choose colors that are easily
distinguishable and have equal perceptual lightness to avoid biases. Therefore,
colors are specified in the CIE-LCh color space. Colors have equal L (Lightness)
and C (chroma), and are equally spaced along the circular h (hue) axis. To overlay
multiple users, we use additive blending, thus side-stepping issues with draw order.
As an additional benefit, lightness is left free to visualize other aspects. Color usage
in visualization is a complex topic; for a general rationale for the use of the CIE-LCh
color space in visualization, we refer to [ZHM09]. For our current sets of data and
on-screen visualization, the results were very satisfactory (see, e.g., Figure 10.1);
however, note that a minor side-effect of equal lightness is that when converted to
greyscale (e.g., for printing), users become indistinguishable.
There are a number of inspirations for the visualizations used in GIAnT in prior work
on wall interaction analysis:
• Views of touches and gaze points on the wall can be seen in Ball et al. [BNB07]
and Liu et al. [Liu+14].
• A visualization similar to our floor view can be found in work by Ball et
al. [BNB07] and Prouzeau et al. [PBC16a].
• Our timeline view has a predecessor in Liu et al. [Liu+16].
However, these are static views that do not allow the user to dynamically change
the time period visualized, and there are numerous differences in details. In the
following, we discuss the individual visualizations that GIAnT supports.
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10.3.1 Timeline Visualization
Our novel Timeline Visualization (Figure 10.2, top) is designed to make the movements of users visible at a glance. The foundation is a per-user line chart with the
horizontal axis representing time and the vertical axis representing the position of
users across the wall. Additionally, the width of each line is used to show the distance
to the wall, with greater width corresponding to greater distance. Conversely, the
user’s opacity is reduced with distance (see, e.g., Figure 10.2, top: At 4:45-4:48,
all users stand at overview distance. Later, at about 4:52, all users are close to the
wall). The curves are adaptively smoothed to avoid high frequency noise in the data.
Finally, we visualize touches as white dots superimposed on the lines.
The challenge in designing this visualization was to show three dimensions of data
(time and 2D position) in a two-dimensional graph. Dedicating an axis to time
focuses the visualization on the dynamics of interaction. In contrast to heat map
visualizations, the chronology of events is instantly visible. Furthermore, showing the
distance as width allows us to visualize a second spatial dimension, albeit possibly

Fig. 10.2.: Timeline visualizations: In both visualizations, the bottom axis is the current
time. The default visualization (top) shows both distance and position across
the wall, while the alternative visualization (bottom) focuses on the distance of
the players to the wall.
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at the cost of a short learning phase. Since width is a visual parameter which is
well-suited for quantitative data, the visualization still gives a good indication of
the physical distance between users and thus social proxemic zones the users are
working at (T2). The visualization also allows good overview of movements (T1)
at a glance—users that, e.g., move between overview distance and detail work are
clearly visible. Further, differences in movement styles can alert researchers to issues
with users being left out (T3) or to different user roles (T6).
In addition to this central view, users can switch to an alternative timeline visualization that uses the vertical axis to directly show the distance of users to the wall
(Figure 10.2, bottom). It does not show movement across the wall, but is specialized
on visualizing the distance. This is helpful to analyze when and how often users are
trying to gain an overview or approach the wall (T1), e.g., in order to touch it. The
distance to the wall may also be evidence of dominance (T3), as some tend to stand
in the back (e.g., the green user) while others are mostly close to the wall (e.g., the
blue user). Finally, this visualization helps in analyzing proxemic interaction, where
distance is used as an input dimension.

10.3.2 Wall Visualization
The Wall Visualization (Figure 10.1b) shows interactions on the wall. It displays
a heat map of gaze points on the wall (whether estimated or measured exactly)
as well as a scatterplot of touches. The colors again designate the users, and heat
map lightness is mapped to gaze duration. The use of additive blending results in
distinctive color changes where several users’ gaze points coincide. Furthermore, to
allow a clearer view of the touch distribution, the heat map of gaze points can also
be hidden, resulting in plots such as the one shown in Figure 10.3.
Displaying gaze points as heat maps is an established standard in gaze research
(e.g., [NP09]), which we expand to support multiple users by color coding. In our
application case, this visualization allows analysts to, e.g., quickly get an approxi-

Fig. 10.3.: Wall visualization configured to only show the scatterplot of touches on the wall.
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mation of the visibility of touches to other users, an indicator of awareness (T5).
Touch locations and clusters are also indicators of on-screen territoriality (T2), with
global territories visible when the complete time period is selected, while transient
territories become visible for shorter time periods. Finally, if users rarely look at the
same points on the screen (visible in Figure 10.1, top right), this may be an indicator
of loose coupling (T4).

10.3.3 Floor Visualization
GIAnT’s Floor Visualization (Figure 10.1c) shows movement of users in front of the
wall from a bird’s eye perspective. It overlays a heat map showing positions of users
in the current time interval with circles showing user positions and head directions
for the current point in time. As before, heat map lightness is mapped to dwell time
of users.
As part of our iterative development, we also implemented an experimental alternative floor visualization that used a line graph to show user movement. While
this would theoretically have shown changes over time more effectively, it quickly
became cluttered when used to visualize longer time periods. Furthermore, it was
hard to discern current user position and gaze directions in this variant. The current
visualization clearly shows regions that individual users have occupied (e.g., in
Figure 10.1c, the blue user is the only one using the left half of the wall), giving
indications of both physical navigation (T1) and territoriality (T2). The degree of
overlap in the users’ positions is also evidence for the degree of coupling (T4).

10.3.4 Statistics View
In the Statistics View (Figure 10.1e), GIAnT shows a number of statistics generated
live for the current time interval as a parallel coordinate plot. The view currently
shows the movement speed, the average distance from the wall and the number
of touches per minute; we expect additional derived data to be added to this view
as well. We use parallel coordinates for this because they make distributions of
data clearly visible (e.g., in Figure 10.1, bottom right, the blue user is using a lot
more touch interactions than the others), and because of their potential to show
correlations between attributes as well as easy extensibility to additional attributes.
The research questions the statistics help answer depend on the values displayed: For
example, average distance from the wall and number of touches may be indicators
of equality of participation (T3); the average distance from the wall can also show
whether the user is looking at an overview or concerned with details (T1).
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10.4 Implementation
Our application is based on libavg; the user interface is scripted in Python (c.f.
Section 3.1). For our initial validation in the context of Miners, we used our
Optitrack [@Opt] motion tracking system to acquire user positions, with gaze
direction approximated using head tracking. User IDs for touches were generated
from the tangible markers used to open up user-specific interaction lenses (interface
to the Miners game: Figure 9.2). The study on multiple coordinated views used an
RGBD camera-based approach for the same purpose (c.f. Section 10.6), and finally,
supporting user IDs through headtracking should be possible using the prototype
user identification system presented in Chapter 4.
The raw csv-formatted recorded data is preprocessed in a separate step and stored in
an SQLite [@Con] database. This preprocessing step converts device-specific (e.g.,
Optitrack) data to abstract data (e.g., user position). Hence, the actual application
only needs to support abstract data sources. The preprocessor further normalizes
time steps and pre-calculates several intermediate values (e.g., low-pass filtered
position data) for speed. Additionally, the video needs to be synchronized with
tracking and touch data using a precise timestamp. We use a small script which
starts the video recording and encodes the time in the video filename. Alternatively,
an initial touch that is visible in the video could also be used to manually synchronize
it with the data logs. Furthermore, the videos are converted to a format that does
not contain delta frames to allow fast seeking.
An additional implementation goal was to support fluent interaction at a sufficient
framerate to allow quick ‘scrubbing’ through information. Consequently, data needs
to be accessed and visualizations generated in realtime. Therefore, significant effort
went into optimizations: Speed-critical parts of the application are realized as a
libavg plugin written in C++. This includes the rendering of the timeline visualization
and heat map, as well as live calculation of statistics. Finally, seeking in videos uses
a synchronous (i.e., threadless) decoder for minimal latency.

10.5 Practical Validation I: Miners
In the section on the GIAnT interface above, we not only introduced the visualization
views but also analyzed their suitability for the research topics T1–T6. Besides this analytical validation, we validated our toolkit by using it to analyze Miners [Zad+16b],
the game presented in the previous chapter. To illustrate its utility in a specific
application example, we therefore walk through one of our analysis sessions using
GIAnT. Our case study uses recorded data from a playthrough of a game level of
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Miners, including head tracking data, video, and complete touch event data from
the wall display with user IDs.
Upon opening GIAnT, the tool shows an initial overview spanning the complete session (the timeline view is visible in Figure 10.4, wall and floor views in Figure 10.5).
The timeline visualization alone allows a number of interesting observations:
• The players generally move as a group and stay close to one another (T4:
coupling).
• Player movements show similar patterns and it appears that no player is left
out (T3: Equality).
• There are frequent position switches (T1: Locomotion).
• Looking a bit closer, we can tentatively identify four broad movement phases
(T1: Locomotion). Phase 1: The first 30 seconds are spent far away from the
wall; Phase 2: From this point in time to about 4:30, users generally stay close
to the wall, moving as a close group; Phase 3: A phase follows in which users
disperse and join up again; and Phase 4: From about 5:00, players are again
far from the wall.
In addition, the wall visualization (Figure 10.5, top) shows no evidence of private
territories (T2), since the touch positions overlap a great deal. Note that gaze

Fig. 10.4.: Timeline showing one Miners level playthrough. Among others, it shows at a
glance: Players move as group, there are frequent position switches, and there is
a large time interval (about 1:00–4:30) in which players stay close to the wall in
general.
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direction is estimated using the head direction in this case. While this means that
individual measurements are inaccurate, we assume that the aggregate view shown
in the wall visualization approximates reality well.
The floor visualization (Figure 10.5, bottom) shows that almost the complete floor
is used by all players, further reinforcing the impression that there are no private
territories. The roughly triangular shape also shows that players generally gravitate
to the center when at overview distance. Finally, there is a hotspot at the right center
of the wall that has received a lot of attention—clearly visible in both heat map
views.
All these clues can be gathered in the initial minute of analysis.
To further study the initial session, we then worked to gather more insights at a
higher level of detail. We therefore zoomed in so that the views showed 30 seconds
of data and moved through the complete session at this granularity. We still found
no evidence for territoriality (T2). At this point, we were able to use the video
playback to get a clearer understanding of the semantics of the phases identified

Fig. 10.5.: The entire playthrough from Figure 10.4 in the wall and floor views. Note that
touches (dots in the wall visualization) are evenly distributed and show no signs
of territoriality. Also visible is that much of the interaction was concentrated at a
spot at the center right of the wall.
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earlier. Phase 1 is an initial planning phase, and Phase 4 is after the game ends. It
turns out that for almost the entire duration of the game (Phase 2), players very
seldom moved far enough back to see an overview of the complete wall (T1). We also
saw physically close interaction, near-constant movement as a group, and similar
gaze points throughout.
However, the short Phase 3 (4:30-5:00) seemed to be an exception, because it is the
only time at which players do not appear to act as a group. We therefore decided
to examine this phase in more detail and zoomed to the time interval from 4:44 to
4:59 (this time interval is visible in Figure 10.2). The wall and floor views clearly
show that player positions and viewpoints have almost no overlap during this time.
Viewing video playback for this interval, we saw the actual gameplay situation: The
players are almost done with the level, but there is a single miner left in the dark
part of the cave that they need to find. They therefore decide to split up and search
for this miner, and gather again when one of them is successful. We concluded that
this group cooperated well throughout the complete session.
During the intermediate-level analysis, we also noticed an interesting pattern: There
are several situations where a player stays closely behind the others, quickly moves
forward to touch, and moves back again in the span of a few seconds. We decided to
find out whether this pattern occurs regularly. Both timeline views show this pattern
well (Figure 10.6, green player), and we were able to quickly find other occurrences
of the pattern. Again watching the video at these points in time, it became clear
that the users in question were moving away quickly to avoid hindering others’
interactions. As a follow-up, we could have used additional targeted video coding,
e.g., to gather quantitative data.

Fig. 10.6.: Recurring interaction pattern shown in both variants of the timeline view. While
the bottom view very clearly shows movement towards and away from the wall,
the top view focuses on movement across the wall, coding distance from the wall
as line width. It is clearly visible that the green user moves towards the wall,
touches a number of times (white dots) and quickly moves back a significant
distance to make room for other users.
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Fig. 10.7.: Interface of the multiple coordinated views study.

In total, the analysis had so far taken much less time than the actual running time
of the video. Contrast this to analysis using traditional video coding, which would
have involved a lengthy process, multiple iterations of coding, and no ability to see
an overview at a glance. Instead, we were able to quickly form initial hypotheses
involving multiple topics and zoom in to more detailed views to gather evidence on
these topics, focusing on particularly interesting sections of the interaction.

10.6 Practical Validation II: Study on Multiple
Coordinated Views
The Miners use case and walkthrough was performed for the original publication
on GIAnT [ZD17]. At the time of this writing, GIAnT is additionally being used to
analyze data from a study on wall visualizations using multiple coordinated views by
Ulrike Kister, Ricardo Langner, Marc Satkowski, and Raimund Dachselt. This gives
us the opportunity to assess the toolkit’s usefulness in practice.
The study in question is qualitative and explorative, and based on a visualization
application showing over 40 coordinated views on a wall display (Figure 10.7).
Interaction is possible either through touch or by distal pointing and clicking using a
position-aware mobile device. Seven teams of two users were asked to cooperatively
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answer questions on the data displayed, with sessions taking between 60 and 90 minutes each. Among other topics, the researchers were interested in problem-solving
approaches, conflict situations, and switches between close and loose collaboration.
They were also interested in the choice of input modality (touch or distal pointing)
for different interactions and visualizations.
All sessions were recorded simultaneously by three video cameras, one of which
was an RGBD camera, and mobile device positions and orientations were recorded
using marker-based tracking. Low-level interaction events such as touches as well as
application-level events such as focus lens manipulations and study phases were also
recorded. However, in contrast to our work on miners, there was no head tracking.
The authors changed and enhanced GIAnT in multiple ways to accommodate the
needs of the study, adding new data sources as well as visualizations. Figure 10.8
shows the adapted interface. For users, both the body position (from RGBD camera
data) and the position of the mobile device were used as data sources, and user IDs
for the user positions were generated offline by correlation with the mobile device
positions. Subsequently, user IDs for touches were generated using the algorithm
presented in Section 4.2.2.
Changes to the visualizations include several new views as well as changes to existing
views. Two new views are timeline-based: They show recorded application events
and low-level interaction events, respectively. These views, along with the original
timeline view as well as the alternate distance timeline view, are shown on a shared
time axis to make correlations visible clearly (Center left column in Figure 10.8). A
new statistics view shows numerical data for the current time interval, and additional
vertical lines in the timeline views show start and end of study phases. Minor changes
included adapting the color scheme to two users (one hue per user), with a second
color per user used to differentiate between touch and distal interaction. Additionally,
all three video feeds are shown at once (Center right column in Figure 10.8). In
sum, the changes took less than a month of work by a student, with the majority of
the time spent on data import.
Although analysis of the study data is still ongoing, the study authors remarked on
several benefits in conversation. Importantly, they noted that many insights can be
gained from the aggregate views. One specific example was that the wall visualization showed display regions where users favored one input modality over the other
(e.g., touch over remote interaction). Since these display regions correspond to visualization views on the wall, they are using this to identify preferred input modalities
for different views. In addition, they feel that one of the major improvements in
workflow concerns the verification of results observed during the study and noted in
protocols. They remarked that they could “just look at the visualizations and find the
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Fig. 10.8.: GIAnT interface adapted for the study on multiple coordinated views. Shows several additional views: statistics view (top left), mobile device
touch regions (bottom left), application event timeline (top center), touch timeline (below the standard timeline), and multiple videos (center).
Also note that both the standard and the alternate timeline views are visible at once. The screenshot shows a complete 80-minute session.
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corresponding instances quickly”, where the alternative would have been to view the
complete video to find instances of specific behaviors using video coding. Finally,
they are using the toolkit in unexpected ways, e.g., by opening multiple instances to
allow comparison of different user groups.
This usage in practice validates several points: First, the toolkit proved to be readily
extensible to new data sources and visualizations. Second, the use for sessions
lasting an hour or more with three parallel video feeds shows that performance is
sufficient for fluent interaction with large amounts of data. In sum, the researchers
feel that it allows them to gain insights they would not have had otherwise or that
would have needed full video coding to see.
Finally, the researchers using the toolkit mentioned several additional ideas for
expansion. These include views that compare between different sessions, adding a
screencast as a data source (to be shown behind the wall view), and enabling initial
real-time coding of events during study observation.

10.7 Summary
We presented GIAnT, a toolkit for the analysis of multi-user interaction at large wall
displays. Using several carefully-crafted visualizations, GIAnT supports research
on a multitude of topics, facilitating overview-level analysis at a glance while still
supporting detail work when needed. Our toolkit thus significantly speeds up the
analysis process. GIAnT was validated analytically (by showing how it supports work
on a number of research topics), by using it to analyze Miners, and through use in a
separate research project on multi-user interaction at wall displays. Furthermore,
since it is openly available, we hope that other researchers will benefit from its
possibilities as well.
GIAnT was initially developed as a research prototype, and the data sources supported reflect the concrete tasks it was used for. Nonetheless, practical use in current
research has shown that it is readily extensible: It is easy to add support for new
data sources, secondary data and visualizations as they are needed for the research
tasks at hand.
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This thesis presented an investigation in personalized interaction at high-resolution
wall displays, focusing on interaction in the context of physical navigation. I started
with the observation that the traditional login-based method of interface personalization fails when multiple users interact with one display. This directly lead to the
research question: How can we provide personalized interfaces in the context of
multi-user interaction with wall displays? It was unclear how to technically identify
users, there were open interface design issues, and we found open questions in the
domain of user behavior and its analysis as well.
This chapter returns to the overarching research questions and objectives to summarize the thesis. The first section of this chapter outlines the contributions of the
thesis (Section 11.1). It is followed by Section 11.2, which describes limitations of
the present work, and finally, the concluding Section 11.3 presents an outlook and
discusses possible future research directions.

11.1 Summary of Contributions
The major contributions of this thesis fall into three topics, corresponding to the
three research objectives introduced in Section 1.1:
In the domain of user identification, we contribute a generalized architecture for
wall display user identification systems. We further contribute two technologies
based on this architecture that identify the user and thus enable personalized
interaction. Both these technologies support close-range (for touch and other close
modalities) as well as distal (e.g., body-centric or cross-device) interaction and thus
physical navigation. However, they focus on different aspects of user identification:
YouTouch!, the first system, delivers transient IDs based on user appearance and
supports casual interaction, while the second technology, Ultrasound Locating, is
based on mobile device positioning and thus delivers persistent IDs.
The thesis further contributes interaction techniques that use additional mobile
devices to support personalized interaction and moving users. Specifically, access to
personal data is covered by the FlowTransfer data transfer techniques and the SleeD
concept for an arm-worn personal device, SleeD further covers personal views and
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interfaces, and, finally, the pointing technique HyDAP is designed specifically for use
in the context of physical navigation.
The third topic, user behavior, is addressed in two contributions. Firstly, we
contribute a study on user behavior that involves multiple users, with each user
having a different role. Context for the study is the fast-paced cooperative game
Miners, and the study analyzes awareness and communication issues. Secondly, we
consider the analysis process itself and contribute a visualization toolkit, GIAnT, for
wall display interaction analysis. GIAnT considerably speeds up the analysis process
by showing aggregate data and supporting flexible zooms to varying time periods.
Finally, a recurring theme in several of the contributions is that of toolkit design
and implementation. The purpose of these toolkits is to provide a solid basis for
further research: The libavg framework (Section 3.1) allows efficient development
of wall display applications and UIStreamer (Section 3.2) does the same for crossdevice applications. Furthermore, the architecture for user identification systems
(Chapter 4), the YouTouch! development and test toolset (Section 5.3), the test tools
for Ultrasound Locating (Section 6.4.3), and, last but not least, the GIAnT toolkit
(Chapter 10), are all examples of reusable infrastructure that enable future work.
Finally, to enable use by other groups, libavg and the GIAnT toolkit have been made
freely available under open source licenses.
The remainder of this section summarizes specific major and minor thesis contributions, including references to the relevant chapters. Where applicable, I also
reference the corresponding peer-reviewed publications.

11.1.1 Major contributions
Major contributions of this thesis are:
YouTouch! The first contribution is a low-cost method for tracking users and
associating interactions with users at a wall display, based on an RGBD camera
placed facing the wall (Chapter 5). The specific technological contribution that
facilitates this is a method for re-identifying users after occlusions or after they
have re-entered the camera’s field of view. We further contribute a prototype
implementation, an evaluation of the efficiency using recorded test scenes with 45
users, and an evaluation of the causes of the remaining failures in re-identification.
Major parts of this contribution were published as full paper at AVI’16 [Zad+16a].
SleeD With SleeD (Chapter 8), we present a concept for integrating a sleeveworn device with a wall display, investigating physical considerations and coupling
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styles as well as a set of corresponding interaction techniques. Additional contributions include two prototypes (one based on a bendable e-Ink display, the second
smartphone-based) and a qualitative user study that confirms the concept’s high
potential.
Major parts of this contribution were published as full paper at ITS’14 [Zad+14].
Miners The third major contribution is a qualitative study focusing on wall display
interaction in a fast-paced and casual setting, presented in Chapter 9. The study
investigates personalized interaction in proximity to the wall and is based on a game,
Miners. Specific contributions include a novel tangible+touch interface as well as
insights on awareness, communication, and occlusion issues when interacting with
wall displays.
Major parts of this contribution were published as full paper at ISS’16 [Zad+16b].
GIAnT The final major contribution of this thesis is a visualization method and
toolkit for wall interaction analysis (Chapter 10). GIAnT visualizes aggregate data
over configurable time periods, showing user movement, wall viewpoints, and
interaction data. Specifically, we contribute a freely available implementation as
well as evaluation using two analysis use cases, one of which is practical use in a
study on wall interaction by other researchers.
Major parts of this contribution were published as full paper at CHI’17 [ZD17].

11.1.2 Minor contributions
Minor contributions of this thesis include:
Technical infrastructure for user-aware applications at wall displays In Chapter 3, I present a practically usable technical infrastructure that enables efficient
development of wall display and multi-device applications. Components include
libavg, a framework that allows development of wall display applications (among
others, the framework’s API integrates per-interaction user IDs into application-level
messages) and UIStreamer, a library that facilitates easy development of crossdevice applications. The two toolkits have been used in numerous research projects,
including many that are not part of this thesis.
Architecture for wall display user identification systems The thesis contributes
a generalized architecture for wall display user identification systems that associates
users with interactions based on user positions. This contribution includes a thorough
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requirements analysis of user identification systems and is verified using a reference
implementation of the architecture (Chapter 4).
Ultrasound locating The thesis reports on ongoing work on mobile device positioning using ultrasound signals (Chapter 6), usable to enable user identification.
Contributions include a thorough analysis of the state of the art in mobile device
locating, design and implementation of a baseline ultrasound locating system, and
initial validation. An additional contribution is an analysis of the implications that
doppler-shifted signals have for positioning, in which we find a significant error
source that has heretofore been ignored.
An earlier version of the report on the state of the art was published as Workshop Paper
at ISS ’16 [Hor+16b].
HyDAP Chapter 7 of this thesis contributes HyDAP, a novel pointing technique
that leverages physical navigation, allowing both fast overview work at a distance
and precise work when close. We present an initial verification of HyDAP using a
quantitative study. The initial inspiration for HyDAP was FlowTransfer (Section 7.2),
a set of bidirectional transfer techniques between a mobile device and a wall display
that uses the pointing technique as basis. The FlowTransfer techniques support
multi-item transfer and item layout, take into account physical navigation and casual
interactions, and are verified using a qualitative user study.
Major parts of FlowTransfer were published as book chapter [Lan+16]. This book
chapter also presents the initial HyDAP concept.

11.2 Limitations
In Section 1.2, I discussed the constraints on the scope of the thesis that were
necessary to keep the workload at a manageable level. These directly lead to
limitations in the results, which I discuss in the current section.
My work was limited to vertical displays and did not consider other form factors such
as tabletops. While user interface personalization is an issue for tabletop displays
as well, many of my results will likely not be transferrable: Since the perspective
to the display is different, distal interaction and physical navigation do not play a
substantial role. Our own [Zad+13; ZD14] as well as other researchers’ [Cla+16;
Hor+08; Pot+12] tabletop studies also show much better group awareness and
different mechanisms for collaboration.
A minor point is that I only considered research in which personalization plays a role.
While this is arguably the more complex situation, some solutions we considered are
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not the most effective ones if only one user is interacting. For example, mechanisms
that enable access to personal data can possibly be implemented with a simpler
interface in single-user interaction.
Furthermore, the research was conducted with prototype applications in a single
laboratory. While this allowed exploration of a wide set of research questions,
reasoning about the ecological validity of the work was based primarily on prior
research by other scientists; whether the conclusions are applicable to real-world
situations and real users in demanding applications remains to be seen. A second
limitation of research in one laboratory is that all results were obtained using a
single wall with a fixed size and resolution, and room dimensions were fixed as well.
Finally, study participants came from this environment as well: For the most part,
they were computer science students or university employees as well as socialized in
a western environment. In addition, a large majority were male. The restrictions on
wall dimensions and resolution as well as study participants may have skewed the
results, and to what extent they generalize is unclear.
A significant limitation is also that I assume interaction in the context of physical navigation. While the benefits of physical navigation have been documented in numerous
lab studies (e.g., [AEN10; BNB07]), they only materialize under relatively strict
constraints: The screen’s resolution must be higher than visual acuity; also, the data
must be visible at multiple resolutions and have an essentially static layout [BNB07].
Furthermore, users must be able and willing to move around [BNB07]. There is
some related work that showcases physical navigation in real-world applications
(e.g., [Raj+15]) or in labs with domain experts (e.g., [AN12; GSW01]). However, it
remains to be seen whether these results generalize.
Note that the individual research projects have their own limitations. However, these
have been discussed in the respective chapters (c.f. Sections 5.5, 6.6, 6.7, 7.4, 8.7,
9.3, 10.7) and are therefore not reiterated here.

11.3 Outlook
The vision that this dissertation is based upon is that of group work at an interactive
high-resolution wall display. The use cases involve multi-resolution information
spaces, whether in classical visualization domains (e.g. [Bea+12; FHE96; PBC16b;
Wig+09]), for applications such as design brainstorming (e.g., [GSW01]) or even in
history and literature [Raj+15]. Users interact with this information space using
physical navigation—moving around to see different parts of the data, and switching
between overview and detail by moving forward and back. The user interfaces are
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adapted to this workflow and personalized; the users’ mobile devices facilitate access
to personal data and interaction with the wall from a distance.
The work presented in this dissertation is an attempt to contribute to the vision: User
identification facilitates personalized interaction (Part II), cross-device user interfaces
leverage physical navigation and allow access to personal data (Part III), and studies
as well as corresponding tools contribute to understanding user behavior (Part IV).
However, there are many additional aspects which I believe warrant investigation,
and this final section therefore looks at future research directions.
One promising research direction concerns the robustness of the re-identification
in camera-based user ID systems (c.f. Chapter 5). There are several possible
paths here. Firstly, the YouTouch! system relies on the segmentation algorithms
used in the drivers of one specific RGBD camera model (the Microsoft Kinect),
and alternative methods for segmentation could potentially improve the system’s
robustness. Secondly, machine learning algorithms are improving at a rapid pace,
and replacing our hand-crafted algorithm with one based on, e.g., unsupervised
learning is another option (our work on siamese CNNs [Bös16] points in a similar
direction).
Another open issue that is very relevant for personalized wall interaction is that of
indoor localization of mobile devices (c.f. Chapter 6). As described in Section 6.1,
there is much ongoing research in this area, and a number of very diverse approaches
have promising results. In the case of ultrasound positioning, support for moving devices is still an open issue, since current systems do not compensate for measurement
errors due to the doppler effect.
The combination of an arm-worn device with a wall display (c.f. Chapter 8) also
leaves open research questions: What impact does the device form factor have? The
envisioned arm-encompassing SleeD geometry has not been subject to extensive
tests—what happens when they are performed? Perhaps, a smaller form factor is
sufficient (as in, e.g., Horak et al.’s work on combining a Smartwatch with a wall display [Hor+18])? Also: How do arm-worn and hand-held devices compare? Maybe a
promising usage scenario involves both (as in, e.g., Chen et al.’s work [Che+14])?
An further important aspect is privacy and access rights; it is located at the intersection between security architecture and human-computer interaction. User
identification systems in general are a legitimate cause for security concerns, and
the principle of data minimization (i.e., only data essential to the application case
should be transmitted and/or stored) should hold in this case as well. Applying
this to user identification systems, and, e.g., determining when to transmit a mobile
device’s location along with a user ID, is an important subject for future research.
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Note that both YouTouch! and Ultrasound Locating have the potential to support
privacy-preserving interactions: In the case of YouTouch!, the IDs are temporary by
design, and in the case of Ultrasound Locating, the position is determined on the
device itself (and thus, in principle, the degree of disclosure is configurable).
Furthermore, current operating systems expect to manage access rights to data. In
this model, applications are usually granted access rights depending on the logged-in
user. Users are hence expected to trust the operating system, not individual applications. This changes when multiple users interact with a single application: Which
entity manages security? How is access to multiple users’ data compartmentalized?
An additional aspect concerns the application cases that have hitherto been examined. There are two largely disjoint sets of use cases described in the literature.
On the one hand, use of wall displays for visualizations generally involves very
high-resolution displays and single standing users. On the other hand, work on
meeting support for the most part describes less high-resolution displays and predominantly sitting users. Only a few studies document the combination of both
aspects: Multi-user situations involving both sitting and standing users, with physical navigation used to access data [GSW01; Raj+15]. An important question is
therefore: Does that generalize? Is there a significant practical need for very high
resolutions and—consequently—physical navigation in multi-user situations?
Related to this is an issue of technological advancement. Until recently, most wall displays were controlled by clusters of workstations, making application development
tedious and very time-consuming. This is changing, and single workstations that
drive large vertical displays with a resolution significantly higher than visual acuity
are now available. Along with support from toolkits (such as libavg and UIStreamer),
development should be significantly easier, and, assuming practically usable user
identification, much more complex applications using personalized interaction become feasible. This allows validation in diverse application areas: As examples,
realistic applications that support brainstorming and design sessions [GSW01], road
traffic management [Pro17], and construction meetings [LFW01] should now be
possible to implement, and experimentation with heretofore unexplored application
areas is an option as well. This, in turn, should enable application-level studies and
provide much-needed practical grounding for the field.
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Appendix for Chapter 8: SleeD
User Study Questionnaire

A

This appendix documents the questionnaire used in the SleeD user study. The
following is a translation, the original questionnaire was in German.

A.1 Pre-Study Questionnaire
1. Gender:
2. Age:

# Male
.

# Female

3. Do you have any experience with interactive display walls:
# Yes,
(please elaborate)
# No

4. Do you have any experience with smartwatches or interactive arm displays:
(please elaborate)
# Yes,
# No

A.2 Post-Study Questionnaire
NASA-TLX based questions:
1. How mentally demanding were the tasks?
very low #—#—#—#—# very high
2. How physically demanding were the tasks?
very low #—#—#—#—# very high
3. How much time pressure did you feel?
very low #—#—#—#—# very high
4. How successful were you in performing the tasks?
perfect #—#—#—#—# failed

5. How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance?
perfect #—#—#—#—# failed
6. How irritated, stressed, and annoyed did you feel during the task?
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Questions on concepts:

very low #—#—#—#—# very high

7. Please assess the usefulness of the presented concepts (independent of the
current prototype)
very good #—#—#—#—# very bad
8. Please assess the usability of the presented concepts (independent of the
current prototype)
very good #—#—#—#—# very bad

9. Please assess the presented software concepts (independent of the current
prototype)
very good #—#—#—#—# very bad

10. Please assess the presented hardware concepts (independent of the current
prototype)
very good #—#—#—#—# very bad

11. Please assess the presented concepts in general (independent of the current
prototype)
very good #—#—#—#—# very bad
12. What did you like about the presented hardware and software concepts?

13. What did you dislike about the presented hardware and software concepts?

Questions about the prototype:
14. Please assess the usefulness of the prototype you tested
very good #—#—#—#—# very bad

15. Please assess the usability of the prototype you tested
very good #—#—#—#—# very bad
16. Please assess the software of the prototype you tested
very good #—#—#—#—# very bad
17. Please assess the hardware of the prototype you tested
very good #—#—#—#—# very bad
18. Please assess the prototype you tested in general
very good #—#—#—#—# very bad
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19. What did you like about the prototype you tested?

20. What did you dislike about the prototype you tested?

A.2

Post-Study Questionnaire
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Appendix for Chapter 10: Miners
User Study Questionnaire

B

This appendix documents the questionnaire used in the Miners user study. The
following is a translation, the original questionnaire was in German.

B.1 Pre-Study Questionnaire
1. Age:
2. Gender:

.
# Male

# Female

3. How often do you play computer games?
# Never
# Rarely
# Less than one hour a week
# Less than five hours a week
# More

4. How much experience do you have with cooperative games? (Cooperative
games are games in which the players pursue the same goal, for example
World of Warcraft or pen-and-paper roleplaying games.)
# Never played
# Played less than five times
# Played more often
5. Which collaborative games have you played?

6. Have you ever used a display wall?

# Yes

7. How often do you use touch-based interfaces?
# Never
# Seldom
# Occasionally
# Often

# No
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B.2 Post-Study Questionnaire
8. Did you have fun playing Miners?
disagree #—#—#—#—#—#—# agree
Comment

9. Do you believe you worked together well?
disagree #—#—#—#—#—#—# agree
Comment

10. Did you always know what was happening in the game?
disagree #—#—#—#—#—#—# agree
Comment

11. Did you always know what your fellow gamers were doing?
disagree #—#—#—#—#—#—# agree
Comment

12. Did the touch-and-tangible-based user interface work like you expected it to?
disagree #—#—#—#—#—#—# agree
Comment
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